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ABSTR ACT

Despite growing numbers of individuals purchasing coffee-oriented goods (beans,

plungers, espresso machines, etc.) in an attempt to produce high quality coffee within

the comforts of home, coffee consumption essentially remains a socio-spatial

activity; we still "go out" for coffee, and coffee bars and cafds are the chosen sites for

consumption. The consumption sites and practices associated with coffee have

become a significant element in the contemporary Auckland landscape. Offering a

variety of espresso-based beverages, cafds and coffee bars provide a sense of

community, theatre, and a sensual experience. The thesis examines the construction

of the caf6lcoffee bar as a site of consumption and how it is perceived and used by its

consumers. Findings are derived from survey work, a focus group, and participant

observation. Evidence is presented of caf6s operating as 'third places' in relation to

work and home, with consumers frequenting establishments on a regular basis and

finding a sense of community within.

Key words:

consumPtion, coff ee, third ploce, sense of place.
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Chapter L

INTRODUCTION

ft's not just the coff ee....people wont out. Out of their living rooms
on o roiny Saturdoy. Out to o sidewolk toble on o sunny Sundoy.
Out in the world. Out with their friends. Toke o look oround next
time you visit your fovorite coff ee hount. ...A guy is perched on o
high stool reading o newspoper. ...back in the co?ner two women are
huddled around [o] smoll toble shoring the lotest of lif e's secrets
over the cof f ee-of -the-doy.

Where else con you go, sit down ond order only o cup of coff ee?

...Where did we go when no coffee ploces were oround? Whot did we

do to get out in the world, chot with friends, or escope from our
castles? (Holmon,1997,4).

Arguing that i/'s rlot jusl lhe cofibe which attracts people to such establishments.

American writer Sheni Holman offers a compelling account of a visit to a local cafe.

Caf6s have become the place to go and perch oneself in a window to watch the world

go by or sit and talk with others.

This thesis fbcuses on cafds as places of consumption, as places where people

'escape' fiom their homes and work in search of communitv. and as places which

offer a sensual experience. In this study. espresso-ing (an expression o0

consumption in the cafe environment arrd its associated practices will be explored

within Central Auckland. This chapter begins by introducing the urban landscape.

proceeds to 'place' cafds within the discipline of geography, outline the thesis aims

and objectives, and concludes with the thesis organisation.
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1.1 Espresso ond the urbon londs cspe

As a popular, even 'trendy', part of the everyday lives of many, the appearance of

caf6s in cities and neighbourhoods throughout the Western World has led some to the

conclusion that

...coff ee ond espresso bors hove token over the urbon londscope
(Morse,1996,104).

The urban landscape, an essential component of this thesis, has gone through a

number of changes over the past two decades, marked by new patterns of

consumption, leisure, disposable incomes, and the introduction of a host of different

cultural practices. These practices are becoming increasingly popular, with

"...greater and greater numbers of people (men and women) -with however little

money- play[ing] the game of using things to signifr who they are" (Hall, 1990, 131).

Today's 'goods' function as social signs which themselves produce meaning. The

built environment for cultwal geographers, can be a container of messages in which,

according to Short (1996),

ff the city is written, it is olso re.ad: it is consumed os well os

produced. ...Creotivity is not restricted to the outhors of texts;
reoding is olso a creative oct. ff reoding is creoiive there will
probobly be multiple reodings. The reodings will vory ocross society.
The city is not o shared text with eguolity in writing ond reoding
(Short,1996,p.a06).

The urban landscape is written and read, consumed and produced, and in the case of

espresso and cafds, is speaking the language of latt6s. Creation of the inscribed text

is composed both by those who produce and those who consume. Those who

produce texts include cafd owners and those who perform (wait staff or other

consurners), with those who consume doing so in a creative manner which involves

multiple readings.

Urban structure and the social processes within include the daily routines, rituals, and

sociospatial movements; "...the ebb and flow of social usage" gives meaning to the

city and its elements (Short, 1996, 406). The urban landscape contains a variety of

clues and messages about the cities in which we live. In this study, the social
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geo$aphy of cafds and coffee bars in Central Auckland will be explored with their

texts, symbolism and contribution to broader landscapes of consumption considered.

The popularity of coffee has witnessed the rapid emergence of a consumer culture

devoted to espresso and the establishments where it is served. In 1994 , 52o/o of

Americans were drinking at least one cup a day (approximately 130 million daily

cups). with over 5,500 coffeebars in the U.S. and expected to reach 10,000 by the end

of the century (Schapiro, 1994). New Zealand consumer research is congruent with

American figures, showing t}tat "...tea [is] losing ground as coffee becomes the

likely 'cuppa"' (New Zealand Herald,1997a). "...[T]ea is regarded as conservative,

whereas coffee is seen as exciting and exotic" (Food Industry Week, 1997).t In

Central Auckland the number of cafe/coffee bar outlets has increased 210% over the

last twenty years (186 in 1978;578 in 1998) (Yellow Pages: Auckland & District,

1978; Telecom Yellow Pages: Auckland, 1998). While these statistics are only

representative of two countries, it is purported that coffee is "...the second most

actively traded commodity on the planet- right after oil" (Schapiro, 1994, 58).

This brief introduction leads one to question the reasons for the popularity of such

establishments. If it s not just the coffee, then what is it? The following chapters

will explore a number of possible explanations, employing theories which include

community, the body and the notion that we are where we eat (Bell & Valentine,

1997\.

1.2 'Pfocing' caf 6s: thesis rotionole

Consumption hos become one of the dominont culturol proctices of
the 1990s, ond its londscqpes in New Zeolond, such os shopping

molls, sports centres, bistros ond multiplexes ore icons of the
decade (LeHeron & Pqwson,1996,3 18).

Icons, according to Betsky (1997), are magnets of meaning that "...present the

unpresentable" (p.23). ln today's society icons are a part of the everyday. According

' The New Zealand coffee market, in 1996, was $95 million, compared with S40 million for tea (Food
Industry lVeek,l997).

'r'ii
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to Saunders (1984), the present-day counterparts of Veblen's leisure class are

"fashioning a post-industrial city with a consumption landscape rather than a

production landscape", witnessed in the cities of the nineties (in Smith, 1996, lll).
The city as 'spectacle' is seductive and creative, containing "arenas of symbolisation"

and bases for "...new, reflexive forms of consumption and cultural production"

(Amin & Graham, 1997,5). In 'placing' caf6s within the discipline of geography, it

is important to note their role in the production of a city's culture, much like the

examples given above. Postmodem thought, an approach embraced by human

geographers since the mid 1980s, is reflective of this new. creatively styled city.

Postmodernity is everywhere, from literoture, design ond

philosophy, to MTV, ice creom ond underweor (Deor,1994,3).

The above comment makes reference to postmodernity and its multiple

interpretations. According to Dear (1994), contemporary postmodern thought is

inclusive of three realms: style, method and epoch. The first of the three, style, wlll

be briefly explored here as its description is inclusive of an attitude towards

architecture and design of buildings, cities and society. As a crucial component of

the fabric of cities, postmodern architecture includes investigation of 'landscapes and

lifestyles'(Cloke, Philo & Sadler, l99l). A restructuring of the environment, which

John Short (1989) heralds as the coming of 'a new urban order'. is taking place in

many cities in conjunction with a social reconstruction made up of yuppies, dinks2

and a 'new middle class'. The contemporary urban condition contains landscapes of

both leisure and consumption in which signs of spending are visible. Just as

expressions of what is considered 'postmodern' include a multiplicity of styles, the

design and meanings encoded within the cafdlcoffee bar scene fall into this category.

As Cloke et al. suggesl "...the very complexity of the contemporary city 'as a

whole' -and not just certain architectural elements of the city- [can] be described as

'postmodern"' ( I 991, 177\-

Postmodem cultural production allows for the introduction of new and unusual

commodities for sale in the capitalist workplace (Cloke et a1.,1991). Cultural capital

is then held by those who

t 'Dinks' is an acronym for'Double lncome No Kids',
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...con 'buy' on exolted ploce in the cqpitolist sociol order by
displcying the right sort of culturol ottributes (knowledge of the
arts; possession of the 'right' educotionol bockground) ond by
ocguiring certoin morks of personol distinction (the customised cor;
the ind ivi duol ised homeXC lok e, et a 1.,199 l,L8?\.

Symbolic economies also exist, where culture "...symbolises 'who belongs' in

specific places" (Zukin, 1995, l). In the vocabulary of contemporary cities, Sharon

Zukin (1995) defines culture as "...alr abstraction for any economic activity that does

not create material products like steel, cars or computers" (p.12). lnstead, culture is

seen as a system which produces symbols: 'oculture is intertwined with capital and

identity in the city's production systems" (Zukin, 1995, l2). Symbolism creates and

recreates senses of both individual and collective identity, with people nrying to

become the beings they desire to be by consuming (Le Heron & Pawson. 1996). In

the case of the young professional, it is

...ossociotion with commodities thst exhibit cosmopolitonism (from
Europeon cors to espresso mochines), boost guolity (brond nomes

ond designer lobels) qnd disploy privileged knowledge (the 'right'
wines ond coffees) (Le Heron & Powson,1996,p.336 poraphrosing
Gossj99?).

This pursuit of style and the construction of identity allows the constuner to

participate in some of the sophisticated'trappings of international markets'. In New

Zealand, restructuring over the past ten years has o'...provided access to improved

levels of service and wider choice of goods that characterise competitive

marketplaces overseas, such as retail malls, multiplexes and Opera in the Park" (Le

Heron & Pawson, 1996,319). Cafe style consumption is another representation of

this diversity of consumption opportunity with culture becoming the business of

cities.

A growth in cultural consumption (of art, food, fashion, music, tourism) and the

industries which cater to, and create, them has become highly visible in the urban

landscape (Zukin, 1995). In the process of restructuring cities and the creation of

landscapes of culture, consumption and leisure, social groups who previously

occupied these spaces have often been displaced, for the fabric of capitalist cities

invariably includes only those holding the right 'capital', and excludes those who do

not (Winchester & White, 1988). In the case of the cafe or coffee bar, it stands to
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reason that those who cannot afford the 'rental' of table and chair, or $2.50 for an

espresso-based beverage, will be excluded. It must therefore be acknowledged at the

outset that exploring the geography of cafd-style consumption sites and practices is to

survey an exclusive landscape within the contemporary city.

As an urban consumption space, the cafd holds many meanings with a particular set

of consumers who frequent and use the site for particular reasons. It must also be

acknowledged that, while not of focus in this thesis, such sites may hold markedly

different meanings for non-consumers (e.g. those excluded due to cost). However,

we car generalise at the outset to say that caf6s as sites, and coffee consumption as

practices, are representative of activities associated with the 'everyday' that have

made their mark on urban landscapes throughout the Western world. The 1980s and

early 1990s was a period when urban cultural geographers focused much attention on

consumption using the shopping mall as the exemplary site, often neglecting the role

of the consumer her/himself. Recent work has addressed this deficiency and

conveyed the viewpoint of the consumer (Jackson & Holbrook, 1995), considered

issues of meaning and identification (Jager, 1986; Zukin, 1995), and examined in-

place consumption practices (Bell &. Valentine, 1997; Crang, 1994). The

consumption package, investigated in the recent work of Bell and Valentine (1997),

incorporates ideas of a 'whole experience'; more than food and drink. The act of

'eating out' becomes a ".. .container of many social and cultural practices, norms and

codes" (Bell & Valentine, 1997.125), and part of the presentation of self in everyday

life for those who eat and serve as subjects (Goffinan, 1956). This thesis focuses on

and explores the creation and consumprion of the cafe/coffee bar; that which makes

up the 'total consumption package' or'experience'.

Such a 'package' or 'experience' constitutes more than visual elements, the

conventional preoccupation forthe geographer's 'gaze'. The senses play critical roles

in constituting the meaning of places as well as serving as memory releasers, aiding

in the creation of a more complete consumption package. This thesis builds on ideas

advanced by Porteous (1985) and Smith (1994) to contribute to a more complete

sensory geography of Cenual Auckland. Beyond the visual and sensual is the

creation and consumption of a site which holds communal attributes. Ideas that

particular sites of consumption offer community and a sense of place put forward by
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Oldenburg (1997) will be explored. Arguing that identity is affrrmed through

participation in such place-based consumption, later chapters explore and advance

Bell and Valentine's (1997) contention that

...in o world in which self-identity ond ploce'identity ore woven

through webs of consumption, whot we qt (and where, and why)
signols ...who we ore (p.3).

7

1.3 Aims & objectives

The aim of this thesis involves developing an understanding of the geography of cafd

culture through extending Bell and Valentine's (1997) concept of a 'total

consumption package'to include ideas of community, the body and senses of place.

The specific objectives are:

. To identify contemporary cafi and coffee bar consumers in Central
Auckland.

Consumption theory in geographical circles is beginning to recognise the

importance of first-hand information in research. The first objective of this thesis

is to give cafd and cofflee bar consumers a voice in articulating their in-place

experiences and reasons for frequenting particular establishments.

o To examine fhe 'fotal consumpfion package' in a cafi and coffee bar
confext.

Through this objective, the goal is to extend Bell and Valentine's (1997) idea of

including the consumption of every aspect of a restaurant/cafe environment

(design, wait staffas well as what is eaten and drunk).

. To include considerafion of fhe body and the senses as part of the Auckland
cafi 'experience'.

Here, the thesis seeks to extend the view of what is consumed to include the

sensual (that which is smelled, heard, and tasted in addition to what is seen).
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To explore ideas of conmunity and whaf Oldenburg (1997) describx as the
'fhird place' (in relafion to home and work), wifh reference fo Cenfral
Auckland cafis.

The goal here is to explore the presence of a sense of community focusing on

particular cafes and the idea of such establishments catering to the human need to

belong.

To oufline the historical geography of coffee-drinking esfablishments,
including Aucklands eady coffee bars and loung* (circo 1950).

A prerequisite to understanding the contemporary oscene' will be an explanation

of the history of early coffeehouses and their communal anributes, including the

examination of Auckland's earlv coffee culture.

1.4 Thesis orgonisation

This chapter has briefly given context to geogaphies of consumption and coffee, and

the way they relate to issues of symbolism and identity. The remainder of the thesis

is organised as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews theory which serves as the foundation of the thesis. Divided into

three primary sections, the chapter explores a number of characteristics of

contemporary consumption, community and sense of place, and the role of the body

in creating geographical experience. Reference is made to recent consumption

literatures that include investigation of place as context (Sack, 1988), the geography

of 'eating out' (Bell & Valentine,7997), postmodernism and the onew middle class'

(Knox, 1993), and the notion of themescapes (Rodaway, 1994). Together these

literatures form a base upon which to begin examination of the cafd/coffee bar, their

consumption practices, and design. A second section in the chapter is devoted to the

idea of community and belonging. Here, the ideas of Eyles (1985) and Oldenburg

(1997) assist in interpreting atfibuted meaning(s) in place(s). The third and final

section of the chapter, which deals with the human body is included as a means of

acknowledging a more complete 'consumption package'o incorporating the sensual in

the consumed, experience.

Chapter 3 builds on conceptual ideas in Chapter 2 and introduces the reader to a

history of coffee and coffee-drinking establishments. Discussion includes the usage
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and design of early coffee stalls, -shops and -houses from the 16fr and l7s centuries

to present. The latter part of the chapter focuses on the history of these

establishments in Auckland's Central Business District (circa 1950), familiarising the

reader with coffee's past in terms of creation of community and a consumed

'experience'. While this is not a historical thesis per se, a number of similarities

exist between past and present o'...centres of civility whose identity is derived from

the coffee bean" (Oldenburg, I 997, I 84).

Chapter 4 discusses the methods used for the empirical research in this thesis. A

combination of both quantitative and qualitative approaches were used to enrich an

examination of the total consumption packnge and the sense of place experienced by

both users and producers.

Chapter 5 explores the creation of the caf6 environment, surveying a multitude of

elements which make up the consumed 'experience'. This exploration extends to

consider design, naming and logos, the 'geography of the stage' (Crang, 1994), as

well as the sensual as distinct features which create unique and contrived places.

Once the environment itself is described, the chapter then introduces the character of

caf6s and coffee 'culture' in New Zealand.

Chapter 6 narrows the focus to Central Auckland. tn this chapter the three central

city districts and five cafis at which research took place are introduced and elements

of design, naming and 'the stage' are described in detail.

Chapter 7 fi.rnctions as the principal findings chapter. Here, the theories of

consumption and identity, the 'third place' and belonging, and the sensuous are

illustrated with empirical results gained from a number of methods, including survey

questionnaires, participant information, in-depth interviews and a focus group

meeting.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the thesis findings with reference to the aims and

objectives of the thesis and assesses progress towards acknowledging a more

c ompl e te consumption package.



Chapter 2

CON5UMPTTON, PLACE & THE BODY

2.1 Introduction

consumer n. I a person who consumes, especiolly one who uses o

product. 2 o purchoser of goods or services (Thompson,Lggs,287).

Consumption and the consumer have become an important area of study recently in

the field of socio-cultural geography (for example. Bell & Valentine. 1997; Jackson

& Holbrook" 1995; Jackson & Thift, 1995; Zukin. 1995). The above det'inition of

the consumer describes this individual as the purchaser oJ'goods or services. A

critical examination of theory and research in this chapter serves to argue that the

goods or .services which are said to be consumed or consumable have broadened to

include a wider range of phenomena.

This chapter begins by discussing recent changes in social and cultural geography

and, in particular. a re-evaluation of consumption. A move has occurred from an

approach excluding the voice of the consumer to one which is now more inclusine in

nature and broadened in scope. Concern over the scope of what is consumable then

extends to explore consuming geographies, postmodernism and the 'new middle

class', fbllowed by the idea of 'themescapes'. In a second part of the chapter,

community and sense of place are of focus; two senses rvhich are deeply rooted in the

feelings and attachments one holds torvards place. ln part three. the idea of a 'third

place' is examined. Third places operate as potentially comforting sites outside the

realms of the first (home) and second (work) places. A fourth and final part of the

chapter explores the human body and the ways in which it aids in the formation of

ones own creatior/experience of place. Included in part four are three illustrations of

horv the body can be incorporated into geographical research, as a tool for

investigation of the multidimensional and multisensual experience of place.
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?.2 Consumption

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, a range of srudies were published on shopping and

the mall (for exampleo see Butler, l99l; Chaney, 1990; Fairburn, 1991; Goss, 1993;

Hopkins.l990 & l99l; Jackson & Johnson, l99l; Jones, 1991; Monis, 1988). This

work critically examined these 'cathedrals of consumption' as 'consumer utopias'.

While the act of consuming was studied, works tended to exclude the shopper,

instead focusing primarily on the sites of consumption. Only recently have

geographical literatures and academic research included the position of consumers

themselves, as well as the views of the academic researcher (for example, Gregson.

1995; Jackson & Holbrook, 1995). In this section, recent consumption theory will be

explored, identiffing key arguments and./or hypothesis on the act of consuming and

the inclusion of ethnographic research methods, which will later be applied to the

condition of Central Auckland and its cafd and coffee bar consumers.

In 1993, Peter Jackson recommended an examination of the cultural politics of

consumption, proposing the handling of the concept as "...a process by which

artefacts are not simply bought and 'consumed', but given meaning through their

active incorporation in people's everyday lives" (p.209). In order for this to be

achieved, three suggestions for inclusion were given.

2.2.L Gendered sites

The first of the three suggestions by Jackson (1993) was taking questions of gender

seriously; as fundamental to every stage of analysis. Adopting a feminist critique,

Gregson (1995) asked the question And now its all consumption?, hoping to expose

some of the characteristics of social geography, with particular reference to 'boys

going shopping' and 'masculine encounters with the megamall'. These 'boys', as

Gregson prefers to label them, have seemingly broken down the mall as a

postrnodern consumption site, as 'cathedrals of consumption', 'consumer utopias',

and 'the epitome of hyper-reality'; as places where time and space are not only

manipulated to simulate a sense of 'elsewhereness'o but where simulation substitutes

for. and supplants, the 'real' elsewhere (Gregson, 1995). According to Gregson

(1995). less visible are the consumers themselves-
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Not only had the visibility of those who frequent the mall remained hidden, but

analysis remained confined to the shopping mall. The high street, specialty shopping

complexes, discount warehouses, markets and mail order firms had been ignored,

with a majority of researchers, instead, choosing to focus a considerable degree of

attention on the Canadian West Edmonton Mall (Butler, l99l; Fairbum, l99l;

Hopkins, 1990 & 1991; Jackson & Johnson, 1991; Jones, l99l; Shields, 1989). To

focus exclusively on the shopping mall, according to Gregson (1995). "...is to

disregard alternative sites of consumption"; alternative sites which are more a part of

the everyday experience G.136). Here, yet another call is made to include gender.

According to Lowe and Crewe (1991), it is women who form the majority of

shoppers and retail sales workers. Christopherson's (1989) article on the flexible

workforce found that in the 1980s, nearly a quarter of the new jobs were part-time,

with 66% of these filled by women. One out of every six jobs in the United States is

part-time, with 89% of this work force labouring in the service industry (wholesale or

retail trade). ln the 1940s, part-time male workers outnumbered the female. due to

the work being in primary sectors. The contemporary part-time workforce, on the

other hand, is composed mainly of older and younger workers and women: 54o/o ue

wives or children in manied couple families (Christopherson, 1989).

Besides the lack of focus on'the shopper'and'the worker', Gregson also argues that

geographical literature on the mall has simply been oo...yet another instance of the

masculine gaze,amasculine reading of the phenomenon of the mall"; "...masculinist

in nature" (1995, 137). There is an absence of interest in sites such as the high street,

which are

...domoins where the heovily gendered octivity of shopping ond the
skills of the shopper a?e still ot o premium. When we look qt
geographers' reodings of the megomoll whot we find ore masculine

ond mosculinisf representotions mosguerading as universql ond

homogenous tendencies in the world of consumption
(Gregson,l995,137).

Observations made by Gregson on articles analysing consumption, published prior to

1995, have focused mainly in terms of approaches which may be "...labelled as the

product of the masculine gaze"; social geography, in her opinion, "...is still

L?
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producing such knowledge, as well as failing to acknowledge the ways in which

gender constitutes geographical knowledges and imaginations" (1995, 138).

2.2.2 Toking consumers seriously

A second means of inclusion towards a cultr.ual politics of consumption, according to

Jackson (1993), was to remove its overwhelming condescension; to cease assuming

how consurners read the landscape. Jackson & Holbrook (1995) identified the social

use of shopping centres, and the multiple meanings held by consumers themselves, in

an attempt to explore the complex links between consumption and identity. Adopting

a 'cultural politics' perspective, the authors examine the multiple and contested

meanings we invest in the world of contemporary "consumer culture'. Through this

perspective, they highlight "...how our identities are constructed and negotiated in

place through complex social relations", aiming to demonstrate how such relations

are played out spatially (Jackson & Holbrook, 1995, l9l3). Rejecting the notion that

consumption is an isolated, monetary act, Jackson and Holbrook ( 1995) instead

favour a view of consumption as a social process whereby people relate to goods and

artefacts in complex ways which transforms their meaning as they become used and

re-used in successive cycles, in everyday life. The meanings of these goods and

artefacts can therefore be identifiably linked to the social relations of production and

consumption.

Following this approach with respect to the concept of identity, Jackson and

Holbrook argue that "...modern identities are not fixed and singular but dynamic and

multiple", asserting a plurality of identities (1995, 1914). We as individuals are not

simply of one identity, but rather

...we corry o bewildering ?ornge of drff erent, ond ot times
conflicting, identities oround with us in our heods ot the some time.
There is o continuol smudging of personos ond lifestyles, depending

on where we are (ot work, on the high street) ond the spoces we are
moving betw een (Mort,1989,169).

Jackson and Holbrook's (1995) research confirmed that shopping is socially situated

in that the same experience may have very different meanings for different people, or

for the same person at a different time, as the social context varies. Consumers were

13
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also found to be active agents, "...far from passive in the face of contemporary

'consumer culture"' (Jackson & Holbrook, 1995, 1924)- A third issue raised by

Jackson and Holbrook (1995) gives further validity to Gregson's (1995) argument

regarding women as shoppers, with a confirmation of shopping as both a highly and

complexly gendered activity. They concluded that, in addition to the above findings,

shopping significantly moulds people's identities, and "...the meanings of

contemporary consumption are also played out across differences of space and place"

(1995, 1928).

2.2.3 Getting guol itotive

In a third and final recommendation, Jackson (1993) dealt with methodology. He

advocated the use of more ethnographic approaches, such as in-depth interviews and

focus groups; approaches which will be employed and described in more detail later

(Chapter 4). In providing these three suggestions (gendered interpretations, user

perspectives, and qualitative approaches), Jackson contributed "...a provisional map

of the way forward" for analysis of contemporary consumption practices (1993,224).

Coffee-drinking, as a contemporary practise, will be examined in this thesis applying

ethnographic methods as well as the more traditional approaches such as survey

research (Chapter 3).

Geographies of consumption study aspects of the everyday, with most recent focus

placed chiefly on the ways in which commodities and their meanings have become

intertwined (Johnston, Gregory & Smith, 1994). ln other words, "in the most

apocalyptic of post-modern pronouncements the chief reason for existence is

consuming, signs of the commodity have become more important than the

commodity itself, and people have begun to lose their identity in the welter of

consumption" (Johnston et aL.,1994, 89).

14

2.3 Consuming geog?aphies in ploce

We consumers, ond the commodities ond ploces uve consume,

mcjor forces shoping [the] modern londscope (Sock,1988,659).
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Everyday life is lived in many worlds; one of them is the world of consumption. As

consumers in a consumer society, the context of place provides an elementary means

by which we make sense of our world (Sack, 1988). We as geographers have the

task of omaking sense' of the factors involved in the construction of place and its

effects on the everyday.

As symbols which convey meaning, places are created and defined through the action

of purchasing or consuming products. Sack (1988) uses advertising, and the work of

Schudson (1984), as a means for explaining "...the contexts that products are

supposed to create [providing] idealised pictures of what these places or contexts

should be like"(p.643). Convinced that o'...advertising is among the best sources at

hand to decipher the meaning of consumption" (Sack, 1988, 643), I would argue that

another media outlet, television programs in particular, may have the same effect.

Television programs based upon and around a particular site of consumption may

achieve similar outcomes to advertising (such as Friends, Ellen and Frasier).

Television shows, like advertising. can "...affect a geographical experience through

their influence on geographic consciousness and geographic reality" (Sack, 1988,

643). Shaping our consciousness of place through fictional representation, different

types of media visually illustrate and sell geographical contexts. Television. like

advertising.

...frcme[s] ideolised worlds thot reveol how products ore supposed

to offect our lives, ond these messoges become part of people's
qttitudes fowords the octuol products that oppeor in reol ploces
(Sock,1988,643).

ln the case of this thesis, coffee and cafes are the product and sites consumed, with

messages of television from programs llke Friends, providing idealised pictures of

how such establishments may operate in ones everyday experiences. According to

Sack (1988), the meaning of the product or products. whatever they may be, gives us

"...a glimpse of how and why individuals create their own geogmphies of everyday

life" (p.643). These are the geographies which speak the language of consumption

and, in the case of this thesis, of espresso. Consumption forms the context of places,

with the idea of 'consuming geographies' suggestive of the notion that we are where

we eal.

15
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In their book, Consuming geographies: We are where we eal, Bell & Valentine

research food and "...the ways in which eating conveys identity and contributes to

the construction of space and place" (1997, back cover). A recent growth in eating

and drinking places has occurred in the urban landscape, playing a critical role in

"...the renaissance of cities as sites of cultural capital" (Bell & Valentine, 1997 . 121).

It is more than just food or drink that is offered inside these establishments; it is an

'experience' or what Bell and Valentine call a total consumption package.

According to Pillsbury (1990), the restaurant has become a significant symbol of

contemporary urban life.

Dinks, yuppies, on increased disposoble, income, moving owoy from
the mother-in-low, cor pools, Little League, the long trek to the
exurbs, hoting to empty the dishwosher, ond thot continuol societol
evil, television - hove mode their contributions to the restouront
revolution... The restouront... cleorly hos become o mirror of
ourselves, our culture, ond our new geog?ophy (Pillsbury,1990,10-11).

Pillsbury (1990) emphasises eating out as 'a cultural barometer'. Whilst

acknowledging that there exist important dining-out sites away from the city, the city

itself offers, by sheer volume and choice, a superior location for eating in the public

sphere; a defining activity of cultural distinction (Bell & Valentine, 1997). Eating

out represents "an incredibly important social (and geographical) phenomenon" (Bell

& Valentine, 1997, 124\.

No one need know what we do in the comforts of our own homes, but when at a caf6

or restaurant, "ever;rthing we eat and the ways we eat it are on constant display, under

continual surveillance" (Bell & Valentine,1997,124). Thus, a carefully created and

managed environment must be produced. Beardsworth and Keil (1990) note the

following in regards to restaurants:

The restouront exists os o feoture of lhe entertoinment industry,
ond is os much concerned with the morketing of emotionol moods

ond desires os with the selling of food... Eoting in the public domoin

becomes o mode of demonstroting one's sfonding ond one's

distinction by ossocioting oneself with the reody-mode ombience of
the restouront itself (p.1a2-3).

t6
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The cafd or restaurimt offers what Bell & Valentine (1997) have termed, a 'total

consumption package'. This package includes not only the food and drink, but the

whole oexperience'.

Included as part of the consumption package, besides the edible or drinkable, are

those who serve the food or drink. Reflecting an interest in the geographies of

encounters with waiting staff, Phil Crang (1994), coined the term 'sociospatial

relations of consumption', when focusing on those who prepare and serve food.

According to Crang (1994), emphasis on "...the performing nature of selecting and

recruiting waiting staff on the basis of their personalities", turns them into "...part of

the cultural capital being sold" (p.693). They thus contribute to the 'symbolic

economy' of the cafd or restaurant. According to Zukin ( 1995), they "create the

experience of dining out"; "...waiters are actors in the daily drama of urban culture"

Cr.154). This has, in turn. enabled certain types of restaurants or cafes the ability to

play major roles in the symbolic economies of cities (Zukin, 1995).

In a symbolic economy. restaurimts and cafes provide a cultural site. "They are sites

where new trends are discussed, gossip is exchanged, and deals are made" (Zukin,

1995, 155). Staff of such sites, especially waiters or baristasl, who have direct

contact with the consurner, o'present themselves along with the menu"o shaping a

large part of the consumption environment itself (Zukin, 1995, 155).

Woiters not only provide o bockdrop for business meetings, they
olso contribute to the production, circulotion, ond consumption of
symbols. A restouront's style is both implicitly ond explicitly
negotioted by woiters ond monogement. The accents ond

oppeoronce of woiters affirm distinctions between restouronts os

surely os menu, price, ond locotion (2ukin.1995,155).

Waiters and/or baristas, are not the only sources providing accumulation of cultural

capital for restaurants or caf6s. Social class and other distinctions can be obtained by

'being seen' in a particular establishment, indicating power or status (Zukin, 1995).

Customers, therefore, also play a vital role in the constitution of a restaurant's status.

The recent popularity of restaurants has come at a time when specialisation and

t7
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disposable incomes have played a critical role in the construction of a new division of

the median-income goup of society; the 'new middle class'.

2.4 Post-modernism ond the 'new middle class'

According to Paul Knox, "one of the most important preconditions for the creation of

a suffrcient audience and market for postmodern objects and settings has been the

emergence of new class fractions under advanced capitalism" (1991, 183). Bourdieu

(1984) likens this new audience/participant with the 'new bourgeoisie' and the 'new

petite bourgeoisie'. Consumption becomes generalised in nature in advanced

industrial societies. and for this reason, class differentiation is marked by a

refinement of consumption practices to be consumed demonstratively and

distinctively. According to Neil Smith (1987), "it is the spending power and pattems

of consumption that, in addition to occupational status, are the defining

characteristics of the new bourgeoisie/petite bourgeoisie" (cited in Knox. l99l, I84).

Difference and individualism are two expressions with which this social group aims

to be identified. "The style of consumption itself becomes crucial to the maintenance

of social diflerentiation" (Jager, 1986, 89). According to Bell (1976), "a

consumption economy finds its reality in appearances" (cited in Jager. 1986, 89)..

Expression of this form of consumption focuses upon aspects such as dress.

entertainment. and restaurants, which serve as key components of the new inner

urban life-style. There exists a constant Jockeying for class position', played out

within the sphere of consumption (Jager, 1986).

According to Raphael Samuel (1982), the new middle class

...distinguishes ifself more by its spending thon its soving. ...1v\uch of
its cloim fo culture rests on its conspicuous disploy of good toste,
whether in the form of kitchenwore,'continentol' food, or weekend

soiling ond cottoges. ...Food, in porticulor, o post-wqr bourgeois
possion ...hos emerged os o criticol morker of closs (5omuel,1982,l?4-

5).

Sites of consumption have become spatially patterned in nature, as particular sites are

chosen as representative of "...a new stage of postmodern commodification"

(Jackson & Thrift, 1995,2071. A symbolic relationship exists between this new

18
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stage of commodification and specific social groups, particularly the 'new middle

class', which Jackson and Thrift (1995) describe as 'the cheerleaders' of new forms

of consumerism. "The whole of the landscape is geared towards consumption"

(Jackson & Thrift, 1995,207) and, according to Knox (1991), several processes of

economic restructuring are responsible for the construction of new landscapes of

consumption. The most important process, identified by Knox, has been the move

fiom a Fordist regime of 'mass production' and 'mass consumption' to one which is

more international and flexible, where production is more in tune to the demands of

the consumer. The chief impetus of this change is the rise of Bourdieu's 'new

bourgeoisie' acting as "...an R and D lab for commodity aesthetics, the promoters of

a new (intensified) consumption ethic, a new model of consumption in which there is

a heavy emphasis on taste and aesthetics, and a new (postmodem) sensibility" (Knox,

l99l, 184). The result is a consumer landscape "based around the aesthetic values of

historic preservation and postrnodern architecture, which is gradually 'overwriting'

the older urban landscapes and, at the edge of cities, is able to forge its own

distinctive landscape forms" (Jackson & Thrift, 1995,207). This new landscape

consists of four main types of site (gentrified areas, private suburban and exurban

communities, festival settings and high+ech conidors), and these sites are not

confined to North America (Zukin. l99l). Rather. "...across much of the Western

world, the same elements of a consumption landscape recur- the privileged housing

estates, the shopping malls, the retail parks, and so on" (Jackson & Thrift, 1995,

208).

The'postmodern world'of consumption is "...a world of niche markets tailored to

suit specific socioeconomic groups, through electronically mediated signs and

images, spectacles and simulations" (Best & Kellner, l99l; Chambers, 1990 cited in

Glennie & Thrift, 1992,424). It is the aesthetic of such slgns and images, spectacles

and simulations, which attract the conspicuous consuner. Postrnodem architecture

and design are eminently suited to the materialistic and image-conscious locales

where this 'new middle class' are 'seen'. o'ln contrast to the abstract functionalism of

modern architecture, postmodern buildings are scenographic, decorative and

semiotic" (Knox, 1993,218). This is most attractive to developers "...with upscale

businesses and consumers in mind: they know that although it costs rnore to build a

'rich' building, it will sell or rent more quickly- and often at a premium- because it

L9
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can project the appropriate look" (Knox, 1993, 218). The same sort of attitude is

held by entrepreneurs and the design of establishments which cater to particular

$oups. Knox's (1993) swnmary of the differences between the modern and the

postmodem characteristics in architecture may also be applied to interior design. As

Figure 2.1 indicates, postrnodern architecture can be "...almost anyhing you want it

to be"; it is, by definition. wide-rangingandeclectic; "...the style of styles" (Knox,

1993, 2I9). It is, for these reasons, attractive to those of the 'new middle class',

therefore a commodity in itself, but also what makes it most diffrcult to define

(Knox, 1993).

Figrure 2.1: Controsting choroctcristics of Aiodern ond Postmodern Architactura.
(Sourcc: Knox, 1993, 220).

Modcrn
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fnnorotion
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'Dumb box'

Postmodern

'Less is o bore'(Robert Venturi)
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Complexity ond decorotion

Eclectic

Disguised technology
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In the same sort of way that differing groups 'jockey for position' within the

consumption realm, cafes and restaurants. too. try and out-do each other by design

and the creation of difference/an identity of their own, making them a 'hot'

commodity in the eyes of the (conspicuous) consumer. This is at the heart of the

concept of postmodernism; a rejection of homogeneity and the McDonaldisation of

the consumption landscape (Ritzer, 1996). The contributions of the 'new middle

class', of postmodern consumption sites, and of aesthetics in a symbolic economy are

fundamental: together they form a'society of spectacle', where o'...emphasis is on

appearance rather than on having" (Knox, 1991, 185). This leads discussion towards
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the idea of the themescape, which as a part of the society of spectacle, involves

symbolism and./or metaphor.

2.5 Thernescopes

According to Paul Rodaway, "the 'actual' environments of leisure and retailing are

defined by themes" (1994, 165). These themes, mostly visual in nature, are known as

surface textures serving as a form of packaging. Manipulated in the same way as

landscaped images in film, a theme designer "...constructs a resemblance. or

simulation, of a particular place or, more accurately described, style of place"

(Rodaway, 1994, 165). Two different settings exist: the themescape and theme

environmenrs. The themescape operates specifically a space or place identified by a

single theme or idea. An example might be the Starship Children's Hospital of the

South Pacific. Known to New Zealanders as 'the Starship', the children's hospital

operates as themescape in its entire design, interior and exterior. based on the chosen

science-fiction metaphor (Kearns & Bamett, 1999, in press). The second setting, that

of theme environments, operate as a collection of themescapes; Disneyland, for

example (Rodaway, 1994). The 'magic kingdom' contains an anay of different

themed settings such as Adventureland. Frontierland, Fantasyland. and

Tomorrowland. The focus in this section tums to themescape in particular, as it will

later be applied to the design of the Central Auckland cafe/coffeebar.

Themescapes. according to Hopkins (1990), can be recognised by their strong

references to periods and places elsewhere, as well as their vivid visual character.

The themescape does not aim to replicate, but rather to resemble, and is rooted in

"...a stereotypical image and adapted to the physical demands of the current

environment to be themed" (Rodaway, 1994, 166). The success of a particular theme

is due to its reinforcement of widely shared place stereotypes and dreams. With

effective market research and its rendering of appropriate design, the themescape

becomes economically viable. The theme environment, either in one singular space

or within a group of spaces, functions not only as a spectacle but also as nanative

(Rodaway, 1994).

2L
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The theme is on evocotion of ploce style ond q foscinqtion for the
eye. The theme is olso o story-line f or o porticulor shopping and/or
leisure experience (Rodawoy.1994,166).

Creation of the themescape or theme environments is commonly known as

Disneyfrcation referring to the ostentatious leisure/retail self-contained environments

throughout North America which have now spread into Europe and around the

Western world. "The themescape does not pretend to be anything other than

escapism" to the consumer (Rodaway. 1994,167). lnclusive of the building or spaces

which contain the themescape are those persons who work in them, as well as the

products and services sold. Within the theme environment or themescape. the image

or theme becomes part of the product consumed, along with the edible, drinkable,

and those who work inside its space; this is the consumption package.

Having completed a review of theories of consuming geographies, the 'new middle

class', and themescapes, focus now shifts to the notions of community and sense of

place. As a part of the consumption package, that which is consumed is inclusive of

the edible and drinkable, the establishment and its employees. The following section

explores the idea of place and that which is felt or sensed, where later the notion of

such feelings may be considered a very important aspect of the package offered

inside Central Auckland's cafes and coffee bars.

2.6 Comrnunity & sense of ploce

The two concepts of community and sense of place have been brought together here

for an important reason: they can act synergistically, binding ones feelings of

belonging in place. For the purposes of this thesis, the social aspect is of greatest

concern; that which is seen and experienced.

According to Eyles (1985), community often refers to a territorial entity; a concept

which

...remoins o storting-point ...for the investigotion of locolised sociql

relotionships ond institutions ond the interpretation of imoges ond

meonings which individuols ond groups hold obout the world and

themselves. ...in some unspecified wcy [it] refers to o ploce or sense

of refuge, where people like ourselves interoct or simply peocefully
coexist. It hos the connototions of home, roots, belonging (p.59).
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Used in a highly generalised mtrnner, 'community' alludes to a shared interest among

members of a particular group. Definition of the concept proves diffrcult for many to

grapple, and many scholars have provided their own interpretations (for example

Sussman, 1959; Maclver & Page, 1961; Dennis, 1968). Some refer to community

more geographically, as in a locality group within a limited are4 as "...marked by

some degree of social coherence" (Maclver & Page, 1961, 9), or with particular

emphasis on the social element (Sussman, 1959). It is the latter, along with Eyles'

(1985) interpretation, which will be of particular importance here. This unfixed

manner in which community refers to a particular place or haven will later be applied

to the cafd/coffee bar situation.

According to data collected by Riemer and McNamara (1956), most of our

interactions take place within and around our place of residence. Their findings

concluded that "...the mode lenglh of trips was 1.5 miles from home and the median

was about 1.7 miles" (Eyles, 1985,61). Foley (1950) gave further evidence in

writings about Los Angeles to confirm that even in larger cities an "...impressive

degree of local community life" exists (cited in Eyles, 1985,61).

"Minar and Greer (1968) suggest that at the root of human community lies the

necessity of social organisation which requires shared perspectives" or a cuhure"

(Eyles, 1985,6l). Community involves a "...set of social identifications as well as

interactions"; a sense of loyalty, a sense of attachment (Eyles, 1985,6l). The need to

have roots, or to belong, are strong, ensuring a continued relevance. People

recognise their 'communities' as a source of identity manifested in a sense of

belonging (Eyles, 1985). According to Cohen (1982), this sense is established and

reaffirmed in the everyday experience. The individual need not be aware of this field

of meaning, rather their everyday practices ensures its continued existence.

To be roofed is perhops the most importont ond leost recognised
need of the humon soul... A humon being hos roots by virtue of his
reol, octive ond noturol pcrticipotion in the life of the community...
this porticipotion is o noturol one in the sense thot it is

outomoticolly brought obout by ploce, conditions of birth, profession
ond sociol surroundings (Wei1,1955,53).

This idea of community includes the notion of place as a critical element. This is

where the concept of community may be linked to sense of place. Defined both as
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"the character intrinsic to a place itself', and "...the attachments that people

themselves have to a place", sense of place can be explained through two distinct, yet

interlocking perspectives (Johnston et aL.,1994, 548). The first sense refers to certain

places which are unique and memorable by inherent characteristics or 'imagability',

or by association to meaningfiJ events (Johnston et a1.,1994). In the second sense,

individuals and communities form deep attachments to everyday places through

experience, memory or intention (Johnston et al., 1994). Cafds and coffee bars may

operate as such places, where the everyday act of drinking espresso-based beverages

and conversing with wait staff or other patrons becomes a very distinct and

memorable part of the day.

ln Eyles' (1985) study of Towcester and what constitutes sense of place, ten senses

proved dominant. Two of the ten, a social sense of place and a nostalgic sense of

place may be applied to the cafd and coffee bar experience. A social sense of place,

the most dominant sense, involves "...importance attached to social ties and

interaction"; "...place has linle meaning without reference to these ties and

interactions" (Eyles, I 985, 123). A nostalgic sense of place is influenced by feelings

towards a particular place, at a time other than the present (Eyles, 1985). This sense

involves looking back to the past, to feelings shaped by particular events and

involves feelings of nostalgia in either a positive or negative sense.

fn the sense of longing for something, or more usuolly somebody, no

longer qttainoble it is negotive becouse it fills mony people with
remorse, regret ond sodness. ...it is olso positive, in thot the oct of
remembering the shored times of the post often resulfs in

contentment ond o kind of hoppiness (Ey1es,1985,124).

Senses of place, no matter which kind, are how people experience and conceptualise

place; negatively or positively. Recently, "...conscious creation and promotion of

place images has become a distinguishing feature of postmodern architectwe and

planning in consumption spaces" (Johnston et aL.,1994,549). Conception of a place

where individuals can feel a shong attachment proves beneficial financially to

creators. This is where'community'and'sense of place'fits into the framework of

consumption. When designing a 'total consumption package' much is considered,

often incorporating themes of the neighborhood, as can be seen in the approach of the

American corporate cafd chain Starbucks soon to open in Auckland (see Chapter 7).
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With o Storbucks store opening olmost every dcy, ...new designs ore
more f lexible thon ever. They're flexible designs, toilor-mode for
our customers, offering visuol excifement ond convenience. Our
stores ond our portners become port of o neighborhood. Whenever
we con, we custom fit eoch store to reflect the personolity of the
community (Storbucks Annuol Report,1997,10).2

The ideas of community and sense of place, together, involve and create attachments

to a particular venue or locale. The notion of belonging is the most important

requirement of the human soul, and both the social and nostalgic senses of place may

very well function as a critical aspect of the cafd/coffee bar circumstance. The

example of Starbucks provides evidence of this idea of belonging with its design

reflecting local neighbourhoods and communities, which brings the focus of this

discussion towards the concept of 'the third place'.

2.7 The third ploce

...nostolgio for the smoll town need not be construed os directed
towords the town itself: it is rother o 'guest for community' (os

Robert Nisbet puts it) - o nostolgio for o compossoble ond integrol
living unit (Mox Lerner,1957 cited in Oldenbur9,1997,3).

This quest .for community or even a nostalgic sense of place, according to Ray

Oldenburg (1997). is due to life becoming "...more jangled and fragmented" (p.3).

With virtually no contact between neighbouring households in the 1990s, a problem

of place exists (Oldenburg, 1997). An absence or lack of informal social centres.

which make up the third realm "...of satisfaction and social cohesion beyond the

portals of home and work", exists in many cities, leaving many without what

Oldenburg refers to as 'the good life' (1997, p.9).

According to Oldenburg (1997), this'good life' is inclusive of three realms. A two-

stop model comprising home and work is becoming the norm for daily routines of the

1990s. Familiar gathering centers, the local pub/tavern, coffeehouse or drugstore

fountain, for example, are disappearing, replaced by new kinds of places which

I 'starbucks was recognized for its sensitivity to neighborhood conservation with the Scenic America's
Stafford Award for excellent desigr and "sensitive reuse of spaces within cities"' (Starbucks Annual
Repon,l997,l0).
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emphasise fast service. With the disappearance of the third realm, "...domestic and

work relationships are pressed to supply all that is wanting and much that is missing

in the constricted lifestyles of those without community" (Oldenburg,1997,9). As a

result, strains on work and family become evident. An absence of the informal

public life equates to the loss of a basic means of relieving stress. A solution to the

quest for community can be found in a possible reswgence of what Oldenburg calls

third places.

According to Oldenburg, "...daily life, in order to be relaxed and fulfilling, must find

its balance in three realms of experience" (1997, 74). The first is the domestic, the

second being productive and profitable, and the third being sociable and offering of

community and celebration (Oldenburg, 1997). Each realm is based on appropriate

associations and relations" with its own physically distinct and separate places. The

problem of place in the nineties is in the failure to recognise the third, sociable realm

as detached and separate from the other two. For many individuals, " ...d third of life

is either deficient or missing altogetheC', with a sort of balancing act taking place

within the bipod of work and home, instead of a tripod inclusive of a setting

"...where friends are engaged during the midday and evening aperitif hours, if not

earlier and later" (Oldenburg, 1997, l5). The caf6lcoffee bar may very well be the

sort of setting where one may engage in conversation with friends or frequent on a

solo basis as a means of relaxing and alleviating tension.

The third place itself "...emerges and is sustained in core settings" (Oldenburg,

1997. l5). Areas where the problem of place have been solved contain a generous

amount of core settings of informal public life. Towns and cities accommodate an

engaging public life by providing what urban sociologists refer to as 'interstitial

spaces'. Such spaces include "...streets and sidewalks, parks and squares, parkways

and boulevards" used by a range of people sitting, standing and walking (Oldenburg,

1997, l4). The third place thus becomes a generic designation for a multitude of

public places which host regular, voluntary, informal gatherings outside the home

and work (Oldenburg,1997). Now that this idea of a third place has been introduced,

it is imperative that discussion move to consider its character.

According to Oldenbwg (1997), third places the world over share common and

essential features. Key characteristics are its differences from other settings of daily
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life. its function as a neutal space, and its provision of conversation and 'regulars'.

The third place is a space detached from the first and second places where people

gather. Such neunal ground offers individuals an opportunity to engage with others

without becoming tangled in one another's lives. As a leveller, the third place "...by

its nature, [is] an inclusive place. It is accessible to the general public and does not

set formal criteria of membership and exclusion" (Oldenburg, 1997,24).

Neutrol ground provides the ploce, ond levelling sets the stage for
the cordinol ond sustaining octivity of third ploces everywhere. Thqt
octivity is conversotion. Nothing more cleorly indicotes o third
ploce thon thot the tolk is good; thot it is lively, scintilloting,
colorf ul, ond engaging (Oldenb urgj997,26).

Popularity of conversation in a culrure or society is closely associated to the

popularity of a third place. According to the statistical data of economist Tibor

Scitovsky (1976), o'...the rate of pub visitation in England or cafe visitation in France

is high and corresponds to an obvious fondness for sociable conversation" (cited in

Oldenburg, 1997,26-7). Socialising in places such as caf6s, rather than drinking, is

the main pursuit. with the regulars, not seating capacity, beverage variety, parking or

prices luring fellow customers. Without the 'right people' there to make 'it come

alive' the third place is unappealing.

Accessibility to and accommodation of the third place are two further cornmon

characteristics. "Third places must stand ready to serve people's needs for sociability

and relaxation in the intervals before, between, and after their mandatory appearances

elsewhere" (Oldenburg, 1997,32). Timing is loose and unstructured, days are

missed, visits may be brief or extended; the third place accommodates this. Closely

related to the idea of timing is location. Where such informal gathering places are

situated in anything but close proximity to the first and second place, appeal fades.

This is for two reasons: inconvenience in getting there and the likelihood of knowing

other patrons (Oldenburg, 1997). With the case of Central Auckland and its

cafd/coffee bar consumers, the third place will be considered in respect to its location

near both home and work.

A number of factors coalesce to make third places pleasant and rewarding. They are

upbeat for many reasons, one being because those who enjoy them tend to ration the

amount of time spent there. This is atypical of the third place. Here, the individual
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may consume one or two beers or cups of coffee, then depart. "There is no duty to

stay in such a place beyond its ability to provide satisfaction" (Oldenburg, 1997, 57).

The French caf6, the local pub or tavem, the classic coffeehouse... They operate as

Great Good Places in people's everyday experiences. The informal gathering spots

in core settings which have become the third place for many, serve a very important

purpose in the everyday; they offer community, serving up relaxation and sociability

along with a cup of coffee or pint of beer. Recognition of the third place,

contemporary consumption, and the senses of place and community are now a part of

the full design processes of many institutions such as the coffeehouse.

2.7 .1 An inclusive place

Present-day 'third places' are inclusive places; embracing men and women alike as

well as individuals of all ages. When discussing 'the sexes', Oldenburg (1997) is

most concerned with their integration, believing that o'...the joys of the third place are

largely those of same-sex association, ...maintain[ing] separate men's and women's

worlds" (p.230).

While sexual segregation accounts for the origins of the third place, as will be seen in

examples such as the first coffeehouses in the East and the early English coffeehouse.

the author believes this to be the basis of its appeal and benefits. Examples of the

beauty parlour and barber shop, washhouses and cabarets provide evidence of

community in a single-sex environment. While I will admit that spending time with a

girlfriend or two away from the opposite sex is somewhat healing and stress-free, I

do not agree with Oldenburg's decree that all 'third places' need such separations to

function as a place of community. The case I submit in the following pages

considers the cafe/coffee bar as a place of community; its fi.rnction serving both men

and women. I also argue that places of community need not be used in goups, but

rather can be used alone.

A further aspect of inquiry must address the issue of age and the 'third place'. In

contemporary Western cities many wedges have been driven between adults and

youth. Life in the suburbs, the television set, and the increasing amount of time that

both Mom's and Dad's spend away from the home are part of a number of changes
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which have taken place creating a condition which exiles youth from the world of

adults. Communities without youth have emerged with child-free marriages and the

rise of 'personal community'; networks which are primarily anti-child. These sorts

of 'networks' consist mainly of, and are most available to, the young,

...middle-o9ed odult, the better educoted, the offluent, those who

own new cors, ond those most liberoted from fomily responsibilities
(Oldanburg,1997,?65).

They are not children, the elderly or those who cannot afford a decent car, but rather

those described earlier as the 'new middle class'.

Prior to urbanisation and industrialisation, family and community were shared.

Recently, the case is different. Neighbourhoods, more often than not, are devoid of

places for youth to congregate, where youth-adult contact remains confined to the

home (Oldenburg, 1997). For many young people there are perceived to be no places

to go and nothing to do (Seymour-East, 1995). In the 1990s, the (re-)emergence of

cafes. coffee bars, and coffeehouses has seen new spaces and places appear in urban

neighbourhoods and cities. This thesis will explore the character of these

establishments, with the aim of revealing a 'third place' where there exists

community for men and women of all ages.

A further element which is incorporated in the creation of place is that of the body.

The body and 'the sensual' play very crucial roles in the construction of place and the

'total consumption package'.

2.8 Body, sense d ploce

Recently cultural geographers have developed an interest in the representation and

interpretation of landscapes, defined by Gillian Rose as "...the relation between the

natural environment and human society" (1993, 86). The idea of a landscape as text

places emphasis on "...experience. expression and emotion as a dimension of social

life" (Smith. 1994, 232). Acceptance of this view of the cultural landscape. however,

has proved limiting as well as liberating: limiting in that its subject matter has been

primarily extracted from a period during which there was a heavy reliance on 'the

visual'. In short, seeing has been privileged over listening/hearing and
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smelling/tasting (Smith, 1994; Porteous, 1985). Offering an enriched awareness of

place, a fuller range of senses are an important part of everyday experience.

[They pnovide] us with both informotion obout the world oround us

ond, through their structure ond the woy we use them, the senses

mediote thot experience. The sensuous -the experience of the
senses- is the ground bose on which o wider geogrophicql
understqnding con be constructed (Rodowoy,1994,3).

A sensuous geography, or geography of the senses, potentially captures all

dimensions of an experience inclusive of the visual, as well as that which is smelled

or tasted, heard or touched. Senses are relevant to the placing of the self, and there is

a role for the sensuous as an integral part of the cultural definition of geographical

knowledge. Rodaway explores these knowledges and examines the senses "...both as

a relationship to a world and ...as in themselves a kind of structuring of space and

defining place" (1994, p.4).

The senses of[er unique elements or dimensions to the multisensual geographical

experience. Smell and touch are traditionally considered the intimate senses,

associated with the body and its reach, while sight and hearing are considered the

distant senses, beyond the body's immediate reach (Figure 2.2)(Rodaway, 1994).

The body itself is therefore an irreplaceable part of sensuous experience.

The body is ...o sense orgon in itself (including the skin), qs the site
of oll other sense orgons and the broin, ond our primory tool for
movement ond explorotion of the environment. Geogrophicol

experience is fundomentolly medioted by the humon body, it begins

ond ends with the body. This is the bosic corporeolity underlying oll
sensuous geography (Rodowoy,1994,3 1).
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Fi,gre 2.2: Thc rong€ of the senses.
(Sourca: Skurnik & Gcorge $96n in Rodowoy (19940

Corporeality, or "bodily, physical. material, especially as distinct from spiritualo', is a

relatively current consideration in geographical circles, recently included in

discussions of embodiment and femininity (Thompson, 1995, 299; Longhurst, 1997).

Of late, an impressive number of geographical works have been written on the body,

the sexualisedbody, and'sexuality and space' (e.g. Stewart,1995; Bell & Valentine,

1995; Namaste, 1996). The body in these workso according to Robyn Longhurst,

'remains problematic' to define; "...it is impossible, and not necessarily very useful,

to attempt to offer any kind of absolute or exact definition of the term" (1997, 487).

One specific definition, given by Harre (1991), encompasses what Pile & Thrift

(1995) have termed a 'bewildering variety' of meaning:

...we use our bodies for grounding personol identity in ourselves ond

recognising it in others. We use our bodies os points of reference
in reloting to other moteriol things. We use our bodies for the
ossignment of oll sorts of roles, tosks, duties ond strotegies. We
use our bodies for practicol oction. We use our bodies for the
expression of morol judgements. We use the condition of our
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bodies for legitimoting o withdrawl from the demonds of everyday
lif e. We use our bodies for reproducing the human species. We use

our bodies for ortwork, os surfoces for new moferiol for sculpture
(cited in Pile & Thrift,1995,6).

In the case of this thesis, we use our bodies to manoeuvre through physical space on a

daily basis; we use our bodies to experience that which is the everyday to us; we use

our bodies to frequent panicular establishments, to 'see' and 'be seen', to smell. to

hear and to taste. It is these uses which requires the body and the senses; two

characteristics held in common between the human sexes. ln order to complete the

total experience, it is critical to include the bodily experience, "...in order to

understand people's relationships with physical and social environments" (p.486).

But what makes the senses geographical in nature? The answer is that they

contribute to one's orientation in space, providing an awareness of the spatial as well

as appreciation of certain qualities of different places, currently experienced and from

memory. The combination of apparently non-spatial senses such as smell with vision

and tactility, provide an enriched sense of space and character of place (Porteous,

1985). The senses are not merely passive receptors of environmental stimuli, but

rather they operate actively in the structuring of information. Often taken-for-granted

in the illustration of geographical experienceo the senses play a key role in the

character of places. The immediate sensuous experience of the everyday, and the

role of the senses - touch, smell, hearing, sight and taste - adds richness to the

geographical experience. Each sense gives further geographical understanding to

place. Since individuals identifu with spaces and places, they become components of

the landscape. inclusive of soundscapes and smellscapes (and possibly even

tastescapes). This thesis uses 'the sensuous' to enrich description of the caf6/coffee

bar experience, detailing accounts made by consumers themselves on the importance

of place and the role that the senses plays in the everyday experience.

?.8.1 Visuql isi ng geogrophy

The visual is a very dominant part of our making sense of the world around us.

According to Rodaway, "...geography is a kind of making visible the world, its

features and processes, both literally and metaphorically, as a contribution to
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understanding our place in the world" (1994, 115). Operating as the most familiar

dimension of our experience with the environment, we know relatively little about

how seeing equips us with a sense of place, space, people, and things in conjunction

with other senses. While much geographical understanding is set in visualising, it is

only recently that critical attention has been given to the 'visualism of the discipline'

(Rodaway, 1994).

Possibly the most important element of fieldwork in geography has been the seeing

of places firsthand. "We often forget that this seeing is also touching, smelling and

hearing the environment which we explicitly or implicitly compare to our own and

previous experience" (Rodaway, 1994, l16). Geographers favour seeing and visual

tools over other means of exploration or recording, with a manner of thinking

conditioned by visualism. These 'visual foundations' of the discipline can be seen

clearly in the words of Jean Bmhnes

...the penspec'ftve of the geographer is not thof of on individuol
observer locoted of o porticulor poinf on the ground... The landscope

of the geographer is very different from the pointer, poet or
novelist. By meons of survey, sompling, or o detoiled inventory,he
ochieves the comprehensive but synthetic perspective of the
helicopter pilot or bolloonist ormed with mops, photogrophs, and o
poir of binoculors (no dote give.n, cited in Mikesell.1968,578).

Bruhnes writes metaphorically of the visual; representative of an all-seeing

geography; "...an eye linked to synthetic thinking and the geographer employing

visual tools" (Rodaway, 1994, 116). As a dominant sense, the visual does not

function independently but rather in conjunction with the other four senses, and may

or may not be the most important depending on the situation being observed. A

visual geography makes sense of the world with the eyes, playing a very fundamental

but shared part.

?.8.2 Smellscope

"Up to 90 percent of our perceptual intake is visual"o and yet smell is enormously

meaningful to humans (Porteous, 1985. 356). Combined with the sense of taste, it is

responsible for the flavour of food. Furthermore, o'...smell is an important sense in

that it is primarily a very basic, emotional, arousing sense, unlike vision or sound,
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which tend to involve cognition" (Porteous. 1985, 357). A smell is commonly related

to a particular source, and the direction or distance from its creator, with certain

smells representing certain circumstances or feelings, to different people. and

therefore are meaningful in nanre. Smells can also operate as memory releasers of a

past occurTence.

Described as an intimate sense, smell functions in two ways: structurally. in its ability

to create an immediate or local geography, and emotionally, in its ability to establish

a strong connection between person and environment (Rodaway, 1994). This

attachment is created by direct contact between the body and the environment (or

features within it) (Rodaway,1994). A direct chemical contact exists which does not

exist amongst the more abstract senses (sight and hearing). Habituation, or

familiarity with a particular smell, may also dull one's sensitivity to a present

encounter: but in a different time or place a fresh encounter may arouse a complete

recall of the odour "...and its associated experiences specific to our own biography"

(Rodaway, 1994,67).

Olfactory geographies, as well as those of sound and touch, are ordinarily neglected

as attention focuses primarily upon geographical knowledge generated by the eyes.

The geography of the nose, or olfactory experience, provides a very important

dimension of the sensuous experience. lt opens up the urban environment to further

exploration possibilities. It enables an intimate geography of encounter and spatial

orientation through the use of smell and tnste, exploring'o...the organisation of space

and spatial relationships, locatedness and orientation in space! and the

characterisation of and relationship to place" (Rodaway, 1994, 62). Recognising that

smell and taste iue closely linked, this thesis will include an olfactory geography of

that which is smelled and tasted within the cafd, and its role in geographical

experience.

Porteous (1985) has popularised the term 'smellscapes', describing the concept as

spatially-ordered or place-related, defining it as "...non-continuous, fragmentary in

space and episodic in time", limited to the height of our noses, "where smells tend to

linger" (p.359). In the following section, a number of authors will explain the

concept labelled 'soundscape' (Porteous & Mastin, 1985; Schafer, 1977: Smith,

1994). Rodaway (1994) deems the terms 'smellscapes' and 'soundscapes' as limiting
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due to its analogy to 'landscape', which brings about "...connotations of artistic

creation and aesthetic contemplation" (p.63), while Houston (1982) refers to use of

the term '-scape' to suggest a relationship between person and environment. The

latter of these two explanations will be used in this thesis in recognition that the

character of the cafd/coffee bar experience involves a sensual connection between the

consumer and their surroundings (i.e. via what is smelled, heard and tasted). Because

of this, the terms smellscape, soundscape and tastescape wrll be applied.

2.8.3 Soundscope

Our language continues to be dominated by the visual. As geographical vocabularies

begin to widen to include the senses as a means for situating experience, auditory

knowledges become a very important fixfure. The term soundscape, first introduced

by Schafer (1977), describes the sonic environment surrounding the sentient, drawing

analogy to 'landscape', later embraced by Porteous & Mastin (1985) and Smith

(1994). Soundscapes are inclusive of soundfields, which are

...generolly charqcterised by o single sound. Mony diff erent
soundfields moy overlop ocross o given spoce. This overlopping of o

multiplicity of sounds from diff erent sources, ond probobly from
diff erent locqtions, produces the soundscope (Rodowoy,1994,86).

There exists, according to Ohlson (1976) and Grano (1929), an immediate and distant

soundscape.

The 'immediote soundsccpe' corresponds to the visuol londscope ond

the close correlotion of the two senses in the geogrophical
experience of the neor-environment. The 'distont soundscope' is

more completely ouditory and here the identity of the sound source
is more ombiguous or hidden by being beyond whot con be visuolly
conf irmed (cited in Rodowoy,L994,87).

It is these explanations of soundscapes which will later be applied in the example of

caf6s. Smith (1994) argues that social geography projects could be'enriched'and

'enlarged' by a.r incorporation of soundscapes. "'We generally hear very linle about

the content and meaning of evervday life" (Smith, 1994,233). Sound plays a very

important role in the construction, meaning, and significance of place. Whilst Smith

(1994) offers a critique of sound with regards to music, its main contention is that
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soundo in general, both structrues and characterises space, making it inseparable from

the social landscape. The geographical experience is both multisensual and

ecological; "...we can 'hear' with more than our ears and the context, or environment

itself, plays a key role in what or how we hear" (Rodaway, 1994,84).

sersotion

perception pneeEnce

meonrn9

Fignrrc 2.3: Thc ouditorT motrix.
(Source: Rodowoy (1994))

Commonly described as a distant sense (along with sight and in relation to the

intimate senses of smell/taste and touch), sound contains four elements which

distinctly contribute to the creation of geographical experience (Figure 2.3). Hearing

may be described as passive, whereas listening implies active awareness and the

establishment of meaning. The body, too, plays an important role in creation of the

soundscape. People emit sounds by using the vocal chords as well as in their

physical movements; "...we not only perceive of a world, but have presence in it"

(Rodaway. 1994, 90). The world produced by sound not only surounds us, but we as

individuals operate as participants.

Although we'know'thot the visuol world is oll oround us, our octuol
experience is of on imoge in front of the eyes ond not behind our
bocks. We f eel more detqched from o visuol world thon on auditory
one. Auditory phenomeno penetrote us from oll directions ot oll
t i mes (Rodowoy, 19 9 4,91-?).

Its multidirectional. Sound is more than just a sensation: it gives information as well

as playing a major role in the memory of place. In the cafe and coffee bar

experience, conversation, music. and sounds of the espresso machine complement the

surroundings as part of a very distinct and consumable 'package'.
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2.9 Summory

ln 1995, Gregson asserted the need for a wider geography of consumption, focusing

more on 'the shopper' and 'the worker' instead of on the opinions of the researcher

and the condition of the shopping mall. A branching out into other areas and

concems of consumption was missing, a Eap which a number of writers have begun

to fill (e.g. Jackson & Holbrook, 1995; Jackson & Thrift. 1995; Bell & Valentine,

1997). Since 1995, issues such as cultural politics, advertising, and postmodernism

have become more popular issues of concern in cultural geographical circles. with

Bell and Valentine's (1997) Consuming Geographies involving a convergence of the

three with respect to food.

Bell & Valentine (1997) introduced the idea of a 'total consumption package'. The

interrwining concepts of symbolism and association, of individuals and aspects

involved in this 'package', are of interest with respect to the leisure activity and

experience of 'eating out'. Creation of the site itself, where an 'experience' is

expected, is just as important as creation of the menu. A site for conspicuous food

and drink consumption. therefore, is often developed by an architect or designer

trying to instil a feeling of 'elsewhereness' or a 'sense of place'. Beyond what is

physically sold... the caffd latte's, the foccacia melts and the chocolate cake, lies

what is sold symbolically. The waiters and baristas, a place to obe seen' by others,

the interior and exterior design" all work together to create and/or symbolise identity

and difference; it is. after all, the whole experience which is consumed within the

'consumption package'. Linked to the philosophy of postmodemism is the most

recent proliferation of cafds and restaurants, designed in playfully bold and

contrasting colours, using location to create moods and atmosphere, and recycling of

the old to attract the new. New Zealand's inner-city landscapes provide a base of old

buildings, which when restored and vivaciously designed create spaces and places of

playful difference.

Since the urban environment is 'a multisensory experience', inclusion of the body

and inherent senses in examining the consumption package offered is vital (Porteous,

1985). Visualising a geography embracing the senses of the body one can imagine an

all-encompassing package. Whilst Rodaway (1994) chooses to exclude the sense of

taste in his evaluation of sensuous geographies, it is argued here that a study which
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exandnes a package offered within an edible and drinkable environment needs to

include the sense of taste and how a possible otastescape' may operate in the sanre

ways as other senses (i.e, memory, sense of place). S/trile Bell and Valentine (1997)

elaim to offer analysis of a 'total consunption package', this thesis aspires to provide

evjdence of a more eomplete corrsrrmptlon package in the caf€ and coffeebar setting;

apackage which explores the senses inolusive of, and beyon4 the visual. For l:tb nol

juat t:lte coffie, but rather all aspects involved which create an atrrosphere of

distincrioq the smells, the sorurds, the waiters and barisas, the other consumers, the

design and the syrnbolism, ufuich complete frrc consamptlon pachage; all of which

makes up the complete cafi experience-
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Chopter 3

THE WORLD DISCOVER S COFFEE:

THE HOT SOCTABLE BEVER AGE

3.1 fntroduction

How new is the 'new' coffee culture of the 1990s? ls it really new? Coffbe has been

traded for a very long time and although its packaging, the way it is sold and

consumed have changed, coffee consumption has long taken place outside the home.

From as early as the 1600s people have 'gone out' for coffee, identiffing it as a

sociable beverage. as well as with the 'experience' of the cotTeehouse. Included in

this experience is the production of a variety of 'consumption packages' which have

changed over time. and are associated with the lifestyles of particular groups. While

presentation of the coffeehouse packtge itself has evolved through time. the

coffeehouse continues to function as a place offering individuals a space to

congregate. to converse, and be sociable. Consequently, some aspects of its form and

practices remain constant.

Leisure and consumption trends, identity and social meanings. architecture and

interior design are just a few elements which form the character of the present-day

(post)modern city. Particular 'packages' played a distinct role in the structuring of

1950s and 1960s cities, with different spaces and places offering a multiplicity oJ'

meanings for coffee at various times of day. Contemporary urbanites generally

construe their lives in terms of work during daytime hours and recreation during

evening hours much as in the past, when places such as the coffeehouse functioned as

sites of importance in the construction of everyday lit-e.

There are three purposes to this chapter. First. I examine the role which early and

present-day cotTeehouses have played, and continue to play, in everyday life. I agree
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that the nature of coffeebars, caf6s and coffeehouses which feature prominently in

today's urban landscape mirror those of early coffee stalls, coffee shops and

coffeehouses. Secondly, I situate Auckland's historical presence of coffee-drinking

and its establishments, working to construct a background for this project's

contemporary analysis. A third and final purpose of this chapter is to introduce the

global-local aspects of coffee as a cornmodity traded within an international chain.

Together the three components provide background information on coffee's history

and the events which take place prior to consumption of the hot sociable beverage.

3.2 The eorly coffeehouse os o place of consumption

The single most striking ond significant result of the growing use of
coffee in the fifteenth ond sixteenth centuries ...wos its effect on

the sociol life within the city, fown, or villoge, for oround the
preporotion ond sole of this commodity wos born o hitherto unknown

soc iol institut i on, the cof f eehouse (Hottox,198 8,7 3).

The role of coffee and the coffeehouse has historically been that of consuming the

beverage itself in a public place built especially for this purpose. In fact, o'...an

essential part of the definition of coffee is that it is served in these places" (Hattox,

1988, 73). Whilst the drink was taken often at home, writings in as early as the 1600s

prove evidence of the Turks preferring to frequent the coffee shop (Philippe Sylvestre

Dufour, 1685 in Hattox, 1988). Almost from the time that the brewed drink became

commonplace, the coffeehouse became the place to consume it. ln this section the

origins of the institution will be discussed, focusing on the early consumption

package within classic coffeehouses and caf6s, first defining the characteristics of the

early coffee-drinking establishments.

The coffeehouse frade itself has adopted such an o'...Elrm] of guises as to render any

definitive description of its real character over the times impossible" (Heise, 1987,

92). For this reason, a working definition for this project is deemed necessary; one

which will evolve as discussion manoeuwes through the history of coffee and the

coffeehouse. The early coffee-drinking establishment will therefore be defined as

...o public, moinly catering estoblishment, which beors this
description or o combinotion thereof , lot which] coffee is omong the
drinks served (Heise,1987,92).
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"From all indications the coffeehouse, like coffee, must be considered an institution

of Arab origin", with the first establishment in Mecca in l5ll (Hattox, 1988, 76).

The first coffeehouse was a place to gather for socialising and light refreshment.

According to early reports, places for gathering and consuming beverages existed

long before the opening of the fust coffeehouse; it was the tavern (Iazn in Hattox,

1988). The coffeehouse was likened in character to the tavern, only it served coffee

instead of wine. therefore not causing shame to the persons inside. For this reason

the establishments' popularity grew to include all social strata. By the end of the 166

century the Turks embraced both the drink and the institution, which were introduced

as "...a complete package to Istanbul by the two Syrians Hakm and Shams around

1555" (Hattox, 1988, TTxitalics added).

The spread of coffee and rise of the coffeehouse took place due to the product's

unfamiliari$. The properties, use, and preparation of the beverage were a mystery to

the early consumer, with the idea of selling the already brewed drink to increase its

demand. The Hakm and Shams of Istanbul used this technique, with the likelihood

"...that most people first tasted coffee in a coffee shop" (Hattox, 1988, 79). Common

characteristics of early and present-day coffeehouses include the 'service bar' where

coffee is prepared in full view of patrons. This area was, and still, firnctions as the

heart of the establishment. A second conunon feature is conversation.

...the coffeehouse wos obove oll c ploce for tolk: serious or triviol,
high-minded or bose, thot ploce more thon ony other seemed to lend

itself to the ort of conversqtion (Hattox,1988,100).

Early on, partaking of the beverage took place within three distinct outlets: the coffee

stall, the coffee shop and the coffeehouse. Most often located in commercial areas,

the coffee stalls, were not designed for on-site consumption, but rather catered to

those doing business in the markets. Coffee shops and coffeehouses, where coffee

was drunk 'on-site' were distinguished by size and clientele. The small,

neighborhood coffee shop offered refreshment in a similar fashion to the coffee stall,

only it oflered space to its customers to sit and consume. Such spaces were small,

with a high stoop or mastaba, or a few benches inside. [n situations where the coffee

shop was insufficient in size to cope, "...(particularly on nights when a story-teller

was present) patrons spilled out onto the front stoops of the shops adjacent and

4l
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opposite the coffeehouse" (Hattox, 1988, 8l). The early coffee stalls and coffee

shops had an intimate association with the street. The grand-style coffeehouses

found in the larger cities of the Near East can be easily distinguished from the stalls

and shops. Located in "...the most important places in town" (Dufour, 1685). such

luxurious establishments attempted to create garden-like atmospheres: "All the caf6s

of Damascus are beautiful- lots of fountains, nearby rivers, tree-shaded spots, roses

and other flowers; a cool. refreshing and pleasant spot" (Thdvenot, 1727 cited in

Hattox, 1988, 8l). The success of these coffee-drinking establishments, whether the

coffee shop or the coffeehouse, wils not solely due to the brewed beverage itself, but

rather in its provision of a place for one to 'go out'. According to Hattox, "...one

went to the coffeehouse because one wished to go out, to spend the evening in the

society of his fellows, to be entertained, to see and be seen" (1988, 9l). These

establishments catered to an everyday, social need. Without disrupting what was

considered proper, the coffeehouse offered something different that fit into daily

routines.

This same sort of coffee-boom took place in Europe in the l7n century. Before 1624.

when Venice received its first major shipment of coffee, only samples or small sacks

of beans were brought into major European cities like London, Amsterdam,

Marseilles and Hamburg. Private consumption of coffee was known to have taken

place in the latter half of the 17s cennry, with Vienna's first public coffee stall

opening in 1683 (Heise, 1987). 'Coffee ambulances' and 'flying coffee stalls'o

similar in nature to those of the East, began serving markets and fairs throughout the

18'h and 19ft centuries, but it was not until much later that the extravagance of

Eastern coffeehouses was to follow. Many of Europe's original coffeehouses were

formerly known as tavems, and quite different in appearance from their lavish

Turkish counterparts. Simply seen as refrrbished public houses, it was not until the

late 18h and early l9s century that luxury cafds, following the style of the Viennese

estabfishment Silbernes Kaffeehaus (1824), began opening across Europe. Thus, a

range of catering establishments bearing the name 'caf6' or 'coffeehouse' became

corrrrlon, ranging from the sreet stall to the luxurious eatery, all co-existing, and

each associated with a particular social group (Heise, 1987). o"Every profession,

trade, class, every party has its favourite coffeehouse', wrote one observer of the

coffeehouse culture that had taken over London by the early 1700s" (Morse, 1996).

4?
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3.?.L English coffeehouses & the penny university

Early coffeehouses in the l7s and l8e centuries were historically known to be

centres of knowledge and arenas for political debate. Between the years 1650 to 1850

London's coffeehouses were dubbed 'Penny Universities'. A perny was the price of

admission, twopence for a cup of coflee, a penny for a pipe and the newspapers were

free. Heise (1987) describes them as o'...places of pronounced academic distinction,

where communication rather than being directed towards gaming and light

entertainment was specifically oriented towards the continuous acquisition of

knowledge" (p.130). Operating as precursor to the daily newspaper and home mail

delivery, the early coffeehouse was often a place where Englishmen conducted their

business affairs. lndeed, '0...many customers kept regular hours in order that friends

and clients would find it easy to contact them", others dropping in frequently during

the day to keep abreast of the news (Oldenburg, 1997, 185). The literate would

regularly read newspapers, tracts and broadsides aloud, so the illiterate, too, could

actively take part.

The seventeenth-century English coffeehouse played a vital role in the acquisition of

individual liberty. Here, men from all parties and stations mingled in face-to-face

discussion, soon discovering their strength in numbers and "-..their mutual stake in

individual freedom'o (Oldenburg. 1997, 189). This was a common characteristic of

early coffeehouses everywhere.

fn Coloniol Americs, the Sons of Liberty met regulorly in the
coffeehouses of New York ond Boston, including Brown's Green
Drogon, which Doniel Webster loter dubbed the 'heodguorters of
the Americon Revolution'. Across the Atlontic, on July 12, t789,
young journolist Comille Desmoulins urged o crowd to toke up orms
outside Poris' Cofd,Foy. Two doys loter, o mob stormed the Bostille,
signoling to the world the stort of the French Revolution
(Morse,1996,109).

Throughout its reign the English coffeehouse served as a centre of business and

cultural life as well as a political arena (Oldenburg, 1997). The coffeehouse

headquartered many of the nation's largest trading companies (Lloyd's of London,

for example), with London's stockbrokers operating within these establishments for

over a hundred yeuus. Members of the Royal Society, such as Isaac Newton, were
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also regular guests. This point in time was also an era of English literary

achievement, with coffeehouses the site where o'...men found their inspiration,

themes, and audiences" (Oldenburg, 1997, 189). The inclusiveness of ranks and

"...unequivocal acceptance of all men" was a part of its appeal (Oldenburg, 1997,

186). As a leveller, all were welcome, but early English coffeehouses excluded

women from the premises.

Barely two decades after the first exclusively male coffeehouse appeared in England,

the institution became the target of The Women's Petilion Against Coffee. The

petition claimed that the "base, black, thick, nasty bitter stinking, nauseous Puddle

water" was causing impotence (Oldenburg, 1997, 187). In addition to these

allegations, the female petitioners claimed that coffee tumed men into... "...gossips

and tattletales, that the pennies spent for coffee took bread out of the mouths of

children, that Englishmen had become better talkers than fighters", among other

things. The women referred to inns and tavems in a positive manner, alluding to

"good old primitive way of ale-drinking" (Oldenbwg, 1997, 188). The early English

coffeehouse would eventually give rise to the men's club, where they would be able

to put themselves out of female reach altogether. Here, Englishmen found an

altemative to marriage and family life. As a result, te4 not coffee, became the

English family beverage of choice. The early English coffeehouse therefore offered a

very social, communal and levelled atmosphere for menfolk to conduct business and

discuss politics; third places inclusive of men.

3.2.2 The Viennese coff eehouse

The Viennese coffeehouse has "...changed the least, endured longest and been the

most imitated among all its counterparts in Christendom" (Oldenburg, 1997, 193).

Long before the outbreak of World War I, establishments calling themselves Vienna

Cafes appeared in one foreign city after another (Oldenburg, 1997). The elegance of

such coffeehouses is more than that found in third places of other cultures, and as

such the design and experience received inside is worth mentioning.

Serving as major social centres of the everyday, Viennese coffeehouses typically

extend into and onto the street. Sidewalk tables and chairs are enclosed bv a barrier
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of potted plants or an ornate iron fence, giving privacy to patrons. Having more of a

physical presence than its English counterparts, the Viennese coffeehouse is "...an

integral part of the cityscape", symbolising city life (Oldenburg, 1997, 194).

Domestic life promotes the city's cafds, as few people own houses and a majority of

residents are apartment dwellers. The reduced space of apartment living leaves a

gteater demand for public places and informal social centres, with the Viennese

doing much of their living in the public.

As a commrural place, the Viennese coffeehouse plays an important part of the

everyday for Austrian housewives.

At obout four o'clock each ofternoon, when their English
counterports ore toking teo in their f lots, the Viennese coff eehouse

is invoded by o lively collation of locol lodies. It is the time of their
Jause, on interlude devoted to gossip qnd the consumption of rich
chocolote or sponge cokes heaped with Schag (whipped creom) ond

downed with severol cups of dork-roosted coffee
(O I denburgj997,l9 4).

The hour directly following lunch is when men frequent the coffeehouse, so these

similar functions are not mixed.

The service given inside the Viennese coffeehouse is another characteristic which

needs elaboration. Waiters create the atmosphere of 'personalised accommodation',

where "after a few visits [customers'] names are known, as are their preferences in

reading material and the way they take their coffeeo'(Oldenburg,1997,195). The

head waiter often directs customers to seats, protecting the area of 'regulars'. While

the foreign visitor may find the Viennese coffeehouse arrogant or stifling initially,

he/she would think otherwise after a few retum visits. Personalised service and

attention to detail create the 'experience', with "the customer's coffee, reading, and

socialising preferences ...remembered and catered to" (Oldenburg, 1997, 196).

Additionally, the Viennese cafe functions as a 'third place' with its invitation to visit

frequently with lengthy stays.

Descriptions of patronoge ...ove? severol decodes ore consistent in

reporting thot distinctly different crowds use the coff eehouses in

diff erent wqfs ond ot vorious timas during the dcy
(Oldenburg,L997,l97r.
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During its eighteen hours of operation each day, the Viennese cafd "...is many things

to many people" (Oldenburg, 1997, 198). From Vienna, the caf6 institution passed

on to France.

3.2.3 The French cofd

Physical description of the French cafd includes very modest sized structureso

principally serving the needs of the local residents. The outdoor terrasse is the most

important area; the outdoor portion of sidewalk upon which tables and chairs are

placed. In some areas, the terrasse can extend up to fifty feet from the cafd entrance.

The French prefer to sit outside, rather than inside, as not to be removed from

neighbourhood life. French cafds, like the English and Viennese coffeehouse,

function as 'third places' in the daily lives of many.

According to Oldenburg (1997),'third places' have physical features which suggest

what they are, calling them 'signal fittings'. Examples are made of the American

saloon with its swinging doors and brass spittoons and the English pub with its pump

handles and dart boards, stating that the 'signal fittings' of the French cafd include

outdoor wicker chairs, small marble-topped tables and overhead awnings as key

visual elements. Such 'fittings' function as identifiers to passers-by, proclaiming the

place's identity. The French cafd or bistro's fixtures are mostly outside items

because of its conjunction with the sheet and city life. The nature of the bistro hides

nothing, leaving everything visible; indeed, "...what one sees is what there is'o

(Oldenburg, 1997, 149). The continued appeal of the French cafd is linked to its

terrasse seating with its unique blending of the public and private as well as a street

life preserved for the pedestrian.

The foregoing review of the origins and uses of European coffeehouses and caf6s has

been undertaken to reflect upon the differing ways that these particular

establishments function(ed) in the construction of everyday life. The following

section now considers Central Auckland's own coffee historv.
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3.3 Aucklond's es?ly coff ee culture

"New Zeolond has hod o long love offoir with coffee"
(Doley, 1997,44).

(Sources: Daley (1997) & MacGreqor (1959))

When the first European settlers arrivecl in the lgth century. both coff'ee and tea were

commonly consumed, with the latter being the prefbned beverage. In 1900 the

average New Zealander consurned over 6 pounds of tea per year and less than I lb of

coffee. even w'ith coffee readily available in the country since the 1880s (Daley.

1997). By the 1950s coffee was no longerjust serv'ed at home. but also in the cof-fee

bars which began to appear throughout the country. Encouraged in part by the

presence of US servicemen in New Zealand during World War II (see Lealand.

1988). these establishments were also a part of a ner,l' post-war trend taking place

around the world. London's urban landscape in the 1950s underwent a similar

transformation. "...complete with huge ltalian chromium espresso machines. full of

levers and knobs" (Daley.l 997.45).

Auckland and Aucklanders quickly embraced the new coff-ee culture. if not for the

taste of the brewed beverage, then for its inherent sociability. Two kinds of outlets.

in particular. served the beverage: the milk/coffee bar and the cotfee lounge.

Coffee/Milk bars operated mainly during daytime hours. serving percolated or

espresso coffee along with a range of milk products. such as ice-cream and

thickshakes. Colt'ee lounges operated during daytime and evening hours, serving

espresso and tight meals. "...Like daisies in the meadow, coffee lounges are

springing up all over the Dominion. ranging from the elaborate and palatial lounge
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deluxe to the smoke filled speakeasy of a back steet hideaway", wrote Rob

MacGregor of the coflee craze of the late 1950s and early 1960s (1959, l).

MacGregor's explanation of the major contributors to the coffee lounge atnosphere,

including decor and food, lighting, staff and music, mirrors contemporary

interpretations of coffeehouses in terms of the 'total consumption package' (Bell &

Valentine, 1997).

Atmosphere, "...a word that prior to the coffee lounge trade invading New Zealand

was almost entirely associated with the weather" according to MacGregor, was one

of the major attractions to such places (1959, 6). During day-time hours, the average

coffee-drinking establishment had very little appeal, except to those in their lunch-

hour or grabbing a quick cup, but come night-time and the lounges underwent rapid

conversion. Lighting in the evenings was low, lending "...a romantic air to the

lounge to create an intimate atmosphere" (MacGregor, 1959,4).

With nearly fifty percent of coffee lounge employees being European immigrants, the

1959 baristas and wait staff introduced "...a Hollywood butler style", setting a

standard that New Zealanders were quick to appreciate (MacGregor, 1959, 5). The

coffee lounge staffcomprised mostly of female workers "...doing more to create an

atmosphere of glamour than anything else", whilst trylng to outdo each other in their

appearance (MacGregor, 1959, 5). Male waiters, like their female counterparts,

knew "...everybody's name, the little tidbits of scandal, and of course, the local

gossip" which had found itself "...a cosy home in the coffee lounges" (MacGregor,

1959, 6). Associated with the lighting and staff, music was the final touch which

played a crucial role in the creation of atmosphere in the coffee lounge.

From lights to complete dorkness, from wqiter to wqitress, ond

from music to decor , the coffee lounge relies on oll to creqte thot
little touch of exclusiveness so essentiol for otmosphere, ond
novelty (Moc6regor .\959,7).

The wait staff of coffeebars became a crucial part of the cultural capital being sold,

with their performing natures and personalities, playing major roles in the rymbolic

economy of Central Auckland (Zukin, 1995).

By 1959 there were thirty establishments in Auckland's central city, serving coffee

(Figure 3.1). A majority of these establishments were located on Queen, Customs,
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High and Lorne Streets within the cenftal business district; many catering to the

businessmen, office girls and shoppers, while others served those more 'bohemian' in

nature.r Coffeebars such as Ca d'Oro, Brazil Coffee Shop, Lane Cove Cofee House,

Lautrec Cofee Lounge, The Cofee Bean, and the Maple Leaf Coffee Lounge

provided light meals as well as a number of coffee beverages in downtown Auckland.

According to MacGregor (1959), coffeebars such as Ca d'Oro and the Lautrec

Cofee Lounge catered to 'strange characters' such as "...artists, bearded students,

intellectuals, mariners, tourists, and even odd types ...yet to be named" (p.80). The

decor of many of these coffeebars sEessed elsewhere-ness (see Hopkins, 1990), in

adopting foreign motifs such as Venetian or French design, for example.2 The

operating hours for such establishments extended until midnight. Lane Cove Cofee

House, The Co/fee Bean and the Maple Leaf Cofee Lounge, on the other hand, were

establishments known more for their cosiness and modernity, designed "...to create

an atmosphere of friendly hospitality", for the more cosmopolitan, fashion-conscious,

or cinema/theatre-going individual (MacGregor, 1959, 82). Coffeebars, coffee

lounges and coffeehouses in the late 1950s and 1960s, like the early l6h and l7h

century establishments, offered an acceptable place to frequent during evening hours.

Most of the coffeebars discussed in MacGregor's Around New Zealand in Eighty

Cups, stressed their difference; a difference intended to increase patronage, similar to

the intentions of designers of coffeebars and cafes in the 1990s.

In the late 1960s, changes in liquor laws had a significant impact on coffee drinkers.

In 1967, the 6 o'clock closing of pubs was abolished, giving young New Zealanders

altemative places to go after dark (Daley,l997). Even with the introduction of new

gathering places, the 1970s continued to represent a period marked with a skong

coffee society (Figure 3.2), with the downtown area containing nearly twice as many

coffee bars/lounges as in 1959 (Figure 3.3). Located in the same streets as the earlier

establishments, the cenral business district held nearly half the total number of

coffee-places in the Auckland district, but these were not the only changes which had

' Synonymous with "arty, old use bearrik bizarre, eccentric, hippie, informal, nonconformist, off-beaq
unconventional, unorthodox. way-out, weird" (Spooner, I 996).

: An environment of 'elsewhere': "the overt manipulation of time and/or space to simulate or evoke
experiences of other places for profit and amusement" (Hopkins,1990,2).
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taken place. The coffeehouses and coffee bars of the late 1950s and 1960s became

known as 'coffee lounges'. Java joints such as the Black Tulip Cofee Lounge md

the Wyndham Coffee Cellar hint of the character of these establishments; a label of

uniqueness which can also be seen in present-day coffee bars and cafes.

Figrure 3.2: Aucklond's coffce bars, coffac loungcs ond cofis (195E-1998).

3.4 The 'cuppo' of the Nineties

Variations on the original coffee stalls, coffee shops and coffeehouses have recently

emerged with the result being a plenitude of espresso bars and cafds decorating

Auckland's central city landscape. Establishments specialising in coffee have

historically appeared and re-appeared, and

Ever since t75O, the cry hos regulcrly gone up every forty or fifty
yeqrs thot the'greot age' of the coffee-house is possed. Such o
loment wos to be heord in 1750 in London, ot regulor intervols in

Fronce between L79O qnd t871, ond from 1914 on repated
occos ions throughout Europe (Heise,l997,9 l).

This sort of patteming can also be seen in 20c century Americ4 as well as in New

Zealand, with the late 1980s and 1990s representing a very definite 'high' period.

For many countries (i.e. North America & New Zealand), the 1990s have come to

represent a second-wave of coffee popularity with corporate institutions like
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Starbucks Coffee introducing business approaches deeply rooted in the idea of

'community' (Morse, I 996).

Storbucks strikes qn emotionql chord with people. ...We've
introduced new words into the Americon vocobulory ond new sociol
rituols for the 1990s. fn some communities, Storbucks stores hove
becotne o Third Ploce- o comfortoble, socioble gothering spot owcy

from home qnd work, like on extension of the front porch
(Schultz,l997 ,5).

Cafes and coffee bars have proliferated onto the urban landscape, all with one

conmon characteristic: fresh-roasted coffee and a contrived environment in which to

consume. The definition and type(s) of the coffee-drinking establishment(s), too,

have further altered the landscapes of cities, The 1990s coffee-drinking

establishment is therefore defined as "a place serving coffee and other refreshments"

(Thompson. 1995,255).

Four distinct outlets, with coffee being a major focus, serve the beverage in the

1990s: the espresso carto the coffee/espresso bar, the cafd and the coffeehouse. Like

the Turkish coffee stall of the l6th/l7s centuries and the European'flying cof,fee

stall' of the 18ft/19ft centuries, the 1990s has the espresso cart. Espresso carts have

surfaced in the business districts of many cities, o'Expresso" in Auckland's Central

Business District for example, offers a daily brew to busy workers and shoppers in a

manner similar to the early coffee stall. The second outlet can be called either a

coffee bar or espresso bar. and defined as "...a bar or cafd serving coffee and light

refreshments from a counter" (Thompson,1995,255). This space is designed to be

large enough for only a small number of customers at one time, offering a quick

'cuppa' and/or light meal. The cafe or coffeehouse, a third outlet of the nineties,

serves espresso-based beverages in a space designed to sit and read, or chat. Its size

allows for more customers than in the coffee bar, which plays a critical role in the

creation of atmosphere and community. Espresso carts and bars, cafes and

cofleehouses in the 1990s play a similar role in the culture of cities to that of the

early establishments which offered a place to sit, drink, and be sociable.
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3.5 Globof-locol connections

Steve Redheod (1995) hos argued thot o globol populor culture
industry hos developed, incorporoting many previously disporofe
oreo:i of leisure ond pleosure - together wfth the cultural
commentqries thot occompony them. Food hos become very much o
port of this industry, woven into the construction of 'lifestyles'
(Tomlinson,1990) ond used os o morker of sociol posifion
(Bourd ieu.1984XBel | & Volentine,1997,5).

Tttis global popular culture industry involves much more than just the restaurant

industry; it also includes cafds as part of a broadly-based service sector. The caf6

environment of the 1990s has expanded greatly, along with that of the restaurants, to

include what might be termed 'the consumable which is neither drinkable or edible'.

As culturally globalised, cosmopolitan cities strive to outdistance each other, the

language of espresso perrneates, influencing the image of cities (Friedmann, 1986;

Friedmann, 1995; Sassen, l99l; Sassen, 1994; Short, 1998). The image of cities and

the construction of 'urban lifestyles' are strongly tied to the pursuit of cultural capital

which o'...encourages various forms of culnrral consumption" (Zukin, 1998, 825).

Industries which are based on the creation and production of goods that cater to such

lifestyles play critical roles in the economic growth of cities (Molotch, 1996), giving

rise to "...newo highly visible consumption spaces, such as nouvelle cuisine

restaurants, boutiques, art galleries and coffee bars" (Zukin, 1998, 825). Coffee-

drinking establishments, like Starbucks Coffee, have modified the landscape of cities

becoming a part of the cultural globalisation of an industry which Redhead (1995)

and Tomlinson (1990) have described as a major ingredient in the creation of

lifestyles; an industry which speaks the language of lattds transforming the fabric of

the world city (Wolk, 1998).

The cafe environment, in most cases, exists within the city, which itself has become

'trendy' (Jencks, 1996). As cities have been 'rediscovered', their importance as

"...key creative, control and cultural centres within globalising economic, cultural

and social dynamics" becomes more apparent (Amin & Graham,1997,41l). Part of

the socio-cultural rediscovery of the city has included creation of districts full of

"...new shared spaces, new, improved public realms, new mixed-use urban

landscapes, new intercultural interactions and an urban time-space fully animated and
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enlivened with a rich array of social and cultural activities" similar to the factors

discussed earlier by Oldenburg (1997) in his examination of the settings which

accommodate engaging public life (Amin & Graham, 1997,415).

With local industry moving further away from the central city, culture is rapidly

becoming the 'core' business of cities. Cultuml consumption of art, food, tourism,

and fashion, "...fuels the city's symbolic economy, its visible ability to produce both

symbols and space" (Zukin, 1995,2). The image of the city as a centre of culture is

vital and therefore development of new spaces is required; public spaces designed for

ma:<imum surveillance. Surveillance, the ability to see and be seen, is a part of the

symbolic economy which is sold in private spaces such as caf6s. Today's 'goods', in

this case gourmet coflee, double up as social signs and produce meaning

(Smith,1996). According to Smith (1996)

The'caf 6, culture' centred on the coff ee bor ..is o quintessentiolly
urbon phenomenon. It depends upon, ond oppropriotes, elements of
the urbon streetscqpe in order to foster o particulor sense of
urbonity. It is thus entongled in the somewhat brooder but still
locol milieu of other coru;umption proctices... (p.507-S).

The urban streetscape referred to above, howevero is no ordinary streetscape; they are

"...the habitual haunts of the so-called new middle class" (Smith,1996,508). Cafes

are intrinsically associated and connected to gentrified neighborhoods and districts

containing' landscapes of leisure' (Warren, I 993 ), where. . .

...people with disposable income, not to mention culturol copitol, 9o
to consume, displcy themselves, ond wotch others (Smith,1996,508).

According to Zukin (1998), the enthusiasm for various forms of cultural consumption

is related to a number of recent structural changes:

...the rise of post-modernism - os on ort form, o post-industriql
mode of production ond o concern with identity morkers; the growth
of service industries; ond the coming to moturity of the 'baby boom'

generotion, whose demogrophic weight ond generolly high
expectotions of omenities hove fostered consumer demand for
distinctive, high-guolity goods (p.825).

ln countries like New Zealand, the 'baby boom' generation constitutes a large

percentage of consumers, where as much as 30o/o of the population engage in
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consumption and leisure activities (population aged 35 to 59 yrs.Xstatistics New

Zealand, IggT.3 hteracting with the streetscape and street culture referred to by

Smith (1996), cafds in the nineties are places to consume, display, see, identifu and

attach meaning.

Prior to the attachment of meaning and symbolism, the commodity itself run through

amaze of vertical and horizontal nodes, over long distances and locally. A majority

of studies tend to focus on the commodity at the consumption end, however, this

study examines dimensions of the production end with use of a coffee commodity-

chain (Figure 3.4). As explained by Elaine Harnvick (1998), commodity chains

consist of significant production, distribution, and consumption nodes, and the

connecting links between them, together with social, cultural, and natural conditions

involved in commodity movements (p.425).

A commodity contains two meanings: one at the level of function, and a second by

symbolism (Gottdiener, 1995). According to Hartrvick, "each purchase culminates

an entire complex of commodity production and representation, linking together

several lines of waged workers, un-waged reproducers of waged workers, and natural

resources" (1998, 427). The notion of geographic connectedness and meanings

invested in a particular commodity also needs to include what Hartwick (1998) terms

'geographic disguise'. [n addition to function and symbol, a disguising or hiding

"...through image-making and m5rth" of the condition of production takes place

(Harnvick, 1998.427). This process occws most obviously when commodities link

producers and consumers from unequal regions. Hartwick writes that "images are

usually added to commodities at, or near, organisational centers of global trading

systems where the producers of sign value share the cultural norms or consumers"

(1998, 427). With reference to the work of Smith (1996), I will now illustrate,

briefly, the coffee commodity-chain from production through to the consumption in

New Zealand cafds/coffee bars.

I *Baby boomer" is defined as 'a person bom during a baby boom, esp. after the Second World War'
( l 939-l g4sxThompson, I 995,9 I ).
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Coffee is the most significant topical commodity in international agriculflral trade,

reflecting the dependency of poor, underdeveloped nations in the South with the rich,

industrialised North. The former produce 98% of the world's coffee, with the latter

consuming 85-90% of total production (Smith, 1996). In an industry dominated by

large trading companies and multinationals,50% of the retail price of coffee reflects

manufacturing and distribution, 25Yo is profit, leaving 25o/o to the producing country,

with only a small percentage of this going to those who cultivate the crop (Smith,

1996). A labour-intensive production process begins with the growers, waged-

labourers and seasonal pickers. Once the green coffee beans are harvested, a broker

in the growing country represents the farmer to a bean broker in either New York or

London (60% of the world's coffee is grown in Central and South America). This is

where coffee becomes available to the world market. The beans are then purchased

by a local importer in the consuming country. Once this transaction is made, the

green coffee beans are shipped from the country of origin. It is at this point in the

vertical chain where horizontal movement takes place within the consuming country.

In New Zealand, green coffee beans are purchased by both wholesale roasters and

caf6 owners who roast. The next vertical node involves the roasting process. It is

here where both horizontal and verlical movement takes place within the chain. I

will examine each of these stages separately.

In the case of the wholesale roaster, the beans are then sold to cafes where a barista

grinds the beans and prepare an espresso-based beverage, with the final node in the

chain being the physical consumption of the product by the consumer in a cafe or

coffee bar. The second case requires a more in-depth explanation, as its movement

within the chain can be eitheriboth vertical or/and horizontal in nature. Once the

beans are roasted by the cafd owneriroaster, the beans may be, a) sold to another cafe

to be prepared at another site, or b) a barista who works for the roasting cafd may

prepare the drink for the buyer to consume on the premises. A third case involves a

consumer purchasing the roasted beans who then prepares the beverage at home. In

the case of coffee, a system of symbolism begins once the green bean appears on the

world market. Entry to the marketplace, according to Jhally (1990), is where

production information is erased:
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The fetishism of commodities consists in the first ploce of
emptying them of meoning, of hiding the reol sociol relotions
objectif ied in them through humon labor, to moke it possible for the
imoginory/symbolic sociol relotions fo be injected into the
construction of meoning of the secondory level. Production empties.
Advertising fills. The reol is hidden by the imoginory 0.51).

In the case of coffee production, the makeshift, cramped housing which lacks

electricity and/or running water in which many of its labourers live, low incomes,

malnutrition and poor health conditions are forgotten. The consumer sees what is

imagined. Coffee is a global commodity consumed daily in ones home and within

new landscapes of leisure.

3.6 Summory

At the beginning of this chapter a question was posed as to the newness of the

contemporary coffeebar and cafd culture. While the contemporary phenomenon

appears 'new' to those of us not present in the 1950s and 1960s, the social institution

of the coffeehouse has long served up a sense of community with its lrahveha, j*ot
or decaf grande mocha. So much a part of the 1990s, coffeehouses serve as focal

points in the daily life of neighborhoods and communities, even making weekly

appearances on primetime situation-comedies such as Friends ('Central Perk'), EIIen

('Buy the Book') and Frasier ('Cafd Nervosa'), to name a few. Its not just the

coffee, but rather the 'total consumption package' made available, which consumers

have identified and identifu within coffeehouses of the past and present.

The aim of this chapter has been to both examine the historical significance these

sites have played in the everyday social lives of individuals as well as coffee's

present-day commodity chain. Coffee and the spaces within which it is consumed,

have etched a noticeably palpable mark on the (post)modem urban landscape.

Functioning as social arenas in the past, the re-emergence of cafes and coffeehouses

as informal gathering places potentially play a considerable role in the everyday lives

{ l6s century, Turkish reference to coffee.

' 1970s reference to coffee.
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of contemporary consumers. It is to the examination of this proposition that

discussion now turns.



Chapter 4

THESI5 METHODS

4.1 fntroduction

This thesis uses both qualitative and quantitative methods to convey and interpret the

experiences of Central Auckland's cafd and coffee bar consumers. Ranging "...fiom

passive observation and personal reflection. through routine participation to active

intervention" qualitative methods have in common core: a concem with shared

meaning (.fohnston. et al., 1994. 491). Dependent on intense empirical research.

qualitative methods assume that "...reality is present in appearance" (Johnston, el al..

1994.491). Quantitative methods, on the other hand. use statistical techniques to

estimate and test the significance of mathematical findings. While the latter

approach has a limited place in the thesis. the inclusion of qualitative approaches

allow for elaboration of numerative findings. and give the study greater depth and

breadth.

Particular qualitative methods used for the collection of primary data in this thesis

include participant observation, in-depth interview's. a focus group meeting and

photography (using both primary and secondary means). The quantitative method of

survey questionnaires was used in addition to these approaches to collect further

primary data.

It was decided early in the study period to include three areas in Central Auckland.

Detailed descriptions of the character of these areas takes place later in Chapter 6.

but. briefly. the following three localities where selected: the Central Business

District. Ponsonby and Mt. Eden. Maps were produced for the purpose of illustrating

the thrce areas and representing historical data using secondary data derived from

sources such as the Universal Business Directory and Telecom's Yellow Pages.

Other secondary data aided the compilation of a number of additional tables.
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This chapter discusses my introduction to cafd/coffee bar owners. followed by details

of the five primary methods used for this thesis. With the use of these methods, an

attempt was made to interpret the perspectives and ways of life of cafd/coffee bar

consumers from the 'inside', in the milieu of their everyday experience.

4.2 Approoching cofds

Before approaching the owners of cafes/coffee bars studied in this thesis the approval

of the University of Auckland Human Subject Ethics Committee was gained.

Decisions then had to be made on the areas to study and the sort of establishments to

include. As the socio-spatial activity of 'going out' for coffee takes place in many

different venues, I decided to include both caf6s (n:3) and coffee bars (n:2).

As Cook (1997) suggests, access to a study area is often negotiated through various

'gatekeepers'. I found six of seven caf6 owners/managers I approached were willing

to take part; some even enthusiastic about the idea. At the initial meeting I operated

in an overt manner. providing a full explanation of my role, setting a time to meet at

a later date for an in-depth interview, to display/administer questionnaire surveys,

asking permission to observe and, in some instances, take photographs. Interviews

were staggered over a three week period beginning in April 1998, with questionnaire

surveys collected over a six week period.

4.3 Methods

Five methods were chosen to collect information on the cafeicoffee bar and their

consumers. The following five sections describe the use of questionnaire surveys, in-

depth interviews, participant observation, a focus group and photography, * well as

their purpose and reasons for choosing such methods.

4.3.1 Questionnoire surveys

In the context of humon geogrophy, the questionnoire survey is on

indispensoble tool when primory doto ore required obout people,
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their behqviour, attitudes ond opinions and their oworeness of
specif ic issues (Porf itt,1997,7 6).

A survey was deemed necessary in light of the thesis objectives. as well as the call

throughout the discipline for research which gives voice to the consurner (Gregson,

1995). The key goals of the survey were to keep it short (one page) and to capture

three types of data: respondent variables, behavioural indicators and attitudinal

information. lnformation from the first of these three data types was used to classiff

respondents. their circumstances, and environment (i.e. age, income, residence and

gross income)(Parhtt, 1997). The second type of data collected was behavioural, and

was derived from questions based around consumers actions (e.g. How often do you

frequent this cafe? Other caf6s?). The third type of data comprised respondents'

attitudes, opinions and beliefs (e.g. What do you like best about this safd/coffee

bar?)(see Appendix l).

A problem with the third sort of data can be insincerity (Parhtt, 1997). Generally-

speaking the inclusion of attitudinal questions was successful with a majority of

respondents providing in-depth answers/opinions (some even giving me their phone

numbers to contact them if I had any further inquiries).

The questionnaire survey was administered over a period of three weeks in the five

selected caf6s on a self-completion basis. Clear plastic stands, holding the A4 sized

suryeys, were purchased and used to display questionnaires in the cafds. The small

phrase'While you enjoy your cappuccino...' was placed on the front of the stands to

encourage respondents to complete the questionnaire on the premises. The stand was

positioned in a noticeable location, and the use of yellow paper made the document

as visible as possible. Surveys were coded on the reverse side to keep track of where

they were completed (i.e.'S': Santos,'SS': Solla Sollew,'J': Jolt,'Si': Sierra). As

part of this process, I had to frequent the cafds daily to collect and replenish the

survey stand. The original aim was to collect 20 surveys from each cafe. but early on

in the collection phase it became clear that higher numbers would be achieved. Four

cafes in particular had large numbers of surveys completed over a period of one to

fwo weeks (an average of 53 completed surveys), while one cafd took nearly three

weeks to obtain very few (n:9). Because of the extremely low number of completed

surveys received, as well as an inability in gaining an interview with owners (who
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claimed that they were busy at the time opening a third store), the decision was made

to exclude this establishment from the project. The study thus includes information

on a total of five cafds; four having had questionnaire surveys distributed to patrons,

and one without the use of this survey method.

A total of 2l I usable questionnaire surveys were collected. Data coding, recording.

checking and statistical analysis then took place. Numerical data analysis included

the use of Microsoft Excel (pivot tables) and SPSS to create frequency distributions,

cross-tabulations and test statistical signifi cance.

4.3.2 In-depth interviews

In-depth, semi-structued interviews were used in this thesis as a part of a multi-

method study. Described by Eyles (1988) as 'a conversation with purpose', the in-

depth interview is fluid in form, varying according to the interest and experience of

the interviewee (Valentine, 1997). Valentine describes this method as advantageous

in that

...it is sensitive ond people-oriented, ollowing interviewees to
construct their own occounts of their experiences by describing ond

exploining their lives in their own words (1997,111).

Here, the use of in-depth interviews took place between myself and the owners of the

participating cafds (plus one with the operations manager of Starbucks New

Zealand). As cafds and coffee bars play potentially important roles in the everyday

lives of their patrons, interviewees were very passionate about their establishments

and relationships with 'regulars'. Most of the owners interviewed were involved in

the everyday workings of the cafdslcoffee bars, waiting on patrons, preparing food

and espresso-based beverages and knew their'regulars' on first-name basis.

Interviews were conducted inside each particular establishment. Questions and

themes of discussion were prepared beforehand. and included the following:

o Asking permission to use their name and thot of the porticipoting
cofi,lcoffee bor.

. Woit stoff structure (i.e. male/female, port-time/full-time, other
occupotions).
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o 6enerol business guestions (hours open, yeors operoting, cups of
coffee sold per dcy, etc.).

. Caf d, design.

o Customer bose (locols, regulors, etc.).

. Role in the community.

. Coffee ond cofds in New Ze.alond.

Once all interviews were underway, additional questions were asked as they came to

mind throughout the meetings. All interviews were audio-taped and transcribed to

ease the analysis process and look for similarities/differences between them.

Conducting the interviews before administration of the questionnaire survey and

participant observation proved favourable in that the owners and wait staff then knew

who I was, with many of them knowing me by first name and vice versa.

Additionally, a number of owners were re-interviewed on a casual basis from time to

time to clarifo matters that arose as the study progressed.

4.3.3 Porticipont observotion

As its name implies, this method

...involves reseorchers moving between participating rao community -

by deliberotely immersing themselves in its everydcy rhythms ond

routines, developing relotionships with people who can show ond tell
them whot is '9oin9 on' there, ond writing accounts of how these
relotionships developed ond whot wos leorned from them - ond
observing o community - by sitting bock ond wotching octivities
which unfold in front of thear eyes...(Cook,l997,L?7).

Already a frequent consumer in some of Central Auckland's cafds, I was a prior

participant in one of the five establishments used for this srudy. I had not. though,

observed the sort of activity taking place inside. Looking at the establishments

through the eyes of a participating and observing researcher,I deliberately immersed

myself in the everyday experience of those who frequent caf6s as a part of their daily

routine. I began developing relationships within many of the establishments with

owners, baristas and wait staff, as well as with a number of consumers, frequenting

the five cafds on a number of occasions (at least five to ten different times) at

differing times of day (morning, lunch-time and evenings, weekdays and weekends).
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Blending in to what is considered 'the everyday' sometimes involved sitting at a table

with my notebook, pen and latt6, at other times it meant sitting at the bar with my

notepad hidden under the daily newspaper, drinking my flat white and actively taking

part in conversation between owners and 'regulars'. I 'lived' my research

experience, participating in particular cafd communities, rather than simply operating

in an 'observational' manner. One cafe, in particular, had functioned as my 'third

place' (Oldenburg,1997) prior to this research for a period of two years. so I already

had the status of 'local'or'regular'. Researching the caf6 as a site of consumption

involved deconstructing a place I frequented regularly as well as four other

establishments. and while I may not have previously looked at the places through the

eyes of a human geographer, they were nevertheless familiar.

While conducting participant observation, I functioned in both an overt and covert

manner; overt in the case of baristas, wait staff and a few consumers knowing who I

was and what I was doing, and covert in the case of observing consurners. The use of

this method enabled me to understand the way of life of actual consutners from the

'inside', within the context of the everyday, lived experience.

4.3.4 Focus group

A focus goup is an amalgamation of

...the focused interview... qnd o group discussion, in which o
relotively heterogeneous, but carefully selected group discuss o
series of porticulor questions roised by o moderotor (6oss,1996,113).

For the purpose of this study, I decided to conduct a one-time focus group with

cafd/coffee bar consumers. Functioning as part of a multi-method research study, the

focus group took place after analysis of the questionnaire survey, participant

observation and in-depth interviews, aiding in the interpretation of early findings as

well as complementing other methods.

Selection of focus group participants took place through social networks, with an

acquaintance inviting four friends to a pre-determined location for the purpose of the

meeting and refreshments. Participants were required to fulfil a particular 'consumer

profile' of someone who frequented cafds or coffee bars on a semi-reguiar basis
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(once a week). The decision was made to go through a social network to benefit

from what Jackson and Holbrook (1995) term'natural' or pre-existing focus groups.

This type of group was chosen due to its allowance of a degree of triangulation or

cross-checking of participanr differing views (Holbrook & Jackson, 1996).

According to Kitzinger (1994), an additional advantage of using such pre-formed

groups is their ability to relate to each other's cornments on their everyday

experiences. This was especially important in that many of the focus group

participants frequented cafds regularly and with each other.

The focus group was comprised of five individuals and a moderator (myself), taking

place during an evening after working hours at a Central Auckland graphic design

business, which offered a suitable setting for discussions. Three male and two

female participants took part. They were all European/Pakeha, 2l-35 years of age

and engaged in similar occupations (from occupational groups ? and 3 (see Appendix

2)). Participants were clearly informed that the topic of the focus group meeting was

cafes/coffee bars. Questions and themes of discussion were prepared beforehand,

and were as follows:

. Description of fovourite cafis.

. Frequency (i.e. visits, porticulor cafds, etc.).

. The sorts of groups in which one moy or moy not visit a caf6, (i.e.

groups of ? or more, olone, etc.).

. The caf i. os o site to 'see and be seen'.

. Potterns/routines in visits (i.e. running into people they know, visiting
ot similar times of day/particular doys of the week).

Towards the end of the focus gloup meeting, a graph displaying the 'likes' given by

questionnaire survey respondents was introduced to discussion. Focus group

participants were then asked to provide their opinions on the preliminary findings

which displayed characteristics of cafes/coffee bars that were most appealing. Use of

a focus group thus allowed the researcher to discuss early findings and explore areas

where further clarification was needed, enabling interpretation of socially constructed

meanings.
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4.3.5 Photogrophy

Photography is one means of capturing the visual aspects of everyday life.

Recognised by Neuman (1997) as a qualitative method, photographic observation

used in this study allows the researcher an ability to convey one of the five senses

involved in the social behaviour and practice of consuming in a cafe or coffee bar.

Photographs have been included as a method for this thesis, to bring particular scenes

to life for the reader, adding visual illustration to an otherwise worded description.

The images used originate from a number of sources: books, magazines, the lntemet,

an architect, and my own camera.

4.4 Summory

Use of complementing, multiple methods can enrich any research study. ln this case,

they give voice to the consumers and owners of a site of consumption which is

currently contributing to re'shaping the urban landscape of Auckland. Later chapters

will provide evidence and illustrations ofjust how much cafis and coffee bars have

affected the Central Auckland area. A synergy of qualitative and quantitative

approaches aids in the presentation of a more detailed picture of the contemporary

cafe and construction of the consumer experience.



Chopter 5

THE CAFE:
A .TOTAL CONSUMPTION PACKAGE'

5.1 fntroduction

What is it about coffee-drinking establishments that lures people inside to partake of

a lafte and conversation? Or even sit alone and watch the world go by? It is this

question that I will attempt to answer in the first part of this chapter. I will discuss

the cafd environment of the nineties as a 'total consumption package' espres.sed in

terrns of design. as a place in which to be seen and be entertained (by wait staff and

others). Location and the importance of names given to represent these

establishments will also be considered. I argue that atmosphere has become a key

element of the product sold" something just as significant as the edible and/or

drinkable. Following this explanation the chapter shifts to examining New Zealand's

coffee culture as a whole. Here, the coffee phenomenon and its impact on what has

historically been a tea-drinking nation will be considered. I then introduce the six

cafds chosen as sites for research and contrast their similarities and their differences.

Finally, the chapter explores the idea of 'the sensuous' and how it can be deployed to

depict a more complete "consumption package' in the cafd environment.

Like restaurants, cafes act as spaces of cultural production and consumption (Zukin,

1995). The cultural activities that take place inside these consumption havens serve

as third places, lifting us "...out of the mire of our everyday lives and into the sacred

spaces of ritual pleasures" (Zukin, 1995. 1). The cafe or coff'eebar operates as a

sanctuary of sorts with the operators of such establishments well aware of the fact

that the stresses o1'daily lif-e can prove tedious. They therefore market their spaces as

a retreat from whatever is bothersome, be it work or home, if even for just the

amount of time it takes to drink a cup of coffee. The 'ritual pleasure' which Zukin
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(1998) speaks of in this condition is found in the usage (and therefore consumption

of) a cafi or coffeebar and all it visibly and sensually has to offer.

5.2 The caf 6, environment

So, what is it about the local javajoint that attracts so many of us? In Minna Morse's

1996 article, Across the countrlt, it's all happening at the cofeehouse, a number of

patrons whom frequent coffeehouses in America admit that they come "...for the

atmosphere more than for the coflee" (p.104). While coffeebar chains such as

Starbuck's can be found on almost every street comer in North Americ4 other

establishments, namely coffeehouses and caf6s, have appeared offering more than

just an espresso and a comfortable place to drink it; "places where you can grab a cup

of coffee and a paper, and sit for hours" (Morse, 1996, 106).

The cafd of the nineties is an all-encompassing experience. tn this section, theories of

consumption and consuming will be applied to the site of the cafd and coffeebar.

Where Bell & Valentine (1997) have argued that we are where we eat, this chapter

aims to claim that we are where we drink our cappuccinos. Socially'speaking, cafes

and coffeebars have become symbols of sophisticated urban living. Offering a 'total

consumption package' to the consurner, the caf6 is designed and therefore created as

a place to be seen, situated in the optimal location, with a nnme inviting a particular

type of customer, hiring wait staffwho portray a desired image (see Crang, 1994).

5.2.1 Design/ creqtion

Cafd/coffeebar design is very important. The design of an establishment reveals its

intention in attracting the first-time customer ils well as maintaining the loyalty of

regulars. For example, a small, inner-city coffeebar with limited seating and a

spacious, suburban cafe with ample seating designed for different purposes. The first

is intended as a place to grab a quick cup of coffee while the second invites the

consumer to stay for a while. Besides size, colour also conveys meaning, adding

warmth to the local corner cafd or making a bold statement inside a trendy High

Street establishment. Large windows from floor to ceiling as well as observable

seating allow one to see and be seen. Open-planned spaces allow customers to see
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their food and espressos prepared as part of the experience. According to Phil

Tindall, design director of a Christchurch-based firm, in a cafd it is the atmosphere

which has become 'the product' being sold (Dungey, 1998). As a part of an

entertainment industry which allows designers to be more creative, using bolder

colours, caf6s are not merely selling coffee. o'That's the price people pay to be in

these places, the entry ticket" (Tindall. cited in Dungey, 1998). Created as

'landscapes of elsewhereness' (Hopkins, 1990) and used as places to escape the

pressures of the day, the cafd environment itself contains a generic set of similarities

which are used to define itself. It is here that the chapter will move towards

examining similarities whereas the next chapter will shift to the defining

characteristics offive cafds chosen to conduct research for this study.

A set of similarities seem to be part of the orules' defining the caf6 of the nineties.

First and foremost, visibility is a universal trait found amongst all establishments.

Unconcealed and obvious, everything is on display and visible from the inside-out;

the street, the espresso machine, preparation of food and caf6 lattes, it's all part of the

experience. Catering to this 'visibility' a cafe must have large windows which, in

most cases, extend from floor to ceiling, enabling one to see out or see inside. A

visual relationship exists between store and streetscape, producing what Smith

(1996) terms 'visual grammar', with two outcomes: first. a 'hybridised' public space

is produced where the social aspect of the cafe becomes venue for o'...a private

experience of looking" $.508). Secondly, that particular gaze becomes reversed so

that the all-seeing agent too becomes "...an object on display whose gaze is returned

from behind the glass" (Smith, 1996, 508). The viewer becomes the viewee with the

design of caf6 windows placing those inside and out on display to one another. In

addition to windows, a number of 'signal fittings' operate as generic necessities in

the caf6 environment, which have become universal traits of these particular

establishments.

Other items or features wtrich may be deemed to be near universal hallmarks of caf6s

are blackboard menus, small tables and chairs, seating inside and out (on sidewalks,

in courryards or at the back), sidewalk signage, newspapers and magazines, upbeat

music. and refrigerated food cabinets displaying cakes, and sandwiches, glasses and

jugs of water (usually containing floating pieces of fruit), postcard stands providing
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liee postcards to cafe-goers (fbund in 600 cafds throughout New Zealand (Ca/d,

1998)) as well as the presentation of food and drink (Figure 5.2). Whilst the above

mentioned 'signal fittings' identifo the place to passers-by. as in the case of the

French caf6, a number of additional attributes work towards creating trendy and

imaginative places which appeal through difference; naming and logos, and the

hirins of boisterous wait staff.

Figure 5.2: Presentotion of a lott6.
(Source: Sierro colendar, 1998).

5.2.2 Noming ond logos

Plqce-nomes ore port of the sociol construction of space and the
symbolic construction of meanings obout ploce (Berg d
Keorns,1996,99).

Place-names are essential to the process of attaching meaning to place (Cohen &

Kliot, 1992). An important part of designing a trendy, imaginative place is the

naming of the establishment which often includes metaphor. The use of such

linguistic symbols involve affixing a word or idea to something (in this case a cafd or

cofl'eebar) to which it is creatively and irnaginatively. but not literally. applicable

(Kearns,l997: Keams & Bamett. 1999. in press). An example of this nanring can be

seen in many diffbrent cof'feehouse establishments. fictional and non-fictional. such

as Sturhucks ('o.f/be. Central Perk. and Cq/Jb L'tffire. Logos or icons may also

function in a similar manner. creating feelings of attachment and meaning to place.

A visual image representative of a place-name encourages thoughts of elsewhere. as
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is the case of Starbucks Coffee, with its accompanying mermaid icon, was named

after a character n Moby Dick. *T\e name evoked the romance of the high seas and

the seafaring tradition of the early coffee traders", and its logo "...based on an old

sixteenth-century Norse woodcut: a two-tailed mermaid, or siren" meant to represent

the seductiveness of coffee (Schultz & Yang, 1997). Many other coffee retailers

have used this sort of metaphor associated with adventure to sell their beans and hot

drinks (ie. Columbus Coffee in Auckland). Coffee-related namings have also

become popular amongst cafds. The Central Perk, fotrrd on the set of the American

television show Friends, as well as C"fe L'afare,Italian for 'the Coffee Business',

in Wellington, use the symbolism of coffee to identifu themselves.

As part of the social constnrction of place, names of cafds encourage the creation of

symbolic meaning, in most cases referring to sites beyond the local. An example of

Central Auckland's cafe-names can be seen in Table 5.1. The sample includes cafes

from the three areas chosen for this project. Cafd-names most common were placed

into eight categories in order to examine the category of place-names; 26 of the

names referred elsewherel, 20 were in literal reference to their location, 12 named in

reference to coffee or tea" I I were based on metaphor, nine were based around a

particular theme, nine related to a personal name or initials, three used indigenous

names and two were franchise-based. Of the 92 in the sample, the largest portion

alluded to 'elsewhere', while only three were based upon a nearby or indigenous

place of New Zealand. This could lead one to believe that the idea of elsewhere and

difference is what sells; what the consumer wants to buy. The name of cafds are a

part of the advertising taking place at the consumption-end of the commodity chain,

where the product's origin is disguised and is hidden by the imaginary and symbolic.

Just as Jackson and Holbrook have argued that modem consumer identities are

"...not fixed and singular but dynamic and multiple", so too are those of the symbol

or logo (1995, l9l4). They do not stand for one particular ffng, but rather represent

a plurality of identities. Betsky (1997) uses the example of blue jeans (among others)

to explain this.
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A poir of blue jeons might meon work, but it might olso meon leisure
time. ft night meon o bosic piece of clothing thot you can embellish
to mqke your own, o uniform thot will moke you fit in, or o high-
design stotement (p.14).

Like the pair of blue jeans, the cup of coffee or espresso contains a multiplicity of
meanings, as does the symbol or logo attached to a particular brand. Going back to

earlier mention of Starbucks Coffee and its mermaid logo, one can envisage a variety

of interpretations: romance, passion and the high seas. One is encouraged to imagine

the early coffee rader and the mystery of the sea in the mermaid which appears in its

logo. The Starbucks Coffee logo also represents the everyday to many North

Americans, whether it be because they frequent a particular store on a regular basis or

use its merchandise at home. Like the pair of blue jeans which conveys and

embodies "...a rich variety of readings" so too does the coffee industry and its

accompanying symbols and logos.

5.2.3 'The geogrophy of the stog ?' (Crang,r994)

EXPERIENCED WATTRE5S REQUIRED
To Work 2-3 Lunch Shifts per week
Do you hove on outgoing personolity?
Enjoy meeting people?

Know how to work hord?
Like working in o great teom?
We'd like to meet you!!!
(Window odvertisement, Mt Eden cafd,,1998)

The above advertisement for wait staff clearly states that the cafe is looking for

someone who has an outgoing personality and enjoys meeting people. Line two

applies to the theatrics involved in face-to-face interactions required of post-

industrial restaurant work which Crang labels 'performative encounters', with the

third line invoking "...waiting work as a social activity" (1994,685). These are two

characteristics that employers in the cafd and coffeebar industry look for in the

creation of image.

The performative encounters which are very much a part of the job description of
individuals working in the service indusny take place on a 'stage' of sorts which

contain two areas identified in the work of Goffman (1956): the "...'front regions' on
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display to customers and the 'back regions' hidden from them" (Crang, 1994,694).

According to Goffinan, a region can be defined as "...any place that is bounded to

some degree by barriers to perception" (1956, 66). The front region is that which is

most visible or in this case performed on-stage, or

...thof port of on individuol's performonce which regulorly functions
in o generol ond fixed fashion to deftne fhe situotion for those who
observe the perf ormonce (6oflman,I959,22).

In the cafe situation I will refer to this area as 'frontstage'. The back region, which I

will refer to as 'backstage', may be defined as

...o ploce, relotive to o given performonce, where the impression
fostered by the performonce is knowingly confrodicted os o motter
of course .., [it] is locoted ot one end of the ploce where the
perf ormonce is prese nt ed (Gof fmon,1956,6 g -7 O).

In the backstage area two circumstances remain hidden: the production aspect of the

service and the offstage element of the waitstaff. Workplace geographies of display

are therefore places defining areas of performative and non-performative nafures.

However, in the cafd and coffeebar situation, the frontstage area functions as both a

productive and performative manner with the backstage operating as both productive

and pre-productive. Frontstage, performing the task of espresso coffee production

using various apparatus (i.e. espresso machine, grinder/doser) and in some cases

I
I

9
! i, ortria.'t , \'.

Figrurc 5.3: An example of frontstoga and backstogc orcq:r in a cof6.
(Caf€,2 Sicrro, }it Eden)
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production of some food items (i.e. panini), while backstage main meals or the pre-

preparation of food items to be cooked 'on-stage' takes place (Figure 5.3).

In this thesis I discuss the caf6 as a microgeographical stage; a place where

experience is created by those who 'perform'. namely wait staff and baristas. This

performance of sons is just as important to the success of a cafd as the coffee, food

and decor. While the theatrics of cafd wait staff is not 'staged' in the same routinised

manner as Crang's (1994) restaurant research, it is still an important aspect in the

creation of atmosphere. It is those who work in restaurants or cafds. which create the

experience; presenting themselves with the menu" wait staffbecome "...actors in the

daily drama of urban culture" (Figure 5.4)(Zukin, 1995, 154).

Figure 5.4: Boristo ot o Centrol Aucklond cof6-

5.2.4 A place for oll ages & interests

The cafd of the nineties is a place for all ages. Step into the local cafe and you will

see manv different groups inside: business colleagues. lriends and couples (old and

young). parents with small children. With cafbs operating as social meeting places,

many are now beginning to cater to the youngest of consumers: children. Common

practice amongst New Zealand caf6s has been the inclusion of toyboxes, children's
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books or sandpits to keep younger consumers occupied while parents enjoy a coffee

and catch up with friends or other parents. According to journalist Helen Brown,

Cafi, owners ag?ee they've created o new breed of Kiwi kid.
Sophisticcted, with o longuage thqt never existed bef ore (t997,Et).

The fluf$, invented by an Auckland cafe owner, consisting of foamed milk with a

variety of condiments (marshmallows, lollipops, etc.), a sprinkling of cocoa powder

and served in tiny espresso cups has enabled these new younger consumers to appear

much like their parents. Caf6s have become a selective part of children's

consumption culture that is reflective of the experience of adults or parents (Gregory,

1998).

Yet another common trend of late has been the gathering of young mothers in caf6s,

usually during weekday mornings. Encouraged by cafd owners, young mothers and

their prams are a common sight amongst the early morning and aftemoon hours much

like the ladies which frequent the coffeehouses of Vienna. Operating as a sort of

haven for mothers to congregate at times of the day when it's least difficult to

manoeuwe a pram through the tables and chairs of the cafd environment, coffee-

drinking establishments have begun catering to 'regulars' with babies. Cafes operate

in an everyday routine which includes the morning, lunch and dinner crowds as well

as the 'in-between' and 'late nighters'. Mothers with young children are not the only

group for which the cafd caters to during in-between times. Older consumers as well

as youths frequent these establishments regularly too. The cafe environment serves

all who can afford the $2.50 rental of table and chair.

A relatively recent trend in the coffee culture of New Zealand has been the popular

introduction of the garden centre cafe. Situated within a commercial garden centre

setting, these panicular cafes are becoming more and more popular with consumers

who chose to drink their lattds and flat whites amongst the colours and textures of

live plants. According to the 1996 Hillary Commission Report on participation in

sport and physical activity by New Zealand adults, the number one outdoor activity is

gardening. With 63% of women and 44o/o of men choosing gardening as their

outdoor interest, more and more garden centres are adding cafds making the sefting

...even more of o ploce to 9o for on outing, o reason to stoy longer
ond spend more (Motthews,1997,33).
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5.3 A sensuol expe?ience

When describing a cafi. coffeebar or coffeehouse, it's hard to escape detailing the

associated smells, sounds and tastes.

...there is nothing like sitting on o wobbly choir, reading o
newspqper, enveloped by the smell of roosting coffee beons ond the
hiss of o coppuccino mochine (Hood,1996,143).

Mony of us relish the thought of o worm lattd,. We imogine the first
sip of frothy foom followed up with the rich, roosty infusion of dork
coffee ond milk. The oromqtic lure of espresso permeotes the
neighborhood and pulls us in the door of our fovorite java joint
(Holmon,1997,4).

No lcaf|l could be without on espresso mochine, on imposing
controption thot hisses ond fumes like o drogon os it spews vopour
down into strainers with spouts through which dark liquid oozes...
(Beere,1995,6).

The espresso mochine is hard ot work, hissing ond gurgling;
teospoons clink ogoinst cups; ond woiters dort omongst tobles... At
the bock of the shop, beons spill into the vost roosting machine, o
60-kilogrom Petroncini imported from fto[, which fills the oir with
the heody oromo of fresh coff ee... (Pacific l,t/ay,L995,67).

While the above nanatives may be merely seen as journalistic flourish. they do point

out the sensual aspects of such establishments. Phrases like these, depicting the

aromas and tlavours of coffee-drinking places. are written because of the cardirral

role that the senses play in the cafe 'experience'. Along with the paint and decor" that

which is seen. smelled. heard and tasted gives us a sense of place. They serve as
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memory releasers, structuring space and defining place. Atmosphere is created by its

tastes (food and espresso), sounds (music. the espresso machine, others talking).

smells (espresso beans grinding. freshly made espresso beverages. food) and visible

presence (decor. others, the streetscape). Although often ignored, that which is

sensed in addition to the visible. becomes a very important part of the complete

package consumed within the cafd environment. The fbllowing section of the chapter

introduces New Zealand and the contemporary re-emergence of coffee and cafd

popularity in the country.

5.4'Lond of the long, white latt6'(Jotfon,lee5)

Figure 5.5: 'Vivo'secfion of the Neu Zcaland Herald devoted to New Zeolond's
coffee culture (1997b).
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Where once there wos o pub on every corner in New Zealand, todoy
there is o sign: Caf 6, Opening Soon (Sheehon & Burton,1994,1).

While the above quote may exaggerate the recent phenomena taking place on High

Streets and suburban neighbourhood corners of the country. the coffee spectacle

which hit America has also had its impact on the Land of the long, white cloud.

Visible signs of this can be seen in the media with numerous articles being written on

the topic (New Zealand Herald,1998 (Figure 5.5)). a book created from a series of

photographs of cafes with character (Sheehan & Burton. 1994), a quarterly magazine

dedicated to cafe style (Cafd), as well as the appearance of coffee artwork on the

cover of the 199711998 Wellington telephone book "...inspired by the region's

archi tecture and ambience"(Fi gure 5. 6)(Telecom New Zealand. 1997 / 199 8, 3 ).

Figure 5.6: Telecom Telephone Book, Wellington (L997/98).

Half a decade ago only a handful of cotfee roasters existed throughout the country.

whereas in 1998. 28 can be found in Auckland alone (Telecom Yellow Pages, 1998).

Importation of coffee in comparison to tea for the years 1992 and 1996 showed an

increase of 23o/o for coffee beans. with a decrease of l4Yo for instant coffee and l8%

for tea (Ninness. 1997). What these statistics represent is a growing interest in high

quality coffee as well as equipment needed to prepare the beverage at home. With

80% of New Zealanders owning a colfee plunger or filter, home consumption has
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increased as well, but what is of prime concem here is what is taking place in the

public sphere (Ninness, 1997).

New Zealand has been quick to adopt overseas trends (e.g. the incorporation of

coffee in the literary and computer environments) as well as establishing some of

their own (e.g. the creation of garden centre cafes). The combination of books and

coffee have become popular in the United States, for example, with Starbucks Coffee

joining the Barnes & Noble chain of bookstores. In New Zealand, cafes have

appeared in local public libraries (for example, Takapuna & Wellington) as well as

within Auckland book and stationary store, Whitcoull's. Cybercafes are yet another

recently adopted trend. As well as giving people a place to learn about the intemet or

check their email, cybercafes also offer a change of scenery to those who spend a lot

of time connected to their modems within a community of fellow'cybernauts':

f'm not holed up in some office or cnouched over my loptop ot home.

f'm octuolly in o cof6, with oll the ottendont sociol benefits. Cool

music. A friendly, tolkotive ...crowd. And plenty of hot jovo
(Tilsner,1995,64).

A third trend soon to be adopted by Kiwi coffee drinkers will be the introduction in

late 1998 of the world's largest coffee chain, Starbucks Coffee, which has over a

thousand stores world-wide (Legat, 1998). Cafe owners and management, however,

do not seem worried. When questioned on the introduction of the coffee giant, the

owners of five cafds taking part in this research offered a positive assessment.

According to one,

'It would be good if Storbucks come here... there's o speciol morket
for Storbucks out there just woiting for them. ft will be good for
the coffeehops oll oround Aucklond really, becouse they will moke
it more populor. If there's more people drinking coffee it will be
good for everyone" (Morcello, co-owner of Sontos).

While the company is considered a'multinational', part of a'global culture' (Figure

5.7), New Zealand and New Zealanders' coffee consumption habits will most

probably support its arrival as 50% of the total adult population "...drink coffee in a

cafe once a month" (Legat, 1998, 5l ).
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The Starbucks(r. I r,)l.oD trlereI
(:[-t firrltirsti'rual: trl d.rltrl fltlnrr learc rrr rlrrrr,] Jl.t a.
\err lral:rrrl ,ler.lolrr ili ,'rrrr ifrh.h tale rlr cafe srx.rptr.
ieanlr.haierl itarhrrL< th. hi5irit rafe ehaur in thr l,rrlrl

iDl!nrDr1\ il ii {orlitr8 l.r \or /.crlnrrl \ll otrr.3vxl sDrl.
ar, lurd,rne: \ | ( :(-ll - \ l-ht; \l lind' orrr crli..rsncs and c,rffi'c
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Figure 5-7: The Storbucks Stop Herel
(Source: Legat,1998).

5.5 Summary

The re-introduction of cafds and coffee bars, the nineties counterparts of I 6tn and I 7tn

coffeehouses and coffee lounges of the 1950s. has had a significant impact on the

urban landscape. More than just the coflbe, caf6 environments have been designed as

playgrounds for those with disposable incomes. advertised with narnes and logos

w'hich are symbolic. containing 'stages' where performative encounters take place.

Chapter 6 introduces the Auckland cafe scene and the five establishments which took

part in this thesis. The envirorunents of each particular catd will be described and

illustrated, introducing the reader to their design. name and logo. and the 'stage' for

those included in the studv.
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THE AUCKLAND CAFE 5CENE

6.1 fntroduction

Toke o stroll olong Ponsonby Rood ond you'll see some of the
funkiest modern design oround - ond we're not tolking obout fhe
products on the shelves (Nexf ,1995,25).

As this thesis has argued. contemporary cafes and coflee bars are designed fbr

consumption practices in an age of disposable incomes, and are themselves a part of

the product consumed on a daily basis. Designed using interrse colours. metallic

u'alls. and w'icker materials these havens of consumption har.'e emerged as growing

numbers of individuals take part in the socio-spatial activity of 'going out' fbr coff-ee.

This chapter narrows the fbcus of New Zealand's calt scene into that of Central

Auckland. f-rxing attention on five cafes selected fi'om three areas w'ithin the city:

Auckland's Central Business District and the suburbs of Ponsonby and Mt Eden. The

first of the three, the CBD, was chosen partly because of its history of coff'ee bars and

lounges (examined earlier in Chapter 3). The second area. Ponsonby. was chosen

(Source : i4etro,september, 1998)
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mainly because of its long street of cafbs, restaurants and bars which have become

popular amongst the 'new middle class' consumer and those who reside in the area;

many of whom are gentrifiers. The third area, Mt Eden, was chosen because of its

village character. All three areas contain well established clusters of cafes. Within

each of these three arezu, one or two caf6s/coffee bars will be examined. A number

of features of each cafe will be discussed: their design/creation, choice of name and

logo as well as the geography of each particular'stage' and those who perform.

6.2 The Central Business District

With a resident population of 7,745, "...fresh life is seeping into the CBD" with

"...an explosion of inner city apartment development" and the "...revival of inner

city living" (Statistics New Zealand, 1996; Millar, 1993.62). Between the years

l99l and 1996, Auckland's inner city population has increased over 150%, following

overseas trends of development of new living spaces and re-development of older

buildings (Auckland City Council, 1998). ln a report conducted by Auckland City

Council on the city's apartment dwellers, 24Yo stated that they liked living in close

proximity to cafes and restaurants, with 37% stating they frequented such

establishments at least once per week.

The Central Business Districtcontains 69 cafds/coffee bars (Figure 6.1). A majority

of which are clustered around the High and Lorne Street areas as well as on

Karangahape Rd. Figure 6.1, when compared with earlier maps of the Central

Business District area (in Chapter 3), illustrates a similar historical patterning in the

location of coffee-drinking establishments both past and present. Nestled within

these cafd/coffee bar areas are a number of squares, parks and reserves; spaces which

foster a social vitality in Central Auckland.

Following closely to Oldenburg's (1997) definition of core settings which contribute

to the existence of third places within cities, the Auckland City Council has proposed

Public Open Space precincts. Within one of the 13 precincts there are two squares,

Khartoum Place and Freyberg Place. These are especially important contributors to

the 'cafe scene' due to their locations on Lorne and High Streets. The first of the

two, Khartoum Place, is used as thoroughfare between Lorne and Kitchener Streets

85
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as well as a place in rvhich to sit in a tree sheltered environment (Figure 6.2). A tiled

artwork celebrating Women's Sutliage incorporating a water for"lntain add to the

character of the outdoor gathering place. The New City Art Gallery cafe's balconies

extend out into the area bringing added life into the space. According to journalist

Canoll du Chateau. "...here the elements people need to relax come together - the

sound of running water. soothing green leaves. [and] the smell of good cof fee" ( 1998.

G3).

Figure 6.2: Kfiqploum Ploce.
(Source: The Nev Zealand Herold,1998)

l'he second area. Freyberg Place. named afler Lord Freyberg- is located in the centre

ol'a clustering of shops errd cafds at the .iunction o1' High Street. Freyberg Place and

Courthouse Lane. Intended to encourage night-time as well as day'-time activit)'. the

area pronlotes pedestrian activity where car access is considered secondary. l'he

wide-open square. in the centre of the business district. contains a water fbuntain"

built-in seating in the outer edge and fbuntain areas as well as landscaped gardens.

Like Lorne Street. High Street operates as a one-laned. one-rvay road thus reducing

vehicle traffic and giving the area a distinctive character'. Both Khartoum and

Freyberg Places serve as 'core settings' of infonnal public lil'e (Oldenburg. 1997).

While a ma.iorit-v of the Central Business District's cafds are located in this particular

part of tor,l'n. a very difl'erent sort of culture exists elservhere.

.,I.
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The CBD itself contains two very different cafe'cultures'; one directed towards the

affluent consumer, the second towards a more informal and alternative consumer. As

the coffee bar chosen for this area is located in the business sector of the city with the

former group as its primary consumers, discussion will now focus upon a part of the

CBD which caters to the laner sort of consumer. Karangahape Road (K Rd.),

firnctioning as the 1990s counterpart to the 1950s bohemian caf6s, contains ten of the

69 establishments serving coffee beverages in the central area (Figure 6.1). While

this is only a small percentage of the total for the downtoum/central are4 its 'culture'

is what is important to include. A road which contains a number of different shops

from retro and kitsch to the seedy and X-rated, also has a number of cafes/coffeebars

serving coffee related drinks to the younger and alternative individual.

The generic 'signal fittings' which most establishments seem to include is probably

the only characteristic held in common between the cafes of Karangahape Road and

elsewhere in the Central Auckland area. Verona cafe, outfitted in kitsch decor with

fake flowers, multi-coloured chairs, red walls and lime ceiling, the music of
Portishead, the smell of clove cigarettes and a neo-gmnge barista fits in well with the

character of K Rd. Brazil cafe, based on a futuristic movie of the same nameo is

located in an old arcade hallway with three floors and a rounded ceiling, and has two-

person bus seating, internet access, pinball machines and live music ('Caffeine'-

twisted funk on Thursday nights). Its consumers are a part of the skateboard youth

culture. mainly in their late teens and twenties. A third caf6, Alleluya" holds

alternative poetry nights. The rationale for mentioning these cafes is simple and

essential: cafd society is diverse. Like the identities of the consumer, discussed by

Jackson & Holbrook (1995), a sort of plurality of identities exists within cafe

environments adding to their distinctiveness. The culture of K. Rd. for example, is

very different to other areas of Central Auckland, resulting in a cafe scene which

reflects the streets plural identities.

Having introduced of Auckland's Central Business District and its differing cafd

scenes I now describe the coffee bar in this area which is included in the srudy: Jolt-

The Espresso Bar.

i-,
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6.2.1 Jolt-The Espresso Bor

Figure 6.3: The interior of Jolt-The Espresso Bar.
(Source: The ttleu Zealand Herald,tgg7,@.)

Jolt is situated within a clustering of caf6s. coffee bars and fashion boutiques on High

Street. It is a small establishment. and self-styled as 'Auckland's most amusing

cafe'. Its design is Ewopean. concentrating on a "...quick fix. close people contact

scenario" (Figure 6.3) (Holder. 1997,51). Coffee was pivotal to the design of Jolt,

with the espresso machine placed in a highly visible location fiust inside its floor-to-

ceiling window, next to the entryway). aiming for "...those inside to feel a link to the

street" (Holder. 1997, 5l ). Interior design is contemporary with recycled rimu floors,

Italian lime-green chairs, bar seating, and a metal wall which adoms alphabet letter

magnets to entertain patrons. This sort of playfulness in a cafe suggests it aims to be

a space in which to relax and take a break.

In naming the establishment, its owner wanted "......a name that had zap and

pizzazz. and meant speedy and fast" (interview. April 1998). As the space is quite

small. the owner wanted a niune which encouraged service which was "...in and out,

fast. quick". which also made reference to coffee. The logo itself is colourful and

playful. representative of the cafes carefree nature; "...nothing serious or refined"

(Figure 6.4). In keeping with this attitude, the owner decided to use different colours

fbr each letter, raising the'O' in an attempt to "'...break the monotony" of traditional

logos which are singular in colour and uniform.

..EJ
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Figrure 6.4: f,el1-1he Espresso Bar logo.

The entire space is 'on-stage' at Jolt; o'...everything and everybody had to be on show

and part of the action" (Holder. 1997.51). As can be seen in Figure 6.3. food and

espresso preparation is done in tull view of patrons. with only a small storage area

located at the back of the store. No kitchen was included in its design as its menu is

simple: panini's and sweets to accompany coffee-based beverages. as well as a full

range of soft-drinks. 'Theatrics' of sorts are performed b,r,- a wait staff of four; one

full time (the owner), and three part-time (two of which are students). They operate

as adistinct component of the production which takes place dail,v on Jolt's coffee bar

stace.

6.3 Ponsonby

Described as "...one long digestive tract", Ponsonby Road has become a place full of

cafds. restaurants, bars and boutiques (Figure 6.5)(Callan. 1982.48). New cafds and

restaLlrants have changed the urban streetscape of Ponsonby, where. in 1994. there

existed 75 current or pending liquor licenses on Ponsonby and Jervois Roads (Heal.

1994. 82). A relatively recent phenomena, a local real estate agent describes

Ponsonby hclme buyers as those who "...aren't after a house". but rather "...a

lifbstyfe" (Heal, 1994, 82). with a resident population of 5,472. Ponsonby has

become a gentrified area (Statistics New Zealand. 1996). According to freelance

writer and past resident. Louise Callan. "...Ponsonby's fbrtunes. like those of inner

citl' areas the world over. have been cyclical" ( 1982. 46).

The area's first cycle of new construction took place with a move of residents from

Freeman's Bay after their homes w'ere bought and demolished as part of the urban

Renerval and Flousing Improvenlent Act of 1945. As the older residents died or

moved away into smaller homes, new residents. primarily Maori and Pacific Island

90
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families moved in, eaming Ponsonby the title of Polynesian capital of the South

Pacific in the 1960s and 1970s. A majority of the houses were landlord owned (as

much as 80%), with properties poorly maintained and decay setting in (Callan, l9S2).

In the early 1970s, things began to change. With the price of land and costs of

building in the new suburbs rising, as well as the prices of petrol, a new kind of home

buyer appeared.

They were young, had been overseos where they'd seen first-hond
the redevelopment of inner ci\ oreos , they hod o profession , ve'ry
little money, but good eorning prospects. They hod olso ocguired o
sense of history ond on oppreciotion of the old (Co|1on,1982,46).

At this juncture, property developers began buying houses cheaply, selling them for a

profit, only this time considerable work was done between the purchase and reselling

exchange. With this high renovation period, construction of a new landscape of

consumption took place along Ponsonby's busier sueets, providing its newest

residents with 'places to see and be seen'. The gentrification of Ponsonby fits into the

broader framework of social, cultural and demographic change, including changes in

family structure, the increase of women in the workforce, and expansion of an

educated middle-class. over the past 16 years, Ponsonby has become "...a home for

what many of the older residents refer to as 'white middle-class trendies'. who are

young and conspicuously consuming every aspect of the are4 from old villas to

cappuccinos" (Callan, 1982. 48).

We can now shift discussion of Ponsonby towards the two research sites in this area.

Both establishments exist on Ponsonby Road, within three city blocks of each other

and have their own distinctive features.
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6.3.1 Sontos

Figure 6.6: Santos Csf6,.

Located in the centre of a city block with shared use of a courtyard. Santos uses a

very small space while creating a visible place to be seen. With two of its four walls

lined with the cafd 'trade-mark' floor to ceiling windows (also functioning as doors)

and two entrance-ways, a majority of the seating at Santos is outside (sidewalk and

courtyard). Decor includes a wickered theme with the material tbund on chairs, the

side of the main counter. backing inside bench seating and as a divider between the

food preparation/dishwashing area and the main cafe area (Figure 6.6). Community

notices and current events are posted on an outside wall with fliers at the inside bar

seating area. Backgammon and chess are available lbr patrons to play while visiting

the cafe. The outside courtyard. mentioned earlier, is open as part of the streetscape,

incorporating trees and a rock garden, tables and chairs, as well as planter and

concrete. built-in seating. Local artwork hangs in the small inside space with the

street and other patrons being the major attraction.

Designed using South American overtones. with two of its three owners fiom Brazil.

an dspeciuls chalkboard highlights the daily specials. advertising itself as Nueva

Zelanda in coffee magazines. The word 'santo' is Spanish for saint. hence the halo

which appears above the cafd name throughout the establishment; on all windows.

outside wind screens. on table tops and the mirror which covers the back wall.

'Santos'. in addition to its dictionary definition. is a popular coffee bean grown in

Brazil. and its also the country's largest port (w'here coff-ee is exported). Burgundy

..1'
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and gold colours were chosen by the owners because of their classic nature

(intervieu', April 1998). Figure 6.7 shows the Santos logo as it appears on their

cof-fee beans. roasted by two of its three owners, which may be purchased at the cafe.

Figure 6.7; Sontos lo9o.

The cafe functions primarily in a 'front-stage' nlanner with very little 'back-stage'

space. Espresso and food preparation is visible. as is a two metre high refrigerator

with glass doors. The site itself is small. as is the nlenu, with the 'back-stage' area

consisting of a dishwashing space semi-hidden by a dividing screen. With nine wait

statf^ the cof'fee bar is embedded with performers as. according to one of its barista's"

"half ...are actors ormodels". In this cafd. like Jolt-The Espresso Bar. everl'thing is

on display. all the time.

94
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6.3.? Atomic Caf 6

Figure 6.8: Atomic caf6,-
(Source: Afomic cof6 postcord)

Atomic Caf'd is located in the centre of Ponsonby Road's gastronomic strip. It serves

an array of espresso-based beverages and, when available. an organic menu. It is

nanred after the 1982 art-house movie entitled The Atomic Cctd v'hich includes clips

of historical fbota-{ie and nuclear propaganda. The owner then discovered the

existence of an ltalian coffee maker tiom the 1950s of the same name. The design of

the cafe includes "...a collection of the two put together" (interview. April 1998).

Logo and menu design focus upon the nuclear and organic themes while a majority of

its decor centres on the Atomic coffee makers which sit on a shelf surrounding the

interior o1'the cafe. The cat-d itself is located in an older building with exposed brick

walls. Like the trade-mark 'signal fittings' described earlier. the cafd has floor to

ceiling w'indowed doors which open during warmer times of the year (Figure 6.8).

Choosing to design the interior of the cafd himself instead of bringing in a designer.

the owner believes

"There's something drff erent obout setting something up thot you
wont to be ot all the time... to be a bit like my livingroom".
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Figure 6.9: Atornic Cafi log.

In its logo design, the Atomic Cafd focuses on the scientific. The Atomic Cafe

modifies an atom design in its logo design by incorporating a coffee cup with foam as

its nucleus, and coffee beans as its electrons orbiting in an elliptical fashion (Figure

6.9). Metaphorically, this can be tied to the sort of charge or'fix' one gains from the

caffeine of an espresso-based beverage.

The Atomic Cafd contains a full kitchen, serving breakfast/brunch daily, therefore a

moderately large 'back-stage' area is available to wait staff. A large 'front-stage'

exists at Atomic, with inside and outside seating. making it the largest of the five

cafes taking part in this research project. There is a wait staff of 20 (both full and

part-time) who are also musicians, students or work in other cafds. Atomic was rated

Auckland's favourite cafe/coffee bar in Metro magazines 1998 readers poll.

6.4 Mount Eden

Mount Eden is located just outside the Central Business District of Auckland with a

total population of 9,546, offering locals and others a village atmosphere for eating

and shopping (Statistics New Zealand, 1996). The main hub of the village itself

spans less than a handful of blocks along the busy Mt Eden Road. Businesses in the

community include a butcher, a jeweller, a number of bakeries, real-estate agents and

banks, a book store, a post offrce and a fruit and vegetable shop. A strong communal

culture can be found here with its butchery, promoting itself as "Auckland's longest

serving meat store", and fruit and vegetable shop, serving Mt Eden since 1949 (Scott,

1997\. Mt Eden has eight cafds within an area of two city blocks (Figure 6.10).

The popularity of Mt Eden village, for those with a disposable income, changed

during 1993. It was then when

-l
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...Cucksey's store, on the corne? of Stokes and Mount Eden Rood,
become home to Sollo Sollew caf6,... The newcomers runowoy
success did not poss without notice. There hos been o rush to open

new cafds, or spruce up existing ouflets. The result hos been o

lively caf6, scene, losting till ofter midnight, seven nights o week
(Scott ,1997 ,25).

According to Scott, Mt Eden has changed "...from being a suburb for flat-dwellers

and students, to one for families" (1997, l7), with 48Yo of residences as family

households. 25% one-person and l2Yo non-familial households (Statistics New

Zealand^ 1996).

Two of the eight local cafds were chosen to represent the area in this research project.

The flrst of the two, Solla Sollew, was chosen because of its theme, its role in the

communitv as well as its function as a'third place' to this researcher. A second cat6.

Sierra (established in 1996). was also chosen.

6.4.15o1|q Sollew

Figure 6.11: Sollo Sollew.

Located on a busy comer within the Mt Eden village. this cafd is based upon a city in

the Dr Seuss book / HadT.rouble in gettingto Solla Sollew (1965). Throughoutthe

book. a yellow character with no name from the L'alle1, oJ'Vung makes his way to the

City of Solla Sollew. It is here

98
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On the bonks of the beoutiful river Woh-Hoo,
Where they never hove troublesl At leost very f ew (Seuss ,L96S,lZ).

Building on this carefree theme. the design of the cafi is playful and warnr. With its

high ceiling painted creamy brow.n and its yellow r','alls. Solla Sollew is a very

inviting place. Long slidirrg windows line trvo sides of the caf6 allowing the outside

in dr.rring sun"lmertime as w'ell as consumers the ability'to see and be seen (Figure

6.1 I ).

C'heeriulll' designed to create an experience which is trouble-fiee. the Solla Sollew

themescape uses the irnage of the yellow character. as well as those fourrd throughout

the book. in its decor. Paintings on the wall illustrate diflerent scenes but it is mainly'

the yellorv character. followed in the pages of the book. which operates as logo tbr

the establishrnent. -fhis 
image is tilund everywhere trorn the nrenu-board which

oflers 'Greett Eggs & Ham' to the or-rtside chalkboard. the pizza order-fornrs to the

cups which serve the espresso and hot chocolates. the 'Cat in the FIat' hat on the shelf

behind the service counler to the c<lllection of Dr Seuss books fbr patrons to read. the

artwork to the free catd postcards (Figure 6.12).

Figure 6.12: Exomple of the Sollo Sollew chorocter feotured in the cof6.

fhe nantitrg of the cali and its logo desigrl werL' chosen becausc this classic

children"s storybook was a childhood lavourite of one of its owners. As a majorily of

cortsuluers. as recognised by'Zukin (1998). are baby-boomers with a disposable

inconte. the'cafi mav represent a play"lul. conrlbrtable place which also reminds onc-

ol'childhood. creatirrg a rrostalgic sense ol'place (Ey'les. 1985).

At Solla Soller.l there is a full kitchen serving breakfast. lunch and dinner. also

providing a 'back-stage" area lor w'ait staff. There is a cast of 30. both male and
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f'emale. Most are students working on a part-time basis with six full-time staff. The

caf6 has been in business for six years and serves approximately 150 coffees per day,

with a resident cat named 'Cappuccino'.

6.4.2 Sierro Caf 6

?lr\h, A l/, 
1

v > ? tJ h\ D

Figure 6.13: Sierra Caf6,.
(Source: Peter Townsend, Jessop Townsend Ltd.)

Situated in the Mt Eden village, Siena Cafd has been in business for l8 months. As

part of a franchise. of sorts, the cafd interior was created by an architect who

designed all the Sierra caf6s throughout the Auckland area" giving each a slightly

difl'erent feel and individuality. According to its owners, Sierra is not a true francl'rise

in that it controls only part of the business: 600/o of the menu. some interior design

and the serving of Siena coffee roasted at its Jervois Road location.

Sierra Cafd in Mt Eden adopts a contemporary style, using a range of colours to

accentuate its logo design and theme. The interior cafd walls are painted in sections

of brown, crealn, orange and lime green. Cow-hide bar stools line the areas

surrounding the espresso machine and the far end of the counter. Floors are

hardwood with both large and small tables, with light-coloured coftbe cup, circular

stains. A bright turquoise refrigerator stands behind the counter with the local,

resident cat asleep in the corner most days. Cafe trade-marks or 'signal fittings'
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include floor to ceiling sliding doors as well as the traditional accessories (Figure

6.13).

The name Sierra. Spanish for 'mountain range', was adopted to represent a sense of

elsewhereness (Smith. Marcos & Chang-Rodriguez. 1985.519). According to one of

the caf6's current owners. the original owner was a well-travelled individual looking

for a significant brand name that customers would remember; also conf-rrming the

intention that when one'o...drink[s] Sierra coffee, you're visiting someplace else".

The caf6 logo is also intended to make one imagine a far away place. Their blend is

half African and half Colombian, drawing on the latter in its logo design. The figure

is of a Colombian man picking coff'ee beans in a distant place. The orange colour

represents an 'image of burnt earth' and 'hot climate'. whereas the blue surrounding

colour represents the sea (Figure 6. l4).

fRtlt l0ttlt0 PlItluLl (0tftE

Figure 6.14: Sierro logo.

Sierra Cafe olfers minimal 'back-stage' area to its wait staff, even though it serves a

full rnenu of breakfbst and lunch, with dinner available on Wednesday to Saturday

nights. Operating in a primarily 'front-stage' area. both inside and outside. the

kitchen is visible through a doorway. with the dishwashing and cleaning area brightly

painted lime green and noticeable to patrons. There is a staff of l2 (full and part-

time). who are predominantly female and students. and these people work in a very

visible 'stage' which is a distinct part of this catt experience.
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6.5 Summory

Coffee mode by forcing woter ot oround 92oC through fresh
grounds, ...is the one thing thot oll csf6,s worthy of the ncme must
hove in common (Beete,l995).

The above definition of commonality amongst cafes exists in the case of Cenual

Auckland. The espresso machine, which is manufactured to force water through

freshly ground coffee beans, is central and prominently placed in all five cafds

included in this thesis project. Other common characteristics or 'signal fittings' exist

as does a creative interior and logo design to provide distinction. As part of the

'system of selling' (Betsky, 1997), cafd logos are alluring, often reminders of
elsewhere (Sierra and Santos), of the past or one's childhood (Solla Sollew). They

contain a multitude of meanings, and as seen in these five cafes, and act as magnets

of messages and meaning.

With exterior, visible characteristics of the five cafes now presented, Chapter 7

exanines the feelings of those who frequent and/or work in these establishments. Do

individuals form attachments to such places, and if so, why? do they feel a sense of
place? does it operate as a third place? does the idea of the 'stage' include patrons as

well as wait stafl These are the questions the next chapter aims to answer.



Chopter 7

FIVE CAFES: CONSUMPTTON, THrRD PLACES

AND THE 5EN5E5

7.1 fntroduction

rl

fts fhe opening scene. fn the background, small groups of people are
sitting at tall tables on stools enjoying a cup of coffee and
conversation. A man named 6unfher, with striking blonde hair,
sfands behind the counfer serving lattds and cafd mochas, cakes
and cookies. fn fhe niddle of the cafd sifs a large and inviting
champagne-pink coloured couch. Just fhen, six frrends walk inside
fo grab a seat on their favourite sofa af fheir favourife meeting
place: the "Central Perk".

The above scenario, like many other similar occasions" takes place weekly on one's

television set when the cast of Friends meet. This panicular group. in their late 20s.

meet regularly at the local coffeehouse to consume much more than just the coffee.

Operating as the'third place' to a fictional set of characters. the'Central Perk'offers

a sense of community and belonging. as a place where they meet regularly. sit,

socialise. read or listen to live music. They are the regulars of this particular

establislment. where, according to Oldenburg (1997).

It is the regulors who give the ploce ifs chorocter qnd who ossure
thot on ony given visit some of the gong will be there (p.33-a).

This chapter will discuss the cafd as a 'third place' from the consumers' perspective.

Evidence will be presented to demonstrate that the cafd and coffeebar environments

I
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operate on a much deeper level to some; as a third place. a place where one feels a

sense of community and belonging. Cafds. however. do not operate as a third place

to all. Cafes and coffeebars tunction as a place of belonging to a specific set of

individuals and act as meeting and/or gathering sites. They also serve as sites of

consumption. where every aspect of the establishment is consumed. What this

chapter sets out to do is a) identify cafd consumers and what is consumed. and b)

explore whether Oldenburg's (1997) 'third place' idea applies to the Nerv Zealand

cafd/coffeebar experience.

7.2 Cof 6, consumers & the consumoble

Caf'6s are sites of consumption and places where that which is consumed goes

beyond the edible and the drinhable. In this section of Chapter 7, I will examine who

the consumers are and what it is they are consuming. Analysis will include

demographic data as well as other data gathered by means of questionnaire survey

and partici pant observation.
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Figure 7.lz Age & gender distribufion of respondents (n=211).

A total of 2l I questionnaire surveys where collected. The gender of respondents

proved to be a nearll'even distribution with ll9 females (56% of the total sarnple)

and 93 males (44% of the total sample) taking part. Respondents ages included a

majority of consumers in the 2l-25,26-35 or 36-45 years age groups (79o/o). with the

greatest number of w'omen being in the 2l-25 year age group (3lVo of the total

lbmale population) and the highest number of men in the 26-35 year age group (30%

of the total male population)(Figure 7.1). This data concurs rvith Zukin's (1998)
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claim of the mafure "baby boom' generation contributing heavily to the leisure sites

of consumption.

Certain cafds/coffee bars in this study appeared to function as establishments which

welcome all age groups, but attract cenain age groups in particular (Figure 7.2). The

inner-city coffee bar, Jolt-The Espresso Bar, appears to attract the 2l-25 and 36-45

year age groups, with the Ponsonby Road coffee bax, Santos, appeals most to the 26-

35 year age group. The Mt Eden cafds, Solla Sollew and Sierra. reveal patronage

from both the 2l-25 and 36-45 year age groups.
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- - - sontos

- 
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-sollo 
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under
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3645
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Figrre 7.2: Age distribution of respondents ot four caf6s.

Of those who completed the survey, 75% identified themselves as European/Pakeha.

l2%o as New Zealander, 47o Asian, with the remaining 7o/o as Maori/European,

Maori. Latin, Indian, Samoan/European. or West African. While one cannot assume

that an individual identifying themselves as a 'New Zealander' is of the same

ethnicity as a European orPakeha. it can be said that between 75 to 87 percent of the

sample was of European descent. This is concurrent to the national and regional

populations of New Zealand and Auckland where the European populati ons are 72Yo

and 630/o of the total populace (Statistics New Zealand.1997).

The occupations of respondents were as follows: 54o/o from occupational groups 1.2

& 3. 27% students. l2oh ftom occupational group 5, with the remaining 7% from

groups 4" 6. 7. unemployed. homeless or retired. The l/eu' Zealand Standard

(llassification o/' occupations 1995 was used as a means for grouping the

occupations given by respondents on the questionnaire survey (Appendix 2).

Information on the gross salaries of respondents indicated that 37o/o of total
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respondents earned less than $20,000, 20Yo eamed $20,000 to $35,000, lTVo earned

$36,000 to $50,000 and 26Vo earning more than $50.000. While the greatest

percentage of respondents earned the least income, it is also important to recognise

that 43o/o of the sample earn over $36,000 per year.

Overall, the majority of respondents (50%) spend over $50 per month at cafds or

coffee bars with the least proportion of respondents spending under $10 per month

(6%). Of those who spend more than $50 per month, 58o/o were male and 42Yo

female. Of those spending under $50 per month, 32o/o were male and 68% female.

The differences in male and female spending at the 'under $50' level may be

reflective of more female students frequenting cafds, therefore spending less (74% of

the student sample).

Toble 7.1: The vuriobles occupotion ll spending per month (n=198).

A Chi-square test was performed to assess the relationship between occupation and

spending at cafes. Occupations were divided into three categories: I )

professional/managerial (occupational groups 1, 2 & 3), b) students and c) other

(occupational groups 4,5,6,7, unemployed, retired and homeless)(Table 7.1). Of the

total sample, 74Vo spend over $30 per month at cafds or coffee bars, with the

remaining 260/o spending less than $30. It is the 'professionalimanagerial' and

'other' occupational groups which spend the most. with 5lo/o of 'studentso spending

the least. What is important to note here is that while this particular group does

spend the least, 49% of this group spends over $30 per month. A significant

relationship between occupation and cafd spending was established (Xu:55.001 (df

18, p:<.000)).

A second Chi-Square test was performed between the variables age and spending,

and a significant relationship established (Table 7.2). Of the total sample, those

spending the most were 2l years or older (74Yo), with those spending the leas being

Pr.of cssionol/ttAonagcri o I Studcrf Othcr Totol rasponses

number percent number pcrcenf number percent

Undcr $30

Ovar $30

Total

1l LO%

95 90%

106 r00%

?5 5t%

24 497"

49 r@%

15 357

?8 65%

43 Loo%

51

t47

198
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20 years or under (26%). Table 7.2 also reveals an increased percentage of

respondents spending over $30 for those between the ages of 2l to 45 years

(X':121.353 (df 24, p:<.000)).

To establish the fiequency of visits to cal6s by consumers the questionnaire survey

posed the questions a) 'how often do you frequent this catd?'. and b) 'how oflen to

you fiequent other cafes?' The findings revealed that a majority of consunters visit

the caf6 where contact was made one to five times a month and in addition to this.

also frequent other cafds one to five times per month (Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3: f;'sguency of visits to both the contoct cofd ond other cof6s by
guestionnoire respondents.

Having established the basic characteristics of consumers, it is now time to fbcus on

'the consumable'; what it is exactly that consumers are consuming in the cat6

environment. To address this matter. a question was presented in the survey asking

what it was that they, as consumers, liked best about the cafe where initial contact

Toble 7.22 The voriobles age & spending p€r month (n=2lO).
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was made. According to Figure 7.4" "coffee' (600 of sample) was what consumers

liked best. fbllowed by'atmosphere' (35% of sample). Other characteristics noted by

respondents included fbod, staff,, location. design/theme, service. other people and

music. Discussion of the'coflee', 'food'and'music' will be focused on later in this

chapter. At the moment, though, the other six attributes noted by respondents need

be addressed.

coffee

otmosphere

locotaon

musrc

service

stoff

design/thesne

other people

food

Figure 7.4t Male & Femole cafd guestionnoire respondents 'likes'.

T'he atmosphere of a cafe is one of the primary attractions for individuals fiequenting

a particular cafd. Atmosphere can be created through a number of factors. some o1'

which were mentioned in particular by respondents. Staff, location, design/theme.

other people and music are a f'ew. As seen in the writings of Bell and Valentine

(1997), Crang ( 1994) and Zukin ( 1995 & 1998). fbr example. wait staff and the

personal encounters which take place create a part of the 'consumption package'

(directly recognised b"v 28% of sample). In Figure 7.5. a number of quotes that are

lifted from completed questionnaire surveys refer to wait staft'. l-he first fw'o quotes

involve the consumer acknowledging wait staff as part of the cafd on a first-name

basis. In other words, they are part of the 'experience'. The third quote describes the

staff as 'lriends', constructing a comfbrtable sort of environment. The final two

quotes. address the attitudinal and sexually appealing natures of wait stafl'. The

demeanour as well as gender and sexualiq, of wait stafT are a part of the waiting

performance (Crang, 1994). 'Gazing' within the caf6 environment takes place in a
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number of different ways, like those mentioned by Crang (1994). Comments made

about the'spunky staff gives evidence of such a ogaze'which takes place benveen

wait staffand consumers, as well as amongst consumers themselves.

Figure 7.5: Rasponscs refcrring to woit staff ct cot(, of contoct.

'6len is the besf boristo in Aucklond'

'Morcello, 6len, Emrna , Bel<, Kelly, et o1...."

'fts like home. The people thot work here are oll friends"
-The cheeky woitress"

'Spunky stoff"

Another characteristic noted by respondents was the location of the cafd (20Vo of

sample). Location is integral to a caf6's image and function. At Solla Sollew in Mt

Eden. for example, its corner location enables one a view of the busy streetscape.

Location is also an important factor to regulars. A fifth characteristic observed by

cafe consumers was the design and/or theme of an establishment (15% of sample).

As pan of the 'package', interior and exterior design tends to allow consumers

another means to identiff with the cafd. Some caI€s, like those found on Ponsonby

Road, infer a sort of style which attracts those who want to 'see' and 'be seen'

(Santos, for example). Others use a playful theme to invoke a more light-hearted

identity attracting a more relaxed sort of patron (Solla Sollew, for example). Another

means of design can be found in the presentation of what is eaten and drank in caf6s.

According to one questionnaire respondent:

'Caf 6s ore now becoming o kind of ort form in the wcy they ore
decoroted, present their food ond drink".

A sixth attribute noted was that of other people (9% of sample). Others do much in

the way of creating atmosphere in any social setting as well as play a vital role in the

construction of 'third places'. Before moving forward to discuss cafds as 'third

places' and the value placed upon such establishments by their consumers, I will

briefly explore the idea of 'seeing' and 'being seen'.
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7.2.L Seeing ond being seen

Crang's (1994) deconstruction of a bar-b-que eatery in England, with use Goffrnan's

theory of the'stage'and presentation of the self, examines the role of wait staffin the

creation of an eating 'experience'. The stages themselves appear different but

operate in a similar fashion to the cafd; where the everyday becomes theatre. Some

cafes contain 'back-stageo areas, while others have none, leaving everything on

display. Operating as places "...to view the world and be obsenled", according to a

focus group participant, thoughts have begun to surface of a theatre, of sorts, where

consumers fi.urction as either the performer or audience.

When focus group participants were asked about sitting outside and why they liked to

do so, one response was because it offered "...something to look at". For another

respondent, visiting cafes oflered something which was

'...in between 'being seen'ond 'being oble to wotch'. You wont to sit
where you con wqtch everybody else. ...Going for coffee is not to
'6e seen', but 'to wotch"'.

Overall, focus group respondents refused to admit that frequenting cafes was a part of

the idea of 'being seeno, instead agreeing that it was a site to watch others. As a site

to people-watch, the theatre of choice offers performers of the everyday- While those

taking part in the focus group agreed that they went 'to see' rather than to 'be seen',

artd 9Yo of survey respondents stated that what they liked best about a particular cafd

was those 'others' who frequented the establishment, it can be said that they too are

being watched. operating as performers of the everyday, 'seen' by someone else. It is

for this reason that I put forward the idea of the caf6 as an everyday 'stage' where

those who go to osee' and 'be seeno perform. An example of this can be illustrated in

the street signage outside Siena cafe in Mt Eden (Figure 7.6). The very permanent

statement imprinted. rather than a changeable blackboard, states that in this particular

place you can'...espress yourself inside. This encourages consumers to use the

'frontstage' of the establishment as a means for identification and signification; as a

place where performative encounters take place by wait staff, the consumer and other

patrons. When interviewing the co-owner of Sierr4 I asked her whether she thought

people used her cafd as a place to be seen. and her response:
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"Yes, definitely. Without o doubt".

Figure 7.62 Sidewolk signoge outside Siemo cof6.

7 .3 The place of the nineties

...The eternol someness of the third ploce overshodows the
vqriations in its outword oppeoronce... (Oldenburg ,1997,20).

It is with the above ideas in nlind that this thesis exarnines the cafd/coffee bar setting

in Central Auckland. The characterisation of third places as havens of escape from

the stresses of daily life in the first and second places is suggestive of its tlif/brence.

It is this 'difference' tiom other settings which makes it so appealing and is its

e.ssentiql .fealure.

Many commentators have discovered the communal attributes of the cof1eehouse.

going so far as to state that. "lt's not really about the coff'ee. it's about the break"

(Sandon in Boss. 1998.74). According to Bruce Milletto. who educates and consults

coffee retailers and quotes Sandon often to clients.

People, ss sociol onimqls, need ploces to meet ond do business....fn
the '80s, the social focus wos on hqppy hours ond mortinis, ...but
drunk driving lows ond heolth consciousness chonged oll thot.
Friends replaced Cheers on prime-time television, ond ...fovorite
hongouts became low-fot ond gourmet (in Boss,L998,74).

...rs/)ri,.ss

votr rsc/f
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Many individuals recognise this change from alcohol to coffee as the beverage

creating a social gathering (Figure 7.7). Providing a casual and comforrable setting

which feels 'safe', especially to females, cafes present a space for groups or

individuals to congregate 'without the pressures of drinking alcohol'. Unlike the bar

situation, a caf6 as an inclusive place welcomes 'recovering alcoholics'. those who

do not drink, and others in a social space without the morning 'hangover'.

Figure 7.7: Responses refaming to the non-alcoholic naturc of cof6s.

'6ood sociol scene without the pressures of drinking olcohol".

'Becouse f'm o recovering olcoholic this new trend means I con still hove
sociol outings plus o new ond improved oddiction ie. coffee'.

'It hos created o sociol ploce for people like myself [who do not drink
olcoholl'.

'ft's got to be good for the drink driving statistics. I've never heord of
onyone being over the limit on csff einel"

'Coffee is in. Beer is out'.

'f'm hooked ond no hongoversu.

On the television shows Friends and Cheers, the places upon which the lives of the

characters focused were third places. In the late 1990s, the popularity of Friends has

been based on a coffee-drinking establishment which serves as a third place; a place

which individuals watching the show can feel a sort of connection. Characters

frequent the Central Perk, at different times of the day, sometimes more than once.

They feel an attachment to this particular place; a sense of community, where coffee

creates the gathering. For real people in the real world, a similar attachment exists

with coffee creating the gathering.

'For us, coff ee is now o regulor port of hfe. We stort the weekend
with on espresso, meet friends over on espresso, finish o night out
with on aspresso" (survey respondant).

Evidence of cafes as 'third places' can be found by examining the frequency of visits

per month by respondents as well as the frequency in terms of months or years

visiting a particular establishment- Going back to Figure 7.3. which illustrates the

frequency of visits to both the cafd where initial contact was made and other cafds,

25Yo of respondents frequent cafes >16 times per month, 16% frequent cafes once a

day, and 5o4 frequent them twice daily. ln terms of visits over time, a large number

rr2
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of respondents had frequented the contact cafe over a period of months or years,

depending on how long the establishment has been open to the public" and could

therefore be considered 'regulars' (Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.8: Respondents freguency of visits over o period of months.

For the purpose of this study, I define a 'regular' as someone who has frequented a

particular establishment for six or more months. At Santos" which had been open fbr

tu'ent-v-six months at the time when surveys were conducted. 85% of respondents had

fiequented fbr over six months. Solla Sollew has been open lbr six years. and 87%o

of responderrts fiom this cafd would be considered 'regulars'. as are 73Yo of Sierra

and 67Vo of Jolt respondents. Solla Sollew was found to have the largest number of

regulars, with Jolt having the least. An explanation for this may be that Jolt is

fcrcated in Auckland's CBD and as such only 31Yo of respondents live locally. The

majority are those who work or are educated in the city" and so use the cafd as a

weekly. daytime haven or 'third place'. Of those respondents frequenting Solla

Sollew and Sierra. 48o/olive in the Mt Eden ward. A second possible explanation for

Jolt's lower percentage of regulars can be found in its hours of business. During

weekdays. the cafe runs busily. whereas on weekends the tempo is much slower. The
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cafes in Ponsonby and the Mt Eden village remain active and busy, operating from

the early morning well into the night.

Fignrre 7.9: Responses refcrrirg to thc cofi os o site for conducting business.

'f ioke clients to cofds for lunch'.

'6ood ploce to meet to discuss things either on o sociol or business bosiso.

'Moke greot second offices".

'Cofds ore good for meetings'.

As a part of the questionnaire survey, respondents were asked their opinion on the

recent emergence of cafes and coffeebars throughout Auckland. Many responses

referred to the cafd as a site at which to conduct business. and the idea that New

Zealand is 'catching up' with the rest of the world. Others mentioned the sociability

and sense of communiry. As a place to conduct business, respondents stated that they

used cafes as 'second offices'; a place where they could conduct informal meetings

(Figure 7.9).

Figrure 7.lOt Responses refcrrirg fo the oddition of cof6s to Ncw Zeolond socicty
os 'cotching up' with fhe rest of the world.

'ft is o reflection of the continuing urbonisotion of New Zesland ond os o
conseguence, the odoption of internotionol trends (Europe in porticulor). ft
hos certainly odvanced the sophisticotion of our society".
.The emergence of cofis is simply port of Aucklond's rise to cosmopolitan
stotus".

'Just following the rest of the world".

"About time New Tenland cought up with Europelll"

'Cof€s are port of the maturing of New Ter'lond society".

"ft shows [thot] New Zeolonders hove become more sophisticated ond

urbone".

'New Zealond [isJ finolly growing a gostronomic and sociol culture of its own".

As far as 'catching up with the rest of the world', cafes seem to represent a zone of

elsewhereness, of an intemational trend flourishing within New Zealand (Figure

7.10). This 'elsewhere' which most respondents speak of is Europe and of becoming

more European, even feeling as if one is there while drinking a morning espresso.

'...a f eeling of being in Europe for thot short period f sip my lotti!'
(survey respondent).

114
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Others see the cafd trend as a part of becoming 'more sophisticated and urbane'.

Many cultures in Europe are well known for their eateries, cafds and espresso bars;

places which play very important roles in the lives of those who frequent the

establishments.

Figrre 7.tl: Responscs rcfcrrirg to the sociobility ond serue of cornmunity of
cof6s.

"ft ...ollows greot sociol interoction in o relotively neutral environment. You

never know who you'll bump in to'.

'Its o greot trend -o meeting ploce to cotch up with friends, to people wotch,
somewhere to toke tine out from o busy working life to enjoy o heolthy meal
ond o great cup of finely roosted coffee".

'...q comnon, or routine port of the doy".

'A morning sociol service".

'[A] friendly ofmosphere mokes it appealing os o good meeting ploce. tltl
provides o more useful meeting ploce in the community for oll oges, genders
ond groups".

'Its o ploce fo go by myself, with children or friends thot feels 'sofe':
provides o good meeting ploce ond when its locol helps crute o sense (even if
false) of neighborhood".

'It really is our'locol'with the stoff waving os I wolk by, greeting the kids by
nome, asking obout my dq,, etc. Our doy is not cornplete without o visit, ond f
plon my day oround where I con get my'fix' for the doy".

The social and communal aspects of Central Auckland's cafes and coffee bars are

elaborated upon further in Figure 7.1L As a space which allows one to'feel part of a

community'" cafds play very important roles in the informal daily lives of those who

visit regularly. Statements like "A morning social service" and a place to "get my
ofix' for the day" infer routine; a part of ones daily time geography. Respondents ties

to a particular place closely follow the description offered by Oldenburg's (1997)

'third place': "...you never know who you'll run in to", "...a useful meeting place

...for all ages, genders and groupso', creates "...a sense of neighbourhood". tn the

following section, this idea of community is explored further within the cafe

environment, discussing research findings from both owner interviews and

participant observation.
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7 .3.1 Community

People go to caf6s and coffeehouses for different reasons than going to restaurants.

According to cafd owner Len Graham,

This isn'f o fost-food, toke-your-order-ond-goodbye sorf of
experience. Coffee customers wont to tolk to their boristo, they
wont to know the owner, they wont to sit ond visit, be known and

recognised. In the '9Os so mony people are shut owcy with their
computers, thot providing o ploce where customers con wolk in ond

heor someone sqy their nome, is o powerful business (in Boss,1998,L9).

This use of cafds also creates a sense of community amongst patrons. At most of the

cafes and coffee bars included in the study, owners and/or baristas knew the names of

regulars and vice versa. For those who took part in the focus group, a friendly,

relaxed and inviting environment is what is important in a caf6, giving validity to

Boss' (1998) recognition of familiarity between owners and patrons. Central

Auckland's cafd consumers appreciate the places which operate on a personal level...

'...its somewhere thot you go where they know you ond they scy hello
ond if you tell them something, they remember it. ...For me, thot's
importont. ...its definitely someone recognising me snd remembering
[my usuol] and scying 'your long block is on the woy"' (focus group
respondenf).

ln addition to the knowing of ones narne, comfort is very important in the caf6

environment. As a place where people meet or gather, the environment of a caf6

must be a place where one can comfortably sit alone and read the paper or socialise

with friends. Most consumers use the space for this purpose. In the following three

sections, High Street, Ponsonby Road and the Mt Eden Village will be examined, in

detail, with respect to their regulars and the sense of community which may or may

not exist.

H,gh Streef

Located within a clustering of cafds and coffee bars, Jolt-The Espresso Bar seryes

espresso-based beverages. and while great coffee is cardinal, its approach is different.

Of those frequenting Jolt, 40% of respondents were students, 37% were

professional/managerial, with the remaining 23o/o employed in clerk or service

occupations. Sixry-nine percent of respondents lived outside the Central Business
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District. With a majority of consumers either employed or educated in the CBD and

a greater number living outside the area. its fair to sa)' that High Street cafe

consumers or 'regulars' use such spaces as a part of their weekday time geography

between classes. for business gatherings or as havens to escape dayto-day pressures.

Its because of such usage that most cafds in the area operate mainly during daytime

hours.

At Jolt the owner is usually the person behind the espresso machine serving hot

drinks and socialising with customers. Stating that about 80% of his customers are

regulars. he believes one reason they return because of the atmosphere created by

himself and other wait staff.

"ft's pretty hord to come here ond hide from us, at the counter,
because you walk inhere ond you're [immediately] confronted by us.

...You come in here ond whot's going on behind the counter is whot
you're struck with. 5o, people hove to enjoy thot. People who don't
cope with thot, guietly/hoppily go on elsewhere".

Figure 7.L2; An exomple of Jolt-The Espresso Bor's
woy of encouroging conversotion.

With a sidewalk chalkboard which changes daily and invites discussion, Jolt aims to

create that first and lbremost characteristic of third places: conversation (Figure

7.12). According to the owner. all the regulars know each other. Admitting that he

uses the blackboard to encourage talk, the following illustrates the atmosphere of

Jolt:
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'...people stort tolking ocross the bor qnd from [the bock of the
coffeebar, ondl the conversofion storts to get going. f think
probobly more [here] fhon in most ploces [community exists]
becouse in other ploces ...you go in ond 9et o cup of coffee ond hide
of your table. Its oll very nice, but here becouse there's so much
action ond reoction going on people get drown into it, ond the ones
who con cope with it come bock, ...ore the ones who look for it. And
the good regulars ore openly encouroged to do it; ...they jusf butt in

on other peoples conversotions. There are no rules. I think it gives
o very stnong sense of community. Any ploce thqt's used by o
community o lot is going to do thot, and fhere's stounch regulors
here who know ...its their place. Th"y know eoch other. even if its
only by sighf. Peoplefeel able to just butt in on totol strongers ond
tolk with them, which is the best port ...f love thot".

Figure 7.13 gives further evidence of the word-play which routinely takes place

between the owner and regulars. ln this coffee bar the owner plays a pivotal role in

the creation of atmosphere. It is intended and performative. Likewise. wait staffwho

work at Jolt have to be able to handle this as well as take part in the theatrics.

Figure 7.13: Eorly morning porticipont obseruotion ot Jolt-Thc Espresso Bor
(Wednesdoy, April 29, t998).

Nofe: r decided to grob a seat ot the bor instead of sitting in the corner.
This woy f om mixing in with this particulor cafd,s culture. I plcced my
newspdper on top of my notebook.

I to 9am:
. customers in groups of 2 or 3.
. regulors know owner by nome.
. the bonter goes bock ond forth over the bar.
. bor is full (4 seats: 3 customers * me). All reading the poper ond folking

to owner.
. busiest time: 8am - 8:30orn
. before work/business crowd
. evidence of tastescape: o regulor described to owner how owful the

coftee was ot onother coffee estoblishment, soying he only dronk it
becouse he needed the coffeine.

A part of Jolt's character is in its advertising which is done in the owner's spare time.

Figure 7.14 is an example of Jolt's declaration of difference amongst a sea of CBD

cafds. When asked why he chooses to advertise in such a way, the owner's response

involves the creation of a memorable experience:

118
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"f like to be one step oport from normal oll the time, to lodge in
peoples memory. People will remember Jolt becouse they hove thot
[f lier], or fhe letters on the wqll or ony of those other litfle things.
They're the things thot lodge in peoples minds, so it just mokes it
thot much more memoroble".

Figure 7.14: Jolt odvertising its difference.

Ponsonby Road

Located at the centre of Ponsonby Road, Santos and Atomic Cafe are two of many

cafds which now' roast their ow'n cof'fee beans that are then sold and used in the

making of their espresso-based drinks. Of those respondents fiequenting the cafds of
Ponsonby. 68Yo are professional/managerial.20% flom serv'ice or trade occupations.

l07o students. w'ith the remaining 2Yo being retired. A majority of consumers

frequent on a regular basis with 59% living locally (and an additional 23o/o of
respondents living in surrounding areas)(Figure 7.15). According to part-owner

Marcello. there is a huge variety of customers who frequent Santos. and he knows all

of them.

"From 8 yrs. old to 80 yrs. old. A rnix from all sorts. You get o lot
of outhors, physicians, orchitects. lowyers, school teochers, [and]
def initely q lot of musicions".

With this recognition one could say that Santos operates as a leveller: yet another

description fitting a 'third place'. The owners also recognise a different 'crowd'

visiting their establishment on weekends. mostly from the North Shore. With

weekend brunch being very popular in Auckland, many consumers travel from
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further areas to frequent; a phenomena noticed by the owners of Atomic Cafe. Sierra

and Solla Sollew.

Figtre 7.162 Eorly morning porticipont obscrryqtion at Sontos ffuesdoy, April 28,
r998).

6:45om:

o 1 customer already there when f arr:ed/reading newspoper.
c 2 more show up:

. 'f'll hove the usuol" soys one customer, who hos brought someone new

with her. They ore woiting for o 3"d person to show up (they know

6len (boristo)).

7:Zoam:

. t2 customers (5 or so appeor to be here before work. 6len loter
conf irms thot all of the customers this morning wereherebefore work.)

r I customer f recognise from prior porticipont observotions during the
doytime (a re4ular/everyday/sane time (according to 6len)).

8:30am:

r o lot of customers running into others they know/know 6len.

Of all the cafes which have taken part in this research, it is Santos which seems to fit

Oldenburg's (1997) definition of a 'third place' the most. It is very communal. Two

of the three owners are Brazilian. bringing the flavour of South America to the cafd.

During the 1998 soccer World Cup, they brought in big-screen televisions to watch

the event with their 'regulars'. It is examples like this which confirm the richness of

a cafe in the lives of its locals and regulars. Figure 7.16 is an example of an early

morning at Santos. Opening in the morning for those regulars who then go on to

work. the barista knows what their 'usualo moming beverage is, and the socialising

begins early. They know the barista by name and vice versa.

By mid-day this cafd which seats 50 now has 22 patrons. As can be seen in Figure

7.17, the place is busy with conversation and socialising between goups of friends,

business colleagues and others moving between tables to talk to others they know.

Many are there for brief visits and sonle stay for hours. Many of the regulars are

musicians, artists and/or actors, who use Santos as a place in which to conduct

business, which is common for those in the entertainment industry (McCormick,

1998). In terms of time geography caf6s may function as a station in the daily paths

of city dwellers. on an individual level, as time-space intersections in the everyday

life of its regulars.

t?t



Figure 7.772lrtid-doy porticipont observotion ot Sontos (Iuesdoy, April 21, 1998).

llan: ?2 people.

. Six men sitting olone, with the rest of the tobles occupied by groups of
fwo or three (men, wonen or men d women).

r Potrons dressed in block clothes/trendy, w/ cell phones, some business
people, reading newspopers ond sociolising.

. people running in to others they know.

. owner mingling wifh potrons (knows mony by nome).

I1:40dn:

r ot leost four of the potrons ore still here (from the 1lom count).
. Gle,n (boristo) chatting with regulors/friends.
. ve?y reloxed feeling.
o groups of friends.

12 noon:

. People continue to run in to ofhers they know ot Sontos/join them.

. o lot of people greeting eoch other (meeting on on unorronged bosis, then
sitting together).

. Customers of the front (on the sidewolk) have beqr there for over an
hour.

. Some custoners moving oround between tobles, to tolk to others they
know.
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At Atomic the atmosphere created by regulars is similar to that of Santos. According

to the owner. everyone is the typical Atomic customer...

'There's suits, there's old people, young people, mothers with
bobies, fothers with bobies, business executives, shaft workers,
construction workers. f don't think there's octuolly ony [group] thot
doesn't come in. There's quite a few [regulars]. Probobty a dozen
people thot come twice o doy, maybe fifty thot come once a dcy ond
others thot come inevery few dcys. f know most of their nomes".

Figure 7.18 is an example of a weekday morning at Atomic. Befitting the definition

of a 'third place' as an inclusive place, Atomic's customers are older, middle-aged

and very young, arty, business-oriented and vogue; a place where everyone feels

comfortable.



Figure 7.18: tliorning participont observotion ot Atomic (fhursdoy, May 21, 1998).

9:4jam: ll+ people.

. porents with smoll children.

I0:OOam:

. 3 customers olone.

. 2 groups of 2 people.

. olloppeor to be in mid-ZO's to 3Oyrs.

. 3 more customers show up with proms.

. All sorts of people:
. some frequerfiing after working-out.
. on orty-type mon with curly, shoulder length, grey hoir ond

thick block-rimmed glasses.
. older lody in mid-SOs delicotely sipping her coppuccino ond

reoding the paper (Conservatively dressed).
. business men in suits ond ties.
. on immoculotely dressed mon who looks os if he just stepped

out of the poges of Voguemagazine.
. womon with boby in baby corrier ond her husbond.
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Like Santos and Jolt, Atomic has a very strong communal nature. Many of the

regulars have met each other here and continue to meet. According to the owner

"...if they go somewhere else they're not gonna bump into their friends". As a 'third

place', designed to be as comfortable as one's living room, Atomic

"...is o Znd home for a lot of people. There's quite afew thot come in

twice o doy, every single doy. It's o big porf of thetr lives" (Atomic
owner).

l4t Eden Village

Nestled amongst the shops in the Mt Eden Village, Solla Sollew and Sierra serve

both espresso and community. Of those who frequent the cafds in the village, 52Vo

are professionaVmanag erial, 26Vo are students, with remaining respondents employed

in the clerk, service, agriculture or trade industry QBVo), retired (lVo), self-employed

(lVo), unemployed (lvo) or homeless (lVo). The community of Mt Eden is home to a

variety of shelters and places designed to help those less fortunate. Solla Sollew is

often a haven for a number of these people.
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'...o lot of tronsient sort of peop)e, thot ore not thot bad, just more
chorocters, who come in everydoy. Occosionolly some of them con
be o little bit of o nuisonce fqctor, but moinly they're just people
who wont to feel os if they belong somewhere" (Solla Sollew co-
owner).

As seen elsewhere, a majority of consumers are regulars, with 48% living locally

(and an additional 34Yo from surrounding wards)(Figure 7.19).

Situated prominently in the centre of the village, Solla Sollew with its playful theme

is yet another Central Auckland cafe which opens its doors early for its regulars. The

cafd which seats 42 was full at7:26arn one morning when I went along to undertake

participant observation (Figure 7.20). This particular morning, Solla Sollew had a

wide range of customers: groups of friends, a group conducting business and a

number of individuals alone. A grandfather with his granddaughter sat and enjoyed

his morning latt6: something he does 'every moming'. With 87% of its customers

being regulars (those who have frequented for six months or more), Solla Sollew

contributes to the community in many ways.

Figrure 7.2O2 Eorly morning porticipant obscruotion ot Sollo Sollcw ffhursdoy, April
30, 1998).

7:26am:

. onrived ond the cofi wos full!

. oll before work/business types

. oll tobles by the windows ore full.

. chotting, uting, drinking coff ee, reading the poper.

&am:

r ofmosf everyone is o new customer since f orrived/turnover has taken
place (except for the grondfoiher ond schoolgirl). The grondfather
storts up o conversafion with me ond tells me he 'comes everyday' to Sollo
Sollew.
. 'f come here every norning'
. 'I like the sociol port of it'
. likes the coff ee here... hss '...o lott€ every morning'

. 'Coppuccino' the resident cat comes ond sits ot my table ond goes to
sleep.

9:IQom:

. 13 customers (4 single (3 of which reading the poper), 1 group of 4 (some
identified at 8:40om), 1 group of 3 (business/professionol), I group of 2
customers).
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A community noticeboard in the corner advertises classes. flats to let and upcoming

events, and whenever anything is planned to take place in the village, the 'Solla

Sollew' sign above its doors is used to advertise to the community. A further sign of

its importance to the Mt Eden community was made just recently. A f'amous mural

painted eighteen years ago along the outside wall of the caf6 was recently updated its

artist Claudia Pond Eyley. As "...an art-work that people come and look at, which is

associated with the caf6" the artist decided to slightly change its appearance, adding

Dr Seuss characters (Solla Sollew co-owner)(Figure 7.21\. A conscious effort has

been made by the owners of the cat6 to create a space where everyone may feel

comfbrtable. This includes allowing patrons to sit and read the paper if they so

desire. without feeling as if they need to move on in a hurry or feel hassled in any

way. According to a co-owner. the theme helps give this sort of attitude; ". . . it feels a

bit silly and loose".

Figure 7.21t One of the three Dr Seuss choracters odded
to the nurol outside Solla Soller.

Located in the same city-block as Solla Sollew. Siena too has its regulars (67% of

Sierra's respondents). With a very different design. it also measures up to the

definition of Oldenburg's 'third place' (1997). The owners of Siena recognised

"...there was a real opportunity to have another good cafd in Mt Eden" and having

had a child recently, they noted the need to create a space which welcomes young

mothers.

"You get o lot of mothers coming in on their own ond [some of them]
lead very mundone lives. We try ond odd o little bit of excitement
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into their lives and try ond make them feel special. I think thot's
why they come here because we do fuss after them and we fuss
after the kids os much os our time ollows. fts oll obout moking
people f eel welcome...u (Sienaco-owner).

Like other cafes studied for this thesis project, a large mix of consurners frequent

Sierra.

'You've got mothers who ore port of the mid-morning crowd, ...ond

then you've got your Mt EdenlRemuero lodies. Then you hove your
core group of people, especiolly ot the weekends, ...the trendy-ifes
who tend to come in. I don't think lhey're locol. [Weekdoys ore
more locolsl. You get o lot of the working people coming in for
working lunches, locol businesses (reol estate ogents), ond the
evenings ore o much diff erent crowd. They're much older" (sierra
co-owner).

Like Jolt. Santos and Atomic, Sierra owners know their regulars and vice versa. An

example of this took place during my interview for this thesis. The owner said good-

bye to a regular customer and then proceeded to tell me what he orders: 'oJohn's in

everyday and has two or three flat whites"l. A very strong sense of community

exists between consumer and owner. Its all a part of the cafe experience which

brings people back; "...at the end of the day we end up going to the places we know

and feel comfortable in" (Siera co-owner). In New Zealand, the cafe scene is

becoming more and more popular; "...engrained into peoples lives" (Sierra co-

owner). This can be seen in the weekend brunch scene which has emerged recently.

"Ten yeors o9o fomilies never went out for brunch, but now you get
little kids coming in ond osking for fluffies. Ten yeors ago they
wouldn't hove known whot o fluffy wos- they didn't exist" (Sierra co-
owner).

A new language of latt€s and eggs benedict has changed the lifestyles of many New

Zealanders, with establishments like Sierra and Solla Sollew. Atomic and Santos

creating and transforming its gastronomic culture.

' Customer's name was changed for the purpose of this thesis.
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Sfarbucl<s Coffee

A new sort of coffee experience is set to enter the New Zealand coffee and caf6

'scene'towards the end of 1998. Starbucks Cotfee. the American coffee chain

discussed briefly in Chapter Four. will be opening its first stores in New Zealand.

With a philosophy ol creating 'third places' where people can gather or relax

throughout the day. Starbucks intends to 're-invent' the coffee experience (Figure

7.72).

According to Starbucks coffee's operations manager here in New Zealand.

"...A lorge port of the success of Storbucks in North Americo hos
been this 'third ploce' concept, where somebody can come in, they
con toke o rest from their busy doy, they con stort their doy
there".

The Starbuck's consunrer in North America fits the description of the Auckland cafe

consumer. The large coffee-chain recognises the fact that to everyone it can be, and

is a different place whether it be a student who sits for an hour or more with their

cup. a 'stroller mum' or one going out after older children have gone to school to

meet with others, business people with their cellphones. or those who simply sit and

read the newspaper. This is the feeling that Starbucks intends to re-create in New

Zealand.

Figure 7.2?z The Third Ploce represented in the Sforbucks Annuol Report Q99n.
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Starbucks also recognises the characteristics which make up a third place.

'Everybody contributes to the third ploce. The customers
contribute to it. fts not jusf the bricks ond mortor. ...we build
grent stores, we serve gre-at coff ee, but its not until people wolk in
the door ond start interocting with eoch other ond start interocting
with our people thot the ploce storts to hoppen. ...It will be up to
[them] fo creote the third ploce. We'll just serve the coffee"
(interview, Storbucks Operotions Monoger).

As a major player, Starbucks intends on opening 50 company-run stores throughout

New Zealand over the next ten years (Guy, 1998). This will, no doubt, change the

face of coffee in this country, but as the first store is yet to open at the time of writing

this thesis, focus on the coffee giant will remain minimal. Its inclusion here was

made for a number of reasons: it will open the coffee market within New Zealand, its

presence will change the urban cafe landscape and it defines itself as the 'third place.

7.4 The sensuol ploce

Caf6s and coffee bars where one can go, gather and relax are also very sensual places.

In Chapter Two. the role of the senses was examined as was the geographical idea of
both a soundscape and smellscape. Here, the idea of such experiences will be

examined in the cafd situation using narratives collected by means of survey

questionnaire and participant observation.

The cafd is a multi-sensory environment. Not merely contained within its four walls,

the sensual can be seen, heard and smelled outside its doors and onto the streetscape.

The first of the five senses to be illustrated will be the visual. The visual aspect of
cafds is one which is highly recognised by consumers. It is through the eyes that one

sees all that is going on inside or out; the performative wait staff, other patrons, the

design, the street. As this aspect has already been examined earlier in the chapter,

this discussion will remain brief, merely recognising that the visual is important. As

geography relies heavily on the visual (e.g. Rose, 1993), I decided to allocate a

section of this thesis to the illustration of how three of the four'other' senses, inter-

relate and are involved in the creation of place experience

Hearing, smell and taste contribute to ones familiarity in space, providing awareness

of that which is spatial and the qualities of place, past and present (see Rodaway,
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1994). In the case of the cafe, many senses work together to produce an enriched

sensuous experience. That which is heard plays an important role in the character of

a cafd. The sound of coffee beans astir when roasting, flicking of the doser/grinder

distributing the right amount of beans into the gpinder, the coffee grinder, the

espresso machine as it forces hot water through the granules and its steam wand

which foams the milk. the banging of the bucket (holds the coffee in the espresso

machine) in order to empty the used coffee granules, people engaged in conversation

and/or laughing, kitchen noise, flatware, cups and saucers in use, the till and the

music are all a part of the heard experience. Six percent of respondents recognised

music as an essential component of the cafe. While this number is of those who

stated music as what they liked best, a number of respondents also referred to music

as a negative feature. The volume and type of music played contributes to the

intended mood of a cafe or coffee bar. In most cases this is positive; in others it is

considered a shortcoming:

'Only drowbqck is lots of cofds overdo it on the loud, incessont
music- not olwoys to my toste. Often intrusive" (survey respondent).

'fts sometimes better to hove no music, thon bod music" (focus group
porticipont).

Smell is fundamental in the creation of ones cafe experience. The aroma of coffee

beans roasting, the grinding of coffee beans, the espresso machine as it espresses the

dark beverage of choice. and of food work together to construct meaning. It also

releases memory(ies). In the case of smell, one negative circumstance wzls expressed

by respondents: smoke. In New Zealand restaurants are not smoke-free, and for

those who do not smoke it can be offensive. Besides this, smell is a very pleasant

and all-encompassing part of the cafd experience. When combined with the sense of

taste, smell accounts for the flavour of food and drink. The primary beverage

consumed in cafds is espresso. With many caf6s roasting their own beans, the

experience becomes focused around the coffee. [n the next section I will examine the

idea that its not just the cofee and question whether or not this statement is true.
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7.4.1'ft's not just the coff ee' , or is it? (Holmon,l9gT)

When journalist Sheri Holman wrote that 'its not just the coffee' in the Starbucks

reader Cofee Matters, she was referring to the defining characteristic which brings

constuners back to a particular coffee establishment. According to respondents, 60%o

of consumers say it is the coffee that they like best. Of all the features and

characteristics acknowledged by respondents, 'coffee' was mentioned the most.

Remarks were also made about the consistency of coffee. According to a number of

respondents and owners, too many establishments make coffee which is poor in

quality which leads many consumers to remain loyal to certain establishments. With

a high percentage of consumers rating coffee as one of their favourite characteristics

of a certain place, the idea of a 'tastescape' could be conceived.

Figrre 7 -?32 Responses by focus group porticipanfs in regords to the coffee or
food serued in cof6s.

'I woufdn't 9o somewhere thot doesn't hove good coff ee'

'ft def initely hos to hove good coff ee".

'[A cofd] hos to hove good food os well os good coffee".

According to a survey respondent, cafds open "...society up to different taste

experiences". For Central Auckland's cafd consumers, these tasle experiences are

greatly involved in the construction and memory of certain places in particular. If
one has a bad taste experience then. chances are, they will not return. If one has a

favourable taste experience, they will remember that occurrence and retum to repeat

the event. ln the case of the cafe, it is the coffee or food taste experience which acts

as a reminder or memory releaser, and if either is unpleasant, the patron goes

elsewhere (Figure 7.23). In the same way that the smellscape or soundscape

describes a particular sense in terms which are spatially-ordered or place-related, the

idea of a 'tastescape' goes further to suggest a relationship between a person and

environment in the form of the edible and/or drinkable. Just as the idea of that which

is smelled and heard offers an enriched and enlarged interpretation of place, that

which is tasted also brings meaning in the everyday lives of the cafe consumer. With

the coffee being such an integral part of the cafe experience, so too is the tastescape

which exists.

"lThey come backJ becouse the coff ee is good"(tuntosowner).

131
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7.5 The loss of o 3'd pfoce

During the course of this thesis research, the cafe called Solla Sollew was sold, with

the new owners deciding to change the theme (which 20Vo of respondents said they

liked best) and completely re-design the establishment. I had personally considered

Solla Sollew as my own 'third place', a feeling shared by a number of friends. I

therefore witnessed and also felt a loss. My place to gather, meet and socialise over

the past two years had been re-painted; the little yellow character which could be

seen on its walls and coffee-cups, taken down and out of sigfrt; the community

noticeboard in the corner, replaced by a large floral arrangement; only a fraction of

the original staff remaining, with new faces unfamiliar to regulars. In this section, I

will examine the loss of a third place through my own eyes and those of a barista who

has worked in the cafe for six years.

While waiting in line to be served at the establishment which bought Solla Sollew, I

overheard a couple discussing the change of ownership and their sense of loss with

the barista. The couple had just returned from being away for a month and decided to

go to the cafd for dinner to hnd it was no longer. In the words of the female

customer, she was "...devastated". The barista asked what they thought of the new

place, and the response was that it was "...not as fun". The playful theme and design

was gone, replaced by something very difl'erent. I found it difficult to go to the new

place. Would it be able to take the place of Solla Sollew? Would I feel the same

sense of warmth and community? These were my questions and probably very

similar to the ones other regulars had.

I decided to conduct an interview with a barista which has worked for Solla Sollew

ever since it opened, is a close personal friend of the old owners, and continues to

work at the new establishment. According to him, "the clientele starting changing

almost instantly".

'Some [regulors] hove come bock. Not necessorily becouse of the
cofd.,...more or less because of the stoff ond becouse they know
thot they're welcome, ond becouse f know the people on o personol
bosis. A lot of the clientele which we did hove [ot Sollo Sollewl,
were on o nome to nome bqsis ond we were storting getting into eqch
others lives, so to speok".
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The caf6 was a third place to its regulars. Initially staff were under the assumption

that what was Solla Sollew would not change. They were told that fresh paint and a

few new fixtures were to be added, but the caf6 would generally remain the same.

After being closed for a week, the new cafd opened. The old Solla Sollew sign

remained above the entrance, leading many to believe it had gone unchanged.

According to the barista interviewed, even the wait staffwere in for a surprise.

'From thot Soturdoy, f come in ond sow the chonges in the cofi and
bosicolly my heort stopped".

For those who worked at Solla Sollew, it was more than just a job.

'I wos coming to Sollo Sollew ond just enjoying myself , ...hoving o bit
of fun with people. ft wosn't o job to me. ft wosn't work. I wos
getting poid to hove fun, bosicolly. f loved it" (boristo interview).

The sense of communiry was felt by and within the wait staff. Many came to Solla

Sollew on their days off, on an everyday, regular basis. The cafd operated as both the

second and the third place to employees.

'...f used to be in here almost everyday. You'd come ond see your
f riends... it was olwoys f un becous e there were olwoys ot leost two
or three stoff thot weren't working, olwoys here, ond you could
always just sit down, woit o couple minutes ond someone would come
by ond hove o coffee with you. You knew thot they were olwoys
going to be there. Didn't know who, but someone wqs olwoys going to
be there" (boristo interview).

A majority of wait staff left the cafd after the change of ownership took place, with

about six of a staffof 30 remaining and a further four leaving in the first week.

For the patrons, especially those considered regulars, the loss of Solla Sollew has

also been difficult.

'A lot of people were very upset. A lot of people were... especiolly
the regulors. Our clientele in the morning bosicolly dropped down to
obout twenty percent of whot we used to hove.

. [the new ploce] isn't os worm ond os friendly. ...in thot first week, o
lot of regulors [come] through osking. demonding to know, what hod
hoppened to the caf 6,.Why hod it chonged" (boristc inrerview).

With a lot of regulars deciding not to frequent the new cafe, old wait staff really felt a

difference.
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'We hod o relotionship with them. ...A lot of the regulors hove gone,
which is reolly sod because fhot's whot f come to work for; to see
those people ond fhe friendly otmosphere which wos here" (boristo
interview).

A number of local businesses situated around the old cafd used to come in to Solla

Sollew regularly for coffee. This too has changed with the new ownership, with

some regulars having been displaced to other cafds in the village. A large group of

school kids who attend a local alternate high school used to frequent Solla Sollew

two or three times a day, everyday.

'We hod o good relotionship with obout eight or nine kids ond the
teochers. For the first little while, they used to onnoy us becouse
they ore loud ond weren't guite the 'cafd scene', so to speok, but
they grew on us ond we g?ew on them ond [two of us] hod on

excellent relotionship with them. A nome fo nome bosis. Thot
instontly changed with the chonge of the csf A,.

...We don't serve filter coffee onymore" (borista interview).

The significance of serving filter coffee meant that those with limited disposable

incomes were able to take part in the cafd experience. For one couple, in particular,

who frequented the cafe regularly and were often the last customers most nights, the

changing hands was very upsetting; a feeling shared by a number of regulars.

'They come in, hod o look oround, coned me (but f knew they were
just coning the caf d, ond f took it in its stride). It wos so hord for
me not to agree with people" (boristo interview).

The caf6 that was once Solla Sollew offered much to its regulars as well as the wait

staff. While attention here to the loss of such a place may seem excessive, the impact

of its disappearance has genuinely affected its regulars, wait staffand the community.

Functioning as both second and third places, the reaction of those who frequented

and worked in the cafd gives evidence of its importance in the daily lives of many.

The benefits of third places, according to oldenburg (1997), both 'precious and

unique' are counted in personal terms.

7.6 Summory

As a site of consuming, cafe and coffee bar environments play critical roles in the

new landscapes of consumption. These trendy places are used and re-used in
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successful cycles, everyday, by consumers or 'regulars'. Just as Jackson and

Holbrook (1995) found shopping as an activity which actively and significantly

moulds people's identities, so too it can be said about the caf6 and coffee bar

environments. As a regular in such places, the cafe/coffee bar becomes a part of the

everyday; of ones own time geography. Just as people have been known to identifu

with what they eat (Bell & Valentine, 1997), they too identifr with drinking a lattd at

a local cafe. Coffee, like food, has been woven into the construction of lifestyles; a

lifestyle which is new to New Zealand and includes the cafe and brunch scenes.

Eating and drinking espresso-based beverages in the public sphere represents an

incredibly important social, communal and geographical experience.

The levelling, primocy of conversotion, certointy of meeting friends,
looseness of structure, and eternal reign of the imp of fun oll
combine to set the stoge for experiences unlikely to be found
elsewhere (Oldenburg]99T,43).

Like the Great, Good Places Oldenburg (1997) describes in his book, the cafe and

coffee bar of the 1990s potentially gets you through the day. While these

establishments, in particular, may not operate as third places to all, evidence in this

chapter has demonstrated its importance in the informal daily lives of many.
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Chapter 8

CONCLU5ION

At the beginning of this thesis iournalist Sherri Holman (1997) was quoted as stating

that ir's not .iust the co.ffee which appeals to the cafd, coffee bar and coffeehouse

consumer. In her compelling account of a trip to the local coffbehouse she claimed

that people 'want out'; out of their livingrooms to a sidewalk table and chair. or

inside to a bar stool to read the newspaper or converse with fiiends. Prompted by

this question. the thesis was structured around a set of objectives aimed to discover

what it is about these coffee-drinking establishments which attracts a large number of
consun'lers who have included the cafd as a part of their geography of everyday life.

The aim of this thesis has been to extend the ideas advanced by Bell and Valentine's

(1997) 'total consumption package' within the context of Central Auckland's

emerging coffee and cafe culture. A geography focusing on distinct aspects of the

consumption package has exposed a number of characteristics of the caf6 which

involve the everyday routines of individuals. The research has explored and

expanded ideas of consumption, community. and 'the sensual' to portray the cafd

experience in a holistic manner. The principal contention of this thesis

involves the establishment of cafes and coffee bars as 'third places'.

This chapter summarises six key research findings, offering conclusions and relates

the study to the wider geography of Central Auckland and, more generally, changing

urban landscapes. The chapter concludes with a brief reflection on the strengths and

limitations of the study. and suggests directions fbr further research.
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8.1 Ploce & the caf A environment

The major themes of this thesis are a) the cafe as a consuming experience. b) the cafd

as a cornmunal place, and c) the cafe as a sensual experience. The following section

reflects on these three themes and draws conclusions.

Concepts and research discussed in the body of the thesis leads to the conclusion that

the Central Auckland cafe and coffee bar functions first and foremost as a third place.

The geographic idea of place is most fining to the situation of the cafe; a site

incorporating all three elements of locale, location and sense of place. For many, the

cafe has become a'third place', in relation to home and work (the ltrand 2nd places

respectively), providing amenities which include a 'total consumption package' and a

sensual experience.

The cafe as a third place involves it being a site of consumption and sensual

practices. It may be described as one where anything and everything is absorbed as

part of the 'experience'. Presenting a 'total consumption package', the cafe is

designed to 'seduce' the consumer in a variety of ways, with atmosphere playing a

critical role in the overall 'seduction'. The creation of atmosphere includes a mixture

of elements which are both physically sensed (i.e. seen, heard, smelled. and tasted) as

well as sensed in place (i.e. community and belonging). Figure 8.1 illustrates that

which is provided and consumed in the cafe environment, and will be used as a focal

point for the remainder of this section in the presentation of key research findings.

The physical senses of seeing, hearing, smelling and tasting all contribute strongly to

what is consumed by the cafd and coffee bar patron, for it is the senses which brings

individuals to a particular place. The/rsr of six key findings of this thesis involves

the notion of 'seeing' and 'being seen' as a part of the creation of atmosphere.The

presence of 'others' plays a role in the creation of a cafds ambience. allowing the

consumer to be concurrently audience and performer. This dual role was recognised

both by survey respondents and focus group members. In addition ro this idea of
informal otheatre', cafes hire wait staff who project a certain identifiable image.

Presented along with the menu, the performative encounters which take place

between wait staff and patron are played out on a 'stage'. Wait staff and baristas
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engage in the everyday theatre of the caf6 or coffee bar. performing 'centre stage

while preparing espresso beverages and creating live atmosphere.

Figure 8.1: flsm6nts provided ond consumed in the caf6lcoffee bar os o third
ploce.

The senses play an important role in the definition of place. offering distinct elements

to the geographical experience which are relevant to the 'placing' of self. Sensual

aspects of the cafd can be seen. heard and smelled both inside, and outside onto the

streetscape. The rich robust smellscapes of freshly ground espresso beans and

paninis incorporated with the soundscapes of music, conversation and the espresso

machine at work add to the consumed experience. That which is tasted has been

fbund to be just as important to consumers as that which is seen. smelled. and heard.

leading to the idea of a tastescape. This issue was identified as influential in the
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creation of place; recognised as a favourite characteristic and raison d'Ate of a cafe

or coffee bar by both focus group and survey respondents.

Much like the basic principles of the smellscape and soundscape which are spatially-

ordered and place-related, a proposed 'tastescape ' is szggestive of a relationship

beween the individual and environment in the form of that which is eaten or drunk.

This is a second key finding of the thesis. In the case of the caf6 and coffee bar, the

espresso beverages prepared and served are a fundamental aspect of the experience.

with distinctive tastes attracting consumers to certain establishments. The physical

senses of sight, hearing, smelling and taste are catered to and consumed within the

cafe environment, with 'otherso, wait staff, decor, music, coffee, food. and the

presence of others creating a third place. In addition to these ingredients, a sense in

place of community and belonging is provided and consumed (see Figure 8.1).

The cafe as a communal place is inclusive of both community and a sense of
place/belonging. Within this idea of community rests the third and Jburth key

findings of this thesis: sense of community and locality. In the case of the cafe,

coffee creates the gathering with many patrons.frequenting local establishments. As

part of the creation of community, owners and wait staff interact on a first-name

basis with regulars, know their usual drink or food of choice, and are often a part of
the conversation. According to Eyles (1985, 6l), "...locality remains a vital arena for

panerned social relationships", as can be seen in the present context with up to 59o/o

of surveyed cafe and coffee bar consumers frequenting establishments nearest their

home or work. Functioning as social centres in local life, contributing to the human

need for community, ffiffiy cafes are inclusive places, accepting of diftering groups

and differing ages. Expenditure on beverages and food tend to be the only

prerequisites to participation in the cafd culture. Indeed, it could be argued that

difference is welcomed in many establishments. The benefits of 'third places' accrue

to those who value their sociability and frequent regularly, with rewards which

include novelty, perspective. and the generation of friendships (Oldenburg, 1997).

This beneficial nature puts people 'in place' over time. making third places more

important than a cup of coffee itself. Wile cafds may not be considered 'third

places' by everyone, they do, in some cases, represent both /d and 3'd places Io wait

staff (i.e. work and a place to belong). This fifth key finding recognises the

l'l
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importance of cafds as third places to employees of some establishments. As a

communal place, caf6s and coffee bars provide a space where one crul relax and

converse, serving the human need to feel a part of a community and belong. In the

cafe, it is the atmosphere of the third place as well as coffee which becomes the

product sold. For regulars, visitation of the local cafe or coffee bar functions as a

part of their daily or weekly time-geography.

Time-geography is a depiction of one's biography through pathways in time and

space. Cafe consumers are knowledgeable and skilled agents in their own time-

geography, positioning visits to these establishments within their weekday or

weekend schedules. The caf6 as a third place functions as a haven from the stresses

of home and work. Evidence within this thesis emphasises the value of cafes and

coffee bars to the Auckland consumer, stationed in close proximity to first and

second places which make frequenting them possible. The flow of ones own time-

geography is choreographed through social space? constituting a social reality and

meaning to the agent, in this case the Auckland cafe consumer.

Caf6s and coffee-drinking have recently become a distinct part of the culture of many

Western cities. much like those of the past (e.g. early English coffeehouses and

coffee lounges and bars of the 1950s). Evidence presented in this thesis leads to the

assertion of a caf6 and coffee 'culture' existing within Central Auckland, with

members fitting the description and general characteristics of those of the new middle

class. The affirmation that rnost consumers of cafi culture are part of the new middle

c/ass is the sixth and final key finding of this research.

This thesis has involved an extension of the 'total consumption package' concept

advanced by Bell and Valentine (1997). Central Auckland cafds and coffee bars are

sites of consumption, which regulars identifu and consider as 'third places', offering

the consumer a multisensory experience. The importance of the third place within

the daily and weekly lives of regulars is measured most greatly when it is lost, €r was

the case for this researcher (see section 7.5). Establishments which function as

stations within one's time-geography add social meaning to the everyday. The major

and most significant conclusion of this thesis is the identification and recognition of
Auckland's ca/bs and coffee bars as a neutral, third place to their 'regulars I The

work of Oldenburg (1997) refers to individuals' 'quest for community' and 'the
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problem of place' in the 1990s. The exertion of this thesis. in regards to Cennal

Auckland's cafe regulars, is that these establishments have solved the dilemma of
placelessness for those who have found the social benefits of this Great Good Place.

The symbolism of coffee and cafes is wrapped up in the construction of identity and

pursuit of style in a city of text, written and read in the language of consumption. In

the following section, the idea of caf6s and consumption will be considered within

the broader structures of cities.

8.? Cof d,s, consumption & the city

A common theme throughout this thesis, as well as geographical literatures, has been

the idea of symbolism and new landscapes of consumption. The search for symbolic

ornamentation and embellishment by those with spending power are major forces

shaping the (post)modern landscape. Occupational restnrcturing has coincided with a

restructuring/redevelopment of the urban landscape. Strategies of urban

redevelopment in the city are focused on consunption and visual attractions which

encourage people to spend (Zukin, 1998). Tourism plays a vital role in the symbolic

culture of cities in which 'entertainment retailing' can sell an easily recognised name.

In the case of Auckland. redevelopment of the Civic Cenue will include the

introduction of Planet Hollywood and an Imax theatre as part of an entertainment

complex intended to heighten the magnetic appeal of the'City of Sails'. Other recent

changes in Auckland, such as housing, parallel those of other major Western cities.

Auckland's inner city suburban and downtown population is the third largest in

Australasia and growingby 2.6% per year (Austin & Whitehead, 1998). Auckland is

maturing as a metopolitan area with a growing number of spaces offering symbolic

culture to the 'lifestyle' consumer with a disposable income to spend.

The conversion of central city buildings into apartments, and landscapes of
production into those of consumption. leisure, and spending, are again reflective of a

wider restructuring taking place in cities throughout the world. The microgeography

of coffee and cafes discussed in this thesis represents a manifestation of the ways in

which the new middle class construct lifeswles and identification around
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expenditue. The object of this thesis (cafds and coffee bars) is just one of the many

forms of wrinen texts read within a plethora of inscriptions on the urban landscape.

8.3 Reseorch strengths & limitotions

This thesis adopted the vantage point of the consumer, aiming to extend the ideas of

consumption 'packages' developed by human geoglaphers. Thus a survey of
consumers, interviews with owners and wait staff, a focus group meeting, and

participant observation were employed to investigate the consumption panerns which

exist in Central Auckland's cafes and coffee bars. The study has been useful in

identif,iing the feelings held by consumers, giving voice to their everyday lived

experience.

The timing of semi-structured interviews strengthened my relationship with cafe and

coffee bar owners and wait staff taking part in the research (April 1998). These were

undertaken first and were followed by participant observation and other methods.

Initial contact and a non-threatening approach allowed me to introduce myself, with

frequent visitation creating a friendly relationship. The questionnaire survey of
consumers provided demographic and behavioural data which enabled the testing of
Oldenburg's 'third place' ideas and helped to confirm the existence of a tastescape.

The large sample size allowed the opportunity to explore statistical associations. A

portion of the questionnaire survey allowed consumers to provide opinions on the

cafds they frequent as well as the recent trend. Some of this attitudinal data was then

boxed separate from the text and displayed as figures to highlight comparable

perceptions and beliefs. These boxed sections allowed for the voice of consumers to

"...be heard as narrative within the text" (Clark, 1997,137). A single focus group

meeting also offered strenglh to the thesis as it was conducted towards the end of the

research analysis period (August 1998), allowing the researcher to clarifu issues and

ask further questions arising after administration of the questionnaire survey.

Photographs added to the study by visually reinforcing aspects of the research

investigation, analysis and findings.

Two limitations of the study are worth mentioning. The first of these limitations may

be considered positive as well as negative in nature and surounds the issue of scope.
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The scope of the thesis was restricted to that of cafe and coffee bar consumers, opting

not to question non-users. I wanted to give voice to the cafe consumer to identiff the

primary reasons for caf6 visitation. A second focus group of non-users could have

included the examination of reasons why they do not frequent these places. A second

limitation may be found in the testing of the sensual, as this was done primarily

through participant observation. Questions were posed to the focus group about the

coffee, music. 'seeing' and 'being seen', but direct inquiry of the role of the senses

was not asked in the suryey, but rather depicted my own vantage point as a

participant user ofcaf6s (notjust observer).

8.4 Future reseorch

Within the context of consumption. future research should continue to explore arenas

other than that of the shopping mall, a site heavily focused upon by human

geographers in the early 1990s. The range of consumptive behaviours is vast and

must not be restricted to one particular site. There has been very linle academic

research to date within the context of coffee, cafds, and coffee bars. A future research

suggestion would include the examination of the commodification of coffee,

uncovering and displaying the conditions of production prior to its reaching the

market and becoming disguised. The work of Smith (1996) focuses on consumption,

production and the politics of Starbucks Coffee. offering a geography which is

concealed by market advertising. The scope of this thesis briefly touched upon this

aspect of the coffee commodity chain in discussing global-local configurations, but

this theme merits further exploration in the New Zealand context.

A futther area of research to pursue may include a comparative study between

Central Auckland and other urbzur centres, either within New Zealand of elsewhere in

the Western world. Questions to consider include: Do contemporary caf6s firnction

as 'third places' in other cities/countries (such as the U.S.)? Do tastescapes exist?

Who are the consumers? Is it a place to 'see' and 'be seen'? Is a similar 'package'

offered? The rapid flourishing of Central Auckland's cafds and coffee bars as third

places to their regulars, suggests the need for such comparative research to

understand more thoroughly the links between place, identity and consumption.
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APPENDIX 1

Questionnoire Survey

Femole Mole

Please tick the age cale4ory to which you belong:

fil

fil
tr-i

Under 20 yrs.

2t-25 yrs.

- 26-35 yrs.

36-45 yrs.

46-55 yls.

56-64 yrs.

Over 65 yrs.

It,r-t
lt,

=,ttt.?
IttF}

With which ethnic Aroup(s) do you identify?

fn which suburb of Aucklond do you reside?

Whot is your occupotion?

...your gross solory?

Less thon $?1,@O/year

$ 20,000 to $35,000/year

$36,000 to $50,000/yeor

Over $50.000/yeor

# How much would you soy you spend at coffeebors/csf?-s per monfh?

- Less rhan $10 $10-$30

930-950

How often do you come to this coffeebar/cafe? (times per month)t,t
-i

ttt
i.3
,,,
[-r

How often do you 9o to cofes, other thon this one? (times per month)

Whot do you like best obout this coffeebor or cofe?

,lt How long hove you beu frquenting this cofi?

'Where oncethere wos o pub on every corner in New Zealond, todqy there is a sign: Cofd
Opening Soon' (Sheehcn d Burton,1995). A recent emergence of cafds and coffeebors
hos token ploce throughout Aucklond, as well os throughout New Zealand. It is here
where f invite you to odd your own feelings obout this trend...

Thank-you for your prticiption
Plcase fold 4 plrcc in collection cnvclop

ult-i
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APPENDIX 2

Seven groupings used for occupotionol representotion
(bosed upon the New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations 1995)

€rouping

6""rp I

Group 2 Professiomls

6roup 3

6roup 4

6roup 5

6roup 6

GroupT

N.2.5.C.O. lob"l

Legishtors, Adninistrolors &

Momgers

Technicions A
Professiomls

Associote

Clcrks

Serviez^ & Soles Workers

Agriculture 4 Fisheny, Workcrs

Trades Workers

Occupoiioru givan on $rstionmiru

rmmger. connunications firmger, office ftrrcger,
busircss ftluger, numgpr, h€alth nuftrger, gererol
rmmgEr, soles mruger. restsurcnt riltmger. rest honre

nnmger, trrket rescorch fmmger.

Engincer, doctor, hryer, tertiory educotor, orchitect,
teocher, occount numgcr, heolth professioml, rnidwife,
psychologist. rcsearcher, consultont, occountont. librqrion,
stoiisticion, pqychotheropist. negistered nurse, surveyor,
developer. f i mnce, bonker.

Film director, filn technicion, filrn rmker. actor, ortist.
actress, trciner, oirline pilot, writer, musicion, reol
estote. broodcoster, rnerchandise nnrtg€r, photogrophcr,
production co-ordimtor, television production, cosfumc
designer. osteopoth, gmphic desigrr;r, soles rep., trovel
ogenf. Cornmunity Hcalth wor[<zr, computer progromner,
sociol sorkar, designer, telecommunicotor. DJ.

Postol sorkcr, supcrvisor, telephone operotor, persorul
ossistont. legol secretorl, tenp. worker.

Chef. hoirdresser, ossistont ttrtrugcr, rnother, cafd worl<zr.
boristc. woitress, refoil, fire-fighter, odventure guide,

outdoor recreotion guide.

€arderer, horticulturist, wirc. f roder.

Builder, npchanic.
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APPENDIX 3

Somple of Porticipont fnformotion Sheets & Consent Forms,



Department of Geography The [Jniversrty of Auckland
Private Bag 9201 I
Auckland. New Zealand

Human Scrences Burldrng

l0 Symonds Street, AucklanC
Telephone:64 I - 373 7599 ext 5923

Facsrmrle 64 I-373 7434

email'geography@auckland.ac. nz

To

Barista & Cafe
Wn it s t o.ff/M a n o g e r P art i c ip a n t I nfo r m a t i o n S h e et

(haristo: dn espresso machine operator)

My name is Karena J. Liberry. I am a student at The University of Auckland,
conducting research for a Master of Arts degree in the Department of Geography. I
am conducting this research for the purpose of my thesis on Central Auckland's cafe &
coffeebar consumption trends. The principal aims of this project are two-fold: first, to
identiS the characteristics of cafti and coffeebar consumers, as well as those who work
in such establishments, and second to investigate the design and creation of such
places.

You are invited to participate in my research and I would appreciate any assistance you
can offer me, As part of my thesis I am examining your work place and its consumers.
I would like to interview a number of staff members here. but you are under no
obligation. at all. to be interviewed. Interviews would take twenty to thirty minutes
and would be during work time. I would prefer to audio tape the interview, but this
would only be done with your consent and could be turned off at any time or you can
withdraw information I would also like to photograph a number of staff members. in
rvorking situations, but this would only be done with your consent. If you do wish to
be interviewed and/or photographed, please let me know by filling in i consent form
and sending ir ro me or phoning me care of the Department of Geography. All
inflormation you provide in an interview is confidential and your name will not be used.

Thank you very much for your time and help in making this research possible. If you
have any queries or wish to know more, please phone me or write me it:
Department of Geography
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel.373-7599 extn. 8465 (leave message)

My supervisor is. Dr. Robin Kearns
Department of Geography
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7599 extn.8442



The Head ofDepartment is; Dr. Peter Hosking
Depanment of Geograp,hy
The Univ,ersity of Auckland
PrivateBag 9?;019
Auckland. Tel. 3V3-7599 extn.B4i,6

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please,contact.

Dr, Dennis lV.troore

chair- The university of Auelcla,ndlLlrruuan subjecrs Ethios committee.
The university:of Au,oleland" Finance Registry; Frivate tsag 92019- Auokland.
Tel. 373-7599 ex,tn 8939

APFROVED BY THE UNIVERSITT OF AUCKLAND HTIIT{AN SU.BJECTS IflNES
COMMITTEE on l I February, 1998 for a period of 2 year+. fionl t VA.2p8. RoferencE
tee7t2e4.



Department of Geography The UniversitV of Auckland
Private Bag 92019

Auckland, New Zealand

Human Scrences Buildrng
10 Symonds Sueet. Auckland
Telephone 64 9 - 373 7599 ext 5923
Facsimile: 64 g - 373 7434
emarl:geography@auckland.ac. nz

CONSENT TO INTERVI EWED/AUDIO-TAPED AND/OR PHOTOGRAPH ED
(Cafe proprietors. employees and City Council representatives)

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX YEARS

Title of Pro.iect

Researcher:

APPROVED BY
COMMITTEE on

tee1/2w.

THE LINIVERSITY OF
I I Fcbman l99t{ for a

Espresso-ing the'Consumption Package': A socio-cultural
geography of Central Auckland's coffee &. caf6 society.

Karena J. Liberty

I have been given and have understood explanation ofthis research project. I have had

an opportunity to ask questions and have them answered. I understand that I may

withdraw myself or any information traceable to me at any time up to August 1, 1998

rvithout giving a reason. and that interviews will be audio-taped.

I agree to take part in this research.

Sisned:

Name:
(please print clearlv)

Date:

I additionally agree to be photographed in my workplace.

Signed:

Narne:
(please print clearly)

Date.

AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS EHTICS
period of 2 r'cars. from I ll02l98 Refcrence
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